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Executive Summary 

 

The South Trinidad Chamber of Industry and Commerce (STCIC) was contracted by 

the Caribbean Regional Negotiating Machinery (CRNM) to conduct an assessment 

of the energy services sector in selected CARIFORUM countries, with the underlying 

objective of making recommendations for how the sector could better contribute to 

overall economic development and the trade negotiating agenda that should be 

pursued in support of this development.    

The assessment outlines some important features of the international energy 

services sector and how these impact on the energy services sector in the 

Caribbean region.  Many of the trends apparent within the energy services sector 

internationally are also apparent within the region.  In many cases these trends tend 

to favour the bigger well established international services companies, especially in 

the lucrative upstream energy services sector.  Nevertheless, there are also 

business opportunities created by for example the increased liberalisation of power 

generation and the increased emphasis on renewable sources of energy.  

The assessment considers the major areas of demand for energy services within the 

region and the capacity of the regional private-sector to meet this demand.  The 

assessments has indicated that within the region, the energy services sector has 

tended not to be considered as a sector for priority in economic planning and 

development activities, or in international and regional trade negotiations.  This is the 

case even in Trinidad and Tobago, where the energy services sector comprises a 

significant sector of the economy, and where some energy services are currently 

being exported.   

Need for priority to be placed on the sector  

This lack of priority should be reversed. The majority of countries in the region are 

reliant upon imported fossil fuels for the vast majority of their energy needs and high 

international energy prices are placing a significant strain on the economies of the 

region.  Given the fact that the economies of the region tend to be highly energy 

inefficient (measured in terms of units of energy consumed to units of wealth 

created) the development of a vibrant, commercial and competitive energy services 

sector in the region will have spill-over effects into improved productivity in the rest of 

the economy.    

To date, the major focus within the energy sector in the Caribbean has not been on 

how services are structured and delivered, but on gaining access to below market-

priced sources of fossil fuels, through Government to Government treaties or 

assistance packages.  The major conclusion of this assessment is that there is the 

need for a change in mind-set within the region towards the energy services sector: 



 

 

 

moving from seeing energy as a “problem” to the sector being seen as an 

“opportunity” for business development and wealth creation.   

Opportunities along value chain 

There are opportunities for the development of energy service sector businesses 

along the entire energy value chain.  While the most lucrative opportunities exist in 

the upstream, off-shore oil and gas exploration and development sectors, there are 

also opportunities in areas such as the distribution of fuels (including regional 

shipping), retail of fuels, electricity generation through renewable energy projects 

and energy efficiency consultancy services provided to customers.  

Potential of public-private collaboration 

Despite the general lack of emphasis on the development of business within the 

energy services sector there are some positive cases where new businesses within 

the energy services sector have been generated.  Two of the most striking examples 

of this are: 

• the development of an oil and gas platform fabrication industry in Trinidad and 

Tobago; and  

• the development of a geo-thermal energy project in Nevis.  

Both of these projects have been characterised by a large degree of co-operation by 

the public and private sectors.  The platform fabrication industry in Trinidad and 

Tobago only developed after the Government made a major investment into the 

necessary dock and fabrication yard infrastructure.  This public investment created 

the necessary infrastructure, which the private-sector subsequently utilised and 

develop a new sector for the economy.   

In the case of the geo-thermal energy industry in Nevis, the island’s Government has 

put in place the necessary legislative framework to allow private investors to develop 

the project to take advantage of the natural resources.  Other islands possess similar 

geothermal resources, but the major initial development has taken place in Nevis 

because they have put the right legal framework in place.  

National and regional policy vacuum 

The assessment indicates that most countries in the region do not have a 

comprehensive energy sector policy and there are very few Government policies 

designed to develop the indigenous energy services sector.  Local content policies in 

the energy services sector do exist in many countries, but they tend to lack any 

regulatory enforcement mechanisms or the necessary institutional basis for 

monitoring and evaluating compliance.  In general, the legislative and regulatory 

framework for managing the sector is inadequate.  



 

 

 

In addition to the lack of national level policy on the energy services sector, there is 

no specific regional policy on the energy services sector and the draft CARCIOM 

energy policy does not place any emphasis on the energy services sector.  While the 

draft CARICOM energy policy does include renewable energy sources, the 

consensus from renewable energy sector professionals in the region is that this area 

has not received enough emphasis from policy-makers.  As noted above, regional 

and national policy-makers have tended to be most interested in locating and 

securing below-market price sources of fossil fuels.  

Market regulation  

Bureaucracy, lack of clarity and uncertainty in the administration of Customs and 

Immigration regulations is also hampering the development of a regional energy 

services industry, especially with respect to the transportation of equipment between 

countries.  The development of the energy services sector is also hampered by the 

existence of illegal markets in energy and energy services that exist in many 

countries of the region.  This includes both black-market trade in fuels, which 

undercuts legitimate fuel suppliers, and illegal connections to electricity distribution 

systems, which place a strain on utility providers.   

A general lack of regional standards in areas like engineering or in fuel quality also 

hampers the development of the industry, as well as the effective enforcement of 

standards when they do exist.  In general, regional private-sector companies are 

nervous about doing business in other countries in the region and their business 

decision-making is hampered by a lack of accurate and timely information.  

Skills shortage  

Most companies interviewed as part of this assessment face difficulties in attracting 

and retaining skilled professional and technical staff.   While there have been 

significant efforts to produce trained graduates and technicians, this has been 

countered by continued out-migration of skilled professionals, especially in the oil 

and gas energy services sector (where there is a global skills shortage).   

Furthermore, many skilled technicians and craft workers in the industry have no 

certification for their skills, due to deficiencies in national vocational certification 

systems.  This lack of certification hampers companies when they are looking to 

export services, as they are unable to prove the competency of their staff. 

 Private – private collaboration 

While there is a well established and well respected association of electricity utilities, 

CARILEC, there is no overall association or grouping of companies working in the 

energy services sector in the Caribbean.   In Trinidad and Tobago, the STCIC plays 

the role as industry representative for the energy and energy services sector, though 

the emphasis has been on hydro-carbons.  Energy sector professionals in Barbados, 



 

 

 

specialising in alternative energy, have recently also formed an association, under 

the guidance of the Barbados Coalition of Service Industries.   

Recommendations 

The   major recommendations of the assessment are divided into different levels of 

intervention, with some recommendations relating to the region as a whole, others 

for national Governments and some for private-sector associations.  

CARICOM & Regional Level Interventions 

1. Increased emphasis should be placed on the energy services sector at both 

the level of CARICOM and by national Governments.  

2. CARCIOM should urgently develop a regional energy policy, which will 

provide the necessary framework for the development of the regional energy 

services sector, in particular the integration of energy markets.  

3. The CARICOM energy policy should include the harmonisation and extension 

of all local content provisions in the energy sector to make them compliant 

with the Treaty and supportive of regional business development.  

4. Energy services should be one of the offensive areas to pursue in trade 

negotiations and a specific Energy Services team should be established, with 

representatives of both the private-sector and CRNM.  

National Government Level Interventions 

5. The energy services sector should be recognised as a potential area for 

Caribbean private-sector investment and regional Governments should 

include the energy services sector in their business and export development 

activities. 

6. The development of the energy services sector often requires public-sector 

investment into infrastructure and the right legal framework to encourage 

investment.   

Company Level Interventions 

7. Existing barriers preventing local firms from accessing contracts with multi-

nationals in the Caribbean energy sector need to be addressed through 

efforts such as the Safe To Work (STOW) project and these should be 

pursued on a regional basis.  

Public Sector-Private Sector Collaboration  

8. The skills gap in the energy services sector requires a joint public-private 

approach to be filled.  The Energy Industry Competency Development 

Initiative (EICDI) should be supported at the regional-level to create a 



 

 

 

common and internationally recognised system of technical training and 

certification for the Caribbean energy sector.  

9. There is significant scope for increased collaboration and sharing of 

information between national business communities with respect to 

opportunities in the energy sector.  Closer relationships between some of the 

potential areas for hydro-carbon development are already developing, in 

particular between the STCIC and the Suriname Chamber of Commerce, and 

these need to be encouraged and supported by regional Governments. 
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1 Introduction and methodology 

 

1.1 Introduction 

The South Trinidad Chamber of Industry and Commerce (STCIC) was contracted by 

the Caribbean Regional Negotiating Machinery (CRNM) to conduct an assessment 

of the energy services sector in selected CARIFORUM countries, with the underlying 

objective of making recommendations for how the sector could contribute to overall 

economic development and the trade negotiating agenda that should be pursued in 

support of this development.    

Following the Terms of Reference for this study (Annex I), we have used a wide 

definition of energy services along the entire value chain and included both fossil 

fuels and renewable sources of energy (see Figure 1, below).  Given the fact that 

fossil fuels currently dominate the regional energy sector the assessment has 

concentrated on services related to hydro-carbon production, transportation and 

distribution. It has not, however, excluded alternative energy sources and these are 

considered in the report when appropriate.  

The overall aim of the assessment is: 

• to provide an overview of the Caribbean energy services sector,  

• to assess the competitiveness of the energy services sector, and  

• to make recommendations for industry development strategies and trade and 

domestic policies to enhance the sector’s competitiveness.  

The assessment has concentrated on providing information that is useful for both 

national and regional policy-makers and members of the private-sector as the region 

tries to develop the energy services sector.   

 The assessment has integrated specific case studies of energy service companies 

and specific activities to show the scope and potential for the development of the 

sector.  In some countries of the region the energy services industry is dominated by 

State-owned companies, often operating as monopolies. Perhaps the biggest energy 

service company in the Caribbean is the National Gas Company (NGC) of Trinidad 

and Tobago who transports natural gas along its extensive pipeline network and 

markets natural gas both domestically and internationally; with total sales in excess 

of TT$11.4 billion and after-tax profits of almost TT$3 billion in 2006.1  However, 

unless there was a very significant change in Government policy in Trinidad and 

Tobago, which appears unlikely, there are few opportunities for competitive business 

development in this sector. 

                                            
1
 National Gas Company, Annual Report (2006).  
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Figure 1: The Hydro-carbon value chain 

 

Value is added to hydro-carbons as they move along the value chain from reservoirs to consumers. 

Services are contracted by companies at all stages of the value chain. 
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For this reason the assessment has tended to concentrate more on the sectors 

where there is current or potential private-sector involvement, especially cases 

where services are currently being traded or could be traded across borders. 

As the energy services sector in the Caribbean is dominated by Trinidad and Tobago 

(who account for over 50% of the primary energy consumption in the countries under 

review) the assessment inevitably contained more case studies and examples from 

Trinidad and Tobago than other countries.  It should be noted that the Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) of the Trinidad and Tobago energy sector dwarfs the total 

national GDP of most countries in the region; Trinidad and Tobago’s energy sector 

GDP is comparable to the total GDP of Jamaica,2 considered one of the major 

economies of the region. Any of the larger companies operating in the upstream oil 

and gas industry in Trinidad and Tobago will routinely procure significantly more 

goods and services than the total volume and value of goods and services procured 

in many of the countries of the region.    

The Caribbean region contains elements of the entire energy sector value chain 

(Figure 1).  However, it is currently only Trinidad and Tobago that has activities in the 

majority of the elements of this value chain.  The majority of hydro-carbons produced 

in the Caribbean are not consumed in the region: the major path for hydro-carbons 

produced in the region is along the route of liquefaction, transportation by tanker, re-

gasification and utilisation in power generation in the United States, Europe and 

other markets, including Japan.  In general the higher risk and higher return activities 

in the energy sector are in the upstream elements of the industry (exploration and 

production of primary energy sources).  Other aspects of the energy sector in the 

midstream and downstream rely primarily in the ability of companies to operate 

efficiently and to make profits on often narrow margins (for example in the refining 

business).  Nevertheless, there is significant value to be added to hydro-carbons in 

the downstream sectors, especially in the marketing and retail of gas and electricity.  

The majority of these value-added elements to our hydro-carbons take place outside 

the region with very limited involvement of regional capital.   

The assessment begins by addressing issues around how the energy services 

sector is defined, with particular reference to how it is defined in international trade 

agreements.  It then considers how the international energy services sector has 

developed over the recent past and some of the major trends that can be seen in the 

international energy services sector.   The assessment then outlines the structure of 

the Caribbean energy services sector, concentrating on where the demand for 

services exists within the region.  This is followed by a chapter that considers the 

ability of the regional private-sector to supply services to the energy sector both in 

the Caribbean and in export markets.  Chapter six then discusses the major issues 

facing the energy services sector, including issues around policy, regulation and 

legislation at both regional and national levels.  This is followed by a section on 

                                            
2
 They are both in the region of US$10 billion per annum.  
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issues around energy services in international trade negotiations and finally by the 

main recommendations of the assessment.  

 

1.2 Methodology 

Research for this assessment was primarily conducted between May and August 

2008.  The assessment is based upon a wide range of secondary and primary 

information and data sources.  With the exception of Trinidad and Tobago, most 

national-level statistical organisations do not have specific data on the energy 

services sector.  In Trinidad and Tobago, the Ministry of Energy and Energy 

Industries publishes detailed monthly bulletins that contain information on production 

of hydro-carbons and petrochemicals, as well as information on service sector 

activity, especially related to drilling.    

At a regional level the Caribbean Energy Information Systems, based in Jamaica, 

collects and publishes basic time series data on things like petroleum production and 

consumption.  These are published on a compact disc.  However, the latest data 

available is from 2005 and most of the information contained in the data series is 

freely available from other sources, such as the International Energy Agency, a 

twenty-eight country grouping providing analysis, statistics and advice.   The 

Caribbean Renewable Energy Development Programme (CREDP), based at the 

CARICOM headquarters in Guyana, has some data sets on renewable energy and 

especially on the regulatory regime.  

For the electricity generation and distribution sector, Caribbean Electric Utility 

Service Corporation (CARILEC), an association of regional utilities, has some very 

useful data series relating to electricity pricing, production and consumption. It also 

conducts an annual regional benchmarking exercise so that utilities can benchmark 

their efficiency and productivity against their peers.   

With the exception of the electricity generation and distribution sector, there is in 

general a paucity of information available through secondary sources on the energy 

services sector in the Caribbean.  For Trinidad and Tobago, various publications by 

the STCIC and presentations to the annual Trinidad and Tobago Petroleum 

Conference (TTPC) give details of the companies that service the hydro-carbon 

production sector in Trinidad and Tobago and the issues that they face.  The 

specialised international oil and gas media covers stories on major contracts or new 

activities by service companies, including activities in Trinidad and Tobago and other 

Caribbean territories.  There is one specialised Caribbean energy sector publications 

(Energy Caribbean) that also covers these stories in greater depth, often through 

interviews with relevant company or Government officials.  There is a large body of 

information available on the international energy services sector available in 

published sources available on the internet, including through the established 

industry associations (see section 3.2). 
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These secondary information sources were augmented by a series of interviews and 

consultations held with key industry players across the region.  An initial consultation 

was held in San Fernando on 9th May 2008 and subsequent meetings were held in 

the following countries during July 2008:  

• Guyana  

• Suriname 

• Belize 

• Jamaica  

• Dominican Republic 

• St. Kitts and Nevis  

• St Lucia 

• Barbados 

These countries were identified in the Terms of Reference for the Assessment.  A 

final regional consultation was held in Port of Spain on the 5th February 2009, with 

funding support from BizClim.  A draft of this report was considered by participants in 

the consultation.  A separate report on the final consultation has been prepared, but 

the discussion at that consultation and some specific comments have been 

incorporated in this final version of the report.  

In every country, meetings were organised in conjunction with the relevant Chamber 

of Commerce, in an effort to build the network and relationship between the business 

communities and to ensure on-going collaboration and information exchange (Annex 

II).  Efforts were specifically made to interview members of the private-sector 

involved in the energy services sector.  The ability of the project team to meet with 

private-sector companies varied from country to country, depending on both the level 

of organisation and scope of the national Chamber of Commerce and on the 

presence of companies working in the sector.  In general the project team were able 

to meet with more private-sector energy service companies in those countries where 

there is an existing petroleum-sector (especially Suriname and Belize).   

In some countries involved in the assessment the project team encountered 

difficulties in establishing industry contacts due to the inability of our counter-part 

Chambers of Commerce to identify suitable companies.  It is not always clear 

whether this was because there were simply no relevant companies or whether the 

necessary contacts could not be made.  In Jamaica the project team were able to 

identify quiet a few contractors who service the energy sector, but we were unable to 

meet with many of these due to time constraints.  These companies have, however,  

been included in the database of energy service companies that has been 

established as part of this assessment (available through the STCIC website at 

www.stcic.org). 

In addition to the country visits the report has also made extensive use of the 

industry knowledge of the project team and the knowledge and views of members of 
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the STCIC Council and the ‘Promoting Energy Services’ sub-committee of the 

STCIC.  In a number of cases the authors have direct knowledge of issues or 

activities within the Trinidad and Tobago energy sector which are not based on a 

specific formal interview or cited in any secondary sources. In these cases the 

information is referenced to “industry knowledge”.  

1.2.1 Networking of Chambers of Commerce  

An important part of the methodology for this assessment was to build relationships 

between the STCIC and other business associations and companies in the rest of 

the Caribbean region, in an effort to both share ideas and expertise and develop 

business opportunities.  This approach has already led to some successes:  

1) The visit by the project team to the Dominican Republic was the catalyst for 

the creation of an Energy Committee in the Trinidad and Tobago – Dominican 

Republic Chamber of Commerce.  

2) The STCIC has assisted one of the companies interviewed in Suriname 

(Caribbean Heavy Equipment Maintenance Training Centre) in entering the 

Trinidad and Tobago market, by organising a promotional event using the 

Chamber’s facilities. 

3) As a result of the visit to the Dominican Republic, an approach has been 

made to a number of private companies in Trinidad and Tobago to explore the 

possibility of establishing a trade in compressed natural gas (CNG) between 

the territories.  

4) The STCIC has shared information about the Safe To Work (STOW) 

programme (see Box 9) with Belize Natural Energy, Barbados National Oil 

Company and Staatsolie and is working with these companies to formally 

involve them in the initiative.  

5) The STCIC has been invited to hold further discussions with the Suriname 

Chamber of Commerce and the Georgetown Chamber of Commerce on how 

the local business community can benefit from anticipated off-shore hydro-

carbon exploration and production.  

In addition to the formal interviews around the region, this assessment has benefited 

from the direct industry knowledge of the STCIC and on-going interactions with the 

energy services sector in Trinidad and Tobago.    

The sections of this assessment dealing with regulation and legislation are based on 

a review of the relevant national laws.  In many countries of the region, legislation is 

not readily available on-line, so as part of this assessment the project team has 

obtained full copies of most of the relevant laws and these are available for 

consultation in the STCIC Library, San Fernando, Trinidad and Tobago.  
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Partially through this project and partially through an on-going initiative of the STCIC 

and in conjunction with the Ministry of Energy and Energy Industries, an on-line 

database of energy service companies and contractors has been constructed and is 

available through the STCIC website (www.stcic.org).  
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2 What is the Energy Service Sector?  

 

Energy services are required at each step of the energy process from the location of 

the potential energy source to its distribution to the final consumer. Services 

constitute the value added in the energy chain. The energy industry is often thought 

of in terms of physical products such as oil, coal and gas. A wide range of services, 

however, underpin the production, transport and distribution of these goods. These 

services range from geological mapping of prospective oil and gas fields through 

trading and marketing of diverse energy products to end-use energy efficiency, 

auditing and energy facilities management. Few service sectors have as broad a 

scope as energy or are as deeply connected with the alleviation of poverty, the 

diffusion of technology and the achievement of environmentally sustainable growth. 

The energy services sector is not well defined either regionally or internationally.  

Traditionally “Energy Service” companies have tended to been thought of as those 

companies that offer contracted-out technical services to the oil and gas industry, 

especially in areas such as drilling support services, fabrication of off-shore platforms 

and construction of pipelines.  These companies are also sometimes referred to as 

“oilfield supply and service companies”.  

Increasingly, however, the energy services sector is being defined more broadly to 

take into account a range of other activities, many of them arising through the 

increasing liberalization of energy markets and the unbundling and privatization of 

integrated electricity utilities or gas suppliers in many countries. These include 

pipeline transportation of gas, electricity generation by independent power producers 

(including from renewable sources), transmission and distribution of electricity and 

distribution and marketing of fuels.    

The transmission of natural gas and electricity is usually considered under the 

“services” heading, because of difficulties associated with storage.  Electricity has 

tended to be excluded as a commodity under the global trade treaties dealing with 

goods.3  Other energy services include the trading or brokerage of energy products 

and (more recently) carbon credits, and the provision of research, development, 

advisory, consultancy and training services in the energy sector.  This includes such 

services as the provision of legal advice, the provision of taxation and accounting 

advice and the provision of management consulting advice.  

Table 1 below provides an indicative list of some of the services associated with a 

typical oil or gas project, from the exploration stage right through to the delivery of 

energy to the end-user.  In addition, there are a number of “energy-related” services 

that are often contracted by the energy sector, which are often provided by specialist 

                                            
3
 See WTO: Council for Trade in Services “Energy Services: Background Note by Secretariat” (S/C/W/52, 9

th
 

  Sept. 1998) 
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firms or individuals.  When appropriate, these have also been considered and are 

discussed within the assessment.  

Table 1: Examples of some of the services associated with the development of a typical oil and 

gas project and the delivery of the energy resources to end-users. 

Project phase 
 

Energy Services Energy-related services 

Exploration  • Seismic data acquisition  

• Geological evaluation  

• Seismic data storage  

• Rig positioning  

• Appraisal drilling  

• Wireline services 

• Mud engineering and logging  

• Snubbing Services  

• Fishing and downhole services 

• Legal services (license/PSC negotiations) 

• Taxation and commercial evaluation  

• Environmental Impact Assessment  

• Advisory services (e.g. political risk, 
community relations) 

• Health & Safety  

Development  • Front End Engineering Design 

• Development drilling   

• Wireline services 

• Mud engineering  and logging  

• Snubbing Services 

• Completions  

• Cementing 

• Fishing and downhole services 

• Equipment rental 

• Platform fabrication 

• Towing and position services 

• Pipeline construction 

• Sub-sea and diving services 

• Project Management  

• Environmental Impact Assessments  

• Commercial Evaluation  

• Human resource services (e.g. 
recruitment)  

• Health and Safety  

• Legal services – supply contract 
negotiations  

Upstream 
operations  

• Platform operations  

• Supply boats  

• Hospitality (accommodation and 
food) 

• Helicopter services  

• Platform and pipeline maintenance  

• Non-destructive testing  

• Pumping services  

• Chemical supplies  

• Health and Safety  

• Training  

• Human resource services 

• Taxation and accounting services  

Transportation  • Pipeline transportation of gas or oil  

• Shipping of oil  

• Shipping of LNG, LPG or CNG 

• Health and Safety  

• Trade and marketing  

Refining and 
primary 
processing 
(mid- 
downstream)  

• Front End Engineering and Design  

• Engineering, Procurement 
Construction 

• Plant construction  

• Plant operations  

• Plant “turn-arounds” and 
maintenance  

• Port and pier operations  
 

• Legal services  

• Health and Safety  

• Training  

• Human resource services 

• Taxation and accounting services 

• Environmental Impact Assessment  

• Advisory services (e.g. political risk, 
community relations) 

• Marketing and trading  
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Project phase 
 

Energy Services Energy-related services 

Power 
generation  

• Power plant construction  

• Power generation  

• Maintenance  

• Transmission line construction 

• Transmission of electricity 

• Distribution and sales 

• Energy efficiency advisory services 

• Legal services 

• Health and Safety  

• Training  

• Human resource services 

• Taxation and accounting services 

• Environmental Impact Assessment  

• Advisory services (e.g. political risk, 
community relations) 

• Marketing and trading  
 

Retail and 
distribution  

• Road tanker transportation of fuels 

• Pipeline transportation of fuels and 
gas 

• Bulk sales of fuels 

• Bunkering  

• Retail sales of gas by pipeline  

• Retail sale of LPG 

• Retail sales of  gasoline or diesel  

• Legal services 

• Health and Safety  

• Training  

• Human resource services 

• Taxation and accounting services 

• Environmental Impact Assessment  

• Advisory services (e.g. political risk, 
community relations) 

• Marketing and trading  
 

 

Depending of the source of energy, many similar services will be contracted in the 

development of renewable energy projects.  For geothermal projects the list of 

exploration and production related services will be very similar to oil and gas 

projects, whereas for a wind-power project, the exploration phase would related 

more to the identification of suitable sites and the collection of metrological (as 

opposed to geological) data.  

 

2.1 Energy Services in International Trade Negotiations   

The importance of energy as a foundation of economic growth and prosperity means 

that within a free-trade paradigm there will be obvious calls to remove restrictions on 

market access and enhance conditions for competition in internationally traded 

energy services.4 Progressive liberalization of energy services fits well with the goals 

of the Doha trade agenda launched in November 2001, which set forth the objectives 

of new global trade negotiations.  

Nevertheless, with the possible exception of food and security issues, there are few 

sectors in which concerns about sovereignty and security of supply are as intense.  

Even within single markets such as the European Union, Governments and 

populations are often wary of situations in which they rely upon foreign companies 

for the provision of basic energy services, in particular natural gas and electricity.  

The concern is always that a foreign supplier could simply “flick the switch”. 

                                            
4
 Peter C. Evans. Liberalizing Global Trade in Energy Services. The AEI Press. Washington D.C., 2002. 
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Concerns about the supply of transportation fuels tend not to suffer from the same 

sovereignty issues and in many countries in the world much of the supply comes 

from a few giant American or European-based major oil companies, such as Shell, 

Exxon, bp, Total or Chevron.   For example, Exxon has a total of 32,000 retail outlets 

in 45 different countries, and provides aviation fuel at 630 different airports.5  These 

multi-national companies have also traditionally dominated distribution and 

marketing of fuels in the Caribbean, though this has changed in recent years, 

especially with respect to marketing (see section 4.2.8).  Nevertheless, concerns 

about sovereignty and control over supply play an important part in the treatment of 

energy services in international trade.  

As with other individual services sectors, international trade negotiators in energy 

services face the issue of how best to incorporate specific commitments especially 

relevant to creating more competitive international markets for services providers.6 

Furthermore, the trade and development issues at stake differ considerably 

depending on whether the upstream, mid-stream or downstream segments of the 

sector are being addressed.  

International trade commitments in the energy services sector can have major 

strategic implications. Liberalization of domestic energy markets either in response 

to international trade agreements or simply national policy can yield important 

economic benefits.   However, domestic regulations often make it difficult for energy 

service providers to move skilled persons and equipment freely in and out of other 

markets, engage in cross-border trade and establish a commercial presence in 

export markets.  Despite a wide range of empirical evidences indicating that 

liberalization has significant economic benefits, liberalization of the energy sector 

has generally fallen short when compared to other sectors such as airlines, 

telecommunications and banking.7 

As in other service areas, principles of trade in energy services are contained in the 

General Agreement on the Trade in Services (GATS). 8 All four major modes of 

supply relate to energy services:  

• Mode 1 covers services that are supplied cross-border but do not require the 

physical movement of the supplier or the consumer. The category would 

include cross-border transit or interconnection rights associated with oil and 

gas pipelines and electric power transmission.  This mode of supply is very 

common in some areas of the world, especially Europe where energy markets 

are increasingly integrated.  Within the Caribbean this mode of supply is 

limited, except in the case of engineering design services, as these are 

frequently supplied cross border.  Traditionally most engineering design work 

                                            
5
 Exxon: Fuels marketing: About Us:  http://www.exxonmobil.com/Corporate/about_what_fuelsmarketing.aspx 

6
 Peter C. Evans. Liberalizing Global Trade in Energy Services. The AEI Press. Washington D.C., 2002. 

7
 Peter C. Evans. Liberalizing Global Trade in Energy Services. The AEI Press. Washington D.C., 2002 

8
 See elements of the “Detailed analysis of the modifications brought about by the revision of the Central Product 

  Classification”, Note by the Secretariat – Addendum, Energy, S/CSC/W6/Add.1, 4 June 1997 
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for the Trinidad and Tobago oil and gas sector has been provided from 

Houston in the United States, where either the head-office or relevant regional 

office of the multi-nationals operating in Trinidad and Tobago is situated.  

• Mode 2 involves the consumption of services abroad.  This mode of supply 

exists in the energy sector especially in the maintenance of equipment.  For 

example, turbines for a power plant may be transported to another country for 

maintenance and are then returned to the power plant.  

• Mode 3 is highly relevant to the energy sector in the Caribbean as it involves 

services that require the establishment of a local presence for energy services 

such as seismic surveying, energy efficiency auditing and activities that can 

be reasonably supplied only through the physical establishment of commercial 

presence in a foreign country.  There are a large number of foreign energy 

service companies who have a commercial presence in the Caribbean, 

especially in Trinidad and Tobago, but also in sectors such as power 

generation or fuel distribution and retail in other countries.  

• Mode 4 is also relevant to energy in that it covers the physical movement of 

people providing services. Issues associated with this mode of supply concern 

elements such as visa terms and conditions, examination requirements and 

other regulations that can affect the movement of managers, consultants and 

technicians with specialized skills in the course of normal business. 

Some of the typical energy services outlined in Table 1 above are already listed as 

discrete categories, or fall under discrete categories, in the World Trade 

Organisation (WTO) Services Sectoral Classification List (W/120) used by most 

WTO Members for their services commitments or the United Nations Central Product 

Classification, the larger document from which W/120 was drawn.  

Overall there needs to be a reclassification of various subsectors in the key GATS 

document W/120 in order to define a coherent energy services sector that would 

enable the negotiators to address the overall issues involved in trade and investment 

in energy services. The GATS classification does not define an energy service 

sector. The few commitments on market access or national treatment included in the 

GATS schedules are inscribed as “services incidental to mining rendered on a fee or 

contract basis at oil and gas fields”, “transportation via pipeline of crude or refined 

petroleum and petroleum products and of natural gas”, or “services incidental to 

energy distribution”, reflecting what can be described as the upstream, 

transportation/transmission and downstream segments of the energy value-added 

chain. Most of the negotiating proposals define the scope of the energy services 

sector as covering the whole chain of energy activities and suggest new 

classifications.  

Requests for an improved classification have been clearly stated by industry 

representatives in Trinidad and Tobago interviewed as part of this assessment. The 
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concern of industry representatives is that because energy services are ill-defined, it 

is unclear whether specific commitments to grant market access and national 

treatment apply to their activities.9  In many cases, the terminology being used in the 

international trade arena bears little relationship to the standard terminology used in 

the industry in Trinidad and Tobago.  In other CARICOM countries this was not a 

major issue of discussion, for the reason that there were few companies actively 

involved in the trade in energy services.  

Trinidad and Tobago’s approach to classifying energy services is similar to that of 

other WTO Members, particularly the European Union, which has worked with other 

WTO Members to advance a common classification of the sector in the WTO in the 

collective request process begun in 2006. Prior to this date, several WTO Members 

including Cuba, the European Union, Japan and Venezuela,10 made formal 

proposals on energy services in the WTO beginning in  2001. The WTO Secretariat 

has also provided reports on the emerging discussions to seek more clarity in the 

classification of energy services. Indonesia was also actively involved in WTO 

energy services discussions and its proposals on the cluster of services to be 

included were wider than those of the “demandeurs” in the collective request 

process. This collective request process will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 

7. 

Pipeline transportation of fuels is a distinct sub-category of transportation in the 

W/120; however, other transportation of energy-related goods is not distinguished. 

There is more differentiation in the United Nations Central Product Classification 

(UNCPC) which distinguishes between pipeline transportation of petroleum and 

natural gas and pipeline transportation of other goods. Therefore, limitations on 

foreign participation in non-fuel transportation would have to be explicitly stated in 

CARICOM schedules. 

In summary, there is a clear need for CARICOM to achieve a higher degree of clarity 

about what is meant by energy services if these services are to be negotiated in any 

future trade agreements.  

                                            
9
 This was a major issue for discussions with Trinidad and Tobago Energy Service companies at a meeting on 

13
th

 
    October 2008, STCIC Executive Office, San Fernando.  
10

 Venezuela later withdrew prior proposals on energy services (See TN/S/24, February 26, 2006). 
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3 The Global Energy Services Sector  

 

The global energy services industry is as diversified as the industry that it supports. 

The large global oil and gas energy services companies are mainly from the United 

States and include companies such as Baker Hughes, Halliburton, Transocean, 

Cameron, Weatherford, BJ Services and Smith International. One of the largest 

publicly listed energy companies in the world is an energy service company, 

Schlumberger: who had a market capitalization of almost US$94.6 billion in February 

2008, but this has now fallen to just US$47.7 billion (January 2009).  Schlumberger 

has over 70,000 employees from 140 different nationalities and operates in 80 

different countries, including Trinidad and Tobago and Suriname.   Other major US-

based energy service companies include.  There are also a number of major US 

engineering companies with specialist divisions that concentrate on the energy 

sector, such as Bechtel (the largest US-based engineering company). 

The global centre for energy service companies is the city of Houston in Texas.  In 

addition to hosting some 600 oil and gas production companies, the city is also home 

to thousands of energy service companies and professional service companies 

specialising in the energy sector (for example law firms specialising in the energy 

sector).  In total, there are more than 3,000 energy-related companies located in the 

Houston Metropolitan area.11 

The Dow Jones Oil Equipment and Services Industry Index lists ninety four (94) 

companies that are suppliers of equipment and services to the North American and 

international oil and gas industry.  The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) lists fifty 

companies as “Oil Equipment & Services”. According to the NYSE, these companies 

are suppliers of equipment and services to oil fields and offshore platforms, such as 

drilling, exploration, seismic-information services and platform construction.12 The 

Canadian Stock Exchange has 158 companies listed as “Oil and Gas” companies. It 

does not however differentiate these companies into sub-categories.13 

Bloomberg lists 127 listed companies as “Oilfield Services, Engineering and 

Construction” and a further 47 companies as “Rig and Seismic Companies”. 

There are also major energy services companies in Europe, in particular the United 

Kingdom and Norway. Both countries have used their local content policies to 

develop competencies in energy services among indigenous firms.  Notable United 

Kingdom based energy service companies include ASCO and the Wood Group.  The 

French company, Technip, is also a major player in off-shore energy-sector 

engineering projects.  

                                            
11

 Greater Houston Partnership: Houston’s Industries: Energy: 
http://www.houston.org/blackfenders/16BW010.pdf 
12

 The New York Stock Exchange website is www.nyse.com  
13

 The Canadian Stock Exchange website is www.tsx.com  
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South Korea and Singapore have also emerged as centres of excellence for platform 

fabrication and rig and drill ship construction, and in so doing have developed their 

indigenous energy services companies. South Korea has cornered the market in 

Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) ship construction.  Another South Korean company, 

Samsung, is a world leader in the project management of the construction of oil 

refineries.  These multi-billion dollar industries have developed in Singapore and 

South Korea despite the fact that they have no hydro-carbon resources of their own 

to exploit.   

The international oil and gas related service companies listed above have a major 

presence in most oil and gas provinces around the world.  There are, however, also 

many smaller energy service companies that operate in specific geographical 

markets.  In many cases, these small service companies will operate as agents for 

the goods and services provided by the major international suppliers.   

Companies in other sub-sectors of the energy services sector, such as power 

distribution or natural gas transmission, tend to have less of a global spread, by the 

very nature of their business.  Nevertheless, there is increasing internationalisation in 

these other sectors with the rise of major utility players (often previously State-owned 

companies) who have investments around the world.  The recently merged GDF-

Suez, jointly listed in Belgium and France, is a major player in both the gas and 

electricity generation sectors, ranked as the biggest independent power producer in 

the world.  As noted in Chapter 2, expansion of power distribution and gas 

transmission companies beyond their original country of operations has led to 

concerns around security and supply and sovereignty, especially in cases when the 

companies are majority State-owned.  The example of the Russian majority State-

owned gas giant, Gazprom, and their investment into pipeline distribution in Western 

Europe has received widespread media attention.   

The petroleum product retail sub-sector includes both major international marketing 

companies, such as bp and Shell, and smaller national or regional companies and in 

many countries Stated-owned marketing companies.  In many cases the marketing 

companies franchise-out their brand to small business owners who own the retail 

outlets.  In many countries, the State controls retail prices of petroleum products.  

3.1 Major Trends in Global Energy Services 

  
In the long-term the major trends in the global energy services industry include: 

• An increase in multi-national energy companies contracting out more and 

more of their activities, with major oil and gas production companies now 

essentially becoming project managers in most areas of their business; 

• The rising power of State-owned National Oil Companies (NOC) who now 

control the majority of hydro-carbon reserves around the world and with whom 

both multi-national oil and gas companies and international service 
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companies have to increasingly do business (in some cases the multi-national 

oil and gas companies are themselves becoming service providers to the 

NOCs); 

• Improvements in technology and logistics have tended to favour global 

service contracts and bundled service contracts, covering a range of services 

or a range of different markets; 

• Liberalized and de-monopolized energy markets that lead to the opening up of 

opportunities for energy service providers, especially in the electricity 

generation and transmission and gas transmission sector; 

• Mergers and Acquisitions are taking place across the sector, with the aim of 

growth and increasing scale and scope of service offerings;  

• New oil and gas fields are trending downwards in size (as the bigger fields are 

already exploited) and are increasingly in remote or challenging environments 

(e.g. deep water, deeper horizons,  Artic);   

• Increased emphasis on health and safety performance, in response to loss of 

life, assets, reputation and increasing legal liabilities, leading to heavy 

demands on contractors and service companies to display robust safety 

performance and the opening of new opportunities in H&S advisory services; 

and 

• Increased concerns about the environmental impact of the energy industry, in 

particular human-induced climate change, leading to new opportunities for 

provision of services, such as energy efficiency consultants, “green” project 

development and trading in carbon credits.  

 

Many of these trends have tended to favour the big international service companies 

or to actually create new service companies out of previous State-owned utility 

providers.  There has been a trend towards oil and gas operators contracting out 

entire areas of activity, such as platform maintenance and operations across an 

entire region, which can only realistically be conducted by the big multi-national 

service companies. 

 As noted above, both multi-national and national oil companies now out-source 

most of their activities. Oil companies retain responsibilities for the core management 

of financing and marketing and overseeing projects but have gradually relied on 

service contractors to supply the rest. There are, however, some key areas where 

the oil companies retain services in-house, in particular those areas which constitute 

their key competitive advantage, such as research and development and in particular 

geological interpretation.   

Multi-nationals as service providers 

It is important to note that in many cases the major oil companies are also service 

providers, most obviously in the retail and distribution of fuels.  Strictly speaking, in 

many countries the international oil and gas companies are contractors. Under the 
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production sharing license system used in many countries around the world 

(including Trinidad and Tobago, Belize, Jamaica, Suriname and Barbados), the oil 

and gas production company does not hold a license to exploit resources but rather 

has a contract with the State to explore and then produce hydro-carbons (which 

remain the property of the State).  The “contractor” is then paid in oil or gas 

according to an agreed formula in the production sharing contract.  

The largest traditional energy service companies, such as Schlumberger and 

Halliburton, provide a full range of oil and gas development services across the 

globe and also have strong research and development activities.  It is important to 

note, however that there are thousands of smaller oil and gas services firms which 

exist in developed and developing countries.14 

Liberalised energy markets 

Liberalized markets have provided new opportunities for private sector firms to 

compete in the development and construction of energy infrastructure around the 

world. One of the most significant changes has occurred in the power industry. 

Rather than traditional utilities within the confines of their designated service territory, 

independent power producers (IPPs) now build a great portion of new capacity. It is 

projected that, depending on market conditions and the progress of liberalization in 

the power market, IPP developers may build as much as 430 gigawatts of the 771 

gigawatts of capacity additions projected in 2000-2010, more than half the world-

wide additions to capacity.15 

However, liberalization has not only expanded competition for the construction of 

large power plants that sell into competitive power pools or to State utility 

companies. It has also increased opportunities for smaller distributed energy 

systems, especially in cases where regulatory regimes have mandated that utilities 

must buy power produced by small private generators using renewable technologies.  

This has lead to the proliferation of small power producers in countries such as 

Germany.  

Market liberalization has also changed how energy services are bundled and 

delivered. Traditional energy regulations tended to impose an industry structure that 

made horizontal integration across oil, gas and power difficult. By removing these 

constraints, privatization and regulatory reforms have increasingly made it possible 

for companies to switch quickly between fuels and bundle energy services in 

innovative ways. There has been a wave of mergers and acquisitions in the energy 

industry, as companies search to optimise their mix of goods and services. One 

notable trend has been the convergence between gas and power, with electric 

utilities in particular investing heavily in gas,16 not least for environmental reasons 

                                            
14

 Peter C. Evans. Liberalizing Global Trade in Energy Services. The AEI Press. Washington D.C., 2002. 
15

 Cambridge Energy Research Associates, Global Power Horizons: Strategic and Regional Outlooks 
    (Cambridge : 2001). 
16

 IEA, Energy Policies of IEA Countries: 2000 Review (Paris: IEA/OECD, 2001) 
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(as gas-fire power produces significantly less CO2 than either oil or coal).  A good 

example of this trend has been the recent merger of Suez and GDF, noted above.  

An increasing number of utility companies, oil companies and energy equipment 

manufacturers have sought to build on their respective competencies to supply more 

energy services on a more fully integrated basis.17  

Local content 

While these trends have tended to favour the creation of larger energy service 

companies with an international reach,  local content policies and technology transfer 

concerns from host countries such as Nigeria, Brazil and Angola and a resurgence of 

resource nationalism in Latin America (especially Venezuela, Bolivia and Ecuador) 

have led, in some situations, to opportunities for local energy service companies.  In 

Brazil, for example, local content policies have led to a resurgence of the Brazilian 

ship building industry: now re-tooled for the construction of off-shore rigs and floating 

production vessels.  The Brazilian state-owned Petrobras recently announced plans 

to tender for 28 new deep-water rigs to be built in Brazilian yards at a total cost of 

about US$20 billion.18  The issue of local content policies in the Caribbean is 

discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 

Technology 

Despite the push for local content and resource nationalism, the most lucrative 

contracts will continue to be awarded to the big players who are capable of huge 

investments in capital goods and the research and development that are needed to 

access the increasingly remote and challenging oil and gas fields and to execute 

large capital projects.   While there is disagreement about the total available world 

hydro-carbon resources, there is general agreement that over time new oil and gas 

reservoirs will tend to be smaller and in more challenging locations (as the easier to 

find and bigger fields are already in production).  This introduces new technical 

challenges, for example being able to operate in deep waters or to extract oil and 

gas from deeper horizon rocks, which tend to favour the larger service companies 

with access to proprietary technology.   

Health and Safety 

The increasing emphasis on health and safety performance has also tended to 

favour the larger international service companies who have the corporate resources 

in place to implement, certify and verify their safety systems.  There is a strong 

perception that smaller service companies, especially in developing countries, have 

greater difficulty in persuading multi-national companies that they have the requisite 

health and safety systems or experience and skills in general to win contracts with 
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 Peter C. Evans. Liberalizing Global Trade in Energy Services. The AEI Press. Washington D.C., 2002. 
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 “Petrobras Starts Dash for Yards” Upstream 1
st
 August 2008, p. 7.  
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the major multi-nationals.19  Caribbean energy service companies who have been 

successful in competing directly with international service companies have tended to 

place a particular emphasis on health and safety standards and on quality standards 

(see Box 3 on the N&M Wood Group and Box 6 on Tucker Energy Services).  

Energy Efficiency  

The demand for energy is projected to increase significantly over coming decades, 

with the International Energy Agency “reference scenario” indicating a 45% increase 

in total energy demand between 2006 and 2008.20  There will therefore be a very 

significant demand for new infrastructure to bring on stream new sources of energy.  

In addition the challenge of climate change and the development of policies to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions will both drive the development of new technology 

and encourage the development of carbon sequestration methods, including 

sequestration of carbon dioxide in geological formations (such as depleted oil 

reservoirs).  A major emphasis is also being placed on energy efficiency in most 

developed countries in the world, often driven by new regulation and planning codes, 

with some developing countries also implementing major efficiency programmes.  

Within the Caribbean region, the most notable example is the “energy revolution” 

implemented by Cuba and the programme to change household consumption by 

switching to more efficient appliances and light bulbs. Again these concerns create 

new opportunities for the growth of energy service companies, especially if they are 

able to introduce new technology and project delivery capacity.   

Supply and demand  

The traditional “oilfield” energy services provided to oil and gas companies are 

characterized by a high degree of customer contact and a small number of 

customers.  Within a typical market for energy services, there will be a large number 

of suppliers of services and a few large customers.  This structure would tend to 

suggest that it is a “buyers-market” and that there will be intense competition 

between sellers.  

Over the past two years, however, there has been a trend internationally towards 

significantly increasing costs in the energy sector, associated with shortages in skills 

and equipment, leading to some very significant growth opportunities for major 

energy service companies.  Worldwide demand for drilling rigs, in particular, has 

increased very rapidly over the recent past.   In response to a downturn in demand 

for drilling rigs in the late 1990s, when oil prices decreased significantly after the 

“Asian crisis”, there was a general underinvestment in new rig builds.  Subsequently 

there has been a huge upswing in demand for drilling rigs, especially for deepwater 
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  This was a major topic of discussion at the Consultation for this Assessment, May 2008, STCIC Executive 
    Office, San Fernando, Trinidad and Tobago.  
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 IEA World Energy Outlook 2008, Fact Sheet, 
    http://www.worldenergyoutlook.org/docs/weo2008/fact_sheets_08.pdf.  The reference scenario is based on no 
    new Government policies.  
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drilling rigs needed to access the larger potential reservoirs, especially in the Gulf of 

Mexico, Brazil and West Africa.  As Figure 2 indicates, there has been a modest 

increase in the availability of rigs in most of the world markets over the past decade; 

with the major increases in availability being in the US and Canadian on-shore rig 

fleets (mainly small land rigs accessing gas reservoirs)21 which are not easily 

transferable to other areas of the world or for off-shore activity.  With utilisation rates 

close to 100%, demand for rigs far outstripped supply in most countries.  

This situation led to a very rapid increase in the day-rates at which the owners of rigs 

were able to lease-out the drilling rigs, with rates reaching US$600,000 per day for 

deep-water rigs.  The ODS-Petrodata Day Rate Index has been above 750 for most 

of the past two years (with 100 being the base rate for the index in January 1994).22  

This trend lead to a very profitable period for the major suppliers of drilling rigs, 

mainly US-based companies, with Transocean being the global leaders.  In late 

2008, with the rapid decrease in energy prices, this situation appears to be on the 

reverse for jack-up rigs (which operate in shallower waters) with day-rates falling by 

6 % between September 2008 and January 2009 and expectations of a continued 

decline.  

Figure 2: Global Rig Rates (1998 - 2008) 

 

(Source: Baker Hughes Global Rig rate) 

                                            
21

 The Canadian rig rate shows high levels of annual variation: this is mainly due to bans on moving 
    heavy equipment during the spring thaw (when heavy loads can cause significant road damage).  
22

 Monthly day rate index is available at http://www.ods-petrodata.com/odsp/day_rate_index.php. 
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The high cost deepwater semi-submersible rig market has, however, continued to 

record high day-rates despite the downturn in prices, recording a rate of 1,175 in the 

ODS Petrodata index in January 2009, its highest level ever. Utilisation rates remain 

at or close to 100% for the deepwater drilling rigs.23 

3.2  Industry association and organisation  

The energy services industry in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom and 

Norway is organized around industry groupings that act as lobby groups on behalf of 

their members.  These industry groupings represent different components of the 

energy value chain and are concentrated in the exploration and production aspect of 

the oil and gas sector in both North America and Europe.  

They include: 

• The Association of Energy Service Companies (AESC)  

• The International Association of Drilling Contractors (IADC)  

• The Intervention and Coiled Tubing Association (ICoTA)  

• The Petroleum Equipment Suppliers Association (PESA)  

• The Petroleum Services Association of Canada (PSAC) 

• Canadian Oilfield and Service Supply Directory (COSSD) 

• Canadian Association of Drilling Contractors (CADC) 

• Off-shore Technology Association of Nova Scotia (OTANS) 

• The UK Well Services Contractors Association (WSCA)  

• Offshore Contractors Association (OCA) 

• UK Drilling Contractors Association (UKDCA) 

• International Marine Contractors Association (IMCA)  

• Oljeindustriens Lansdsforening (OLF) or the Norwegian Oil Industry 

Association 

All of these associations lobby on behalf of the membership with their Governments 

and many are also involved in promoting exports of services from their country.  

Associations will often also develop industry-wide initiatives in areas such as the 

development and assessment of competencies, quality standards and health, safety 

and environmental standards. 
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 ODS-Petrodata Rig Rate Report, 9
th
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4 The Caribbean Energy Services Sector  

 

Many of the trends observed in the international energy services sector are also 

evident in the Caribbean region.  As the Trinidad and Tobago energy sector is well 

integrated into the global industry and corporate policy tends to dictate country-level 

activity, it is hardly surprising that many of the trends in the contracting of services by 

multi-national oil and gas companies are also evident in the market.  Some of the 

other trends, such as the increased liberalisation of energy markets, are evident in 

some countries (such as Jamaica and the Dominican Republic) but not generally 

across the entire region.   

Overall the structure of the energy services sector in the region mirrors the overall 

structure of the energy sector.  With the exception of Trinidad and Tobago, all 

Caribbean countries are net importers of energy. This energy is imported mainly as 

refined petroleum products that meet the transportation and power generation needs 

of these countries. Jamaica and the Dominican Republic also import crude oil for use 

in their refineries and the Dominican Republic imports natural gas (in the form of 

LNG) and coal for power generation.  Belize also imports electricity.  

There have been some efforts to develop indigenous sources of energy in most 

countries in the region, but these have lagged far behind efforts in many other 

regions of the world.  Out of the countries under review in this assessment, the most 

significant alternative source of energy is hydro-electricity in Suriname, which is 

currently supplying 95% of the country’s electricity generation requirements.  

Suriname is also nearing self-sufficiency in the production of oil, meaning that it 

could potentially join Trinidad and Tobago as a net exporter of energy.   Many 

countries in the region have had and continue to have active exploration campaigns 

to find hydro-carbons, without much success to date.  Other efforts at production of 

energy from alternative sources have tended to result in only fairly small projects 

able to generate only a small percentage of total energy requirements (see Section 

4.2.9 and 4.2.10 below). 
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4.1 Overview of Energy Production and Consumption in the 

Caribbean  

 

Primary energy consumption has been increasing in CARIFORUM countries.  Figure 

3 below shows this increase over the period 1980 to 2005. In 2005 the Caribbean 

consumed approximately 1.2 quadrillion British Thermal Units (btu) of energy.24   

Figure 3: Primary Energy Consumption in CARIFORUM 

 

(Source: International Energy Agency) 

Energy prices have increased significantly since 2005 and there is some evidence of 

decreasing demand for electricity during the recent high prices experienced in most 

countries of the region.  The main Jamaican utility, Jamaica Public Service (JPS), 

reported that demand was down as a result of high prices, with residential demand 

some 6% lower than the previous year.  This was reported to be partially the result of 

a conservation awareness programme, and partially a direct response to higher 

prices.25  Similarly, Barbados Light and Power reported that peak demand in July 

2008 was down about two mega watts (MW) from the peak demand 162 MW at the 
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 One BTU is the amount of energy needed to heat one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit.  
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 Interview with Sam Davis, Head, Government and Regulatory Affairs and F. Anthony Ray, Director, External 
    Affairs, Jamaica Public Service Co. Ltd., Kingston, Jamaica, 9

th
 July 2008. 
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 Interview with Mr Roger Blackman, Senior Planning Engineer, Barbados Light & Power, 16
th
 July 2008. 
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same time in 2007.26  Demand for electricity is also likely to have declined or at least 

to have stabilised in other countries in the region, with the exception of Trinidad and 

Tobago. 

The overall increase in energy consumption in the region needs to take into account 

the fact that consumption of energy is highly skewed, with Trinidad and Tobago 

accounting for over fifty percent of energy consumption.  This means that what 

happens in energy markets in Trinidad and Tobago has a disproportionate impact on 

the overall picture for the region.  As indicated in Figure 4, the only other countries 

with significant levels of consumption of energy are the Dominican Republic and 

Jamaica. Between 1995 and 2005, over sixty percent of the growth in energy 

demand in the region came from Trinidad and Tobago, with Trinidad and Tobago 

recording over 100% increase in consumption compared to an average of 57% for 

the other CARIFORUM countries.  

Figure 4: Energy Consumption by Country 

  

 

(Source: International Energy Agency) 
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The cost of energy within the region varies significantly, both for electricity and 

transportation fuels (see Figures 4, 5 and 6 below).  Energy prices in Trinidad and 

Tobago are significantly below prices in the rest of the Caribbean region for both 

electricity and transportation fuels.  This means that there are different drivers for 

many energy services within the region: low energy prices will tend to mean a lower 

demand for services associated with improving efficiency of energy use or with 

finding alternative sources of energy.  The domination of the regional energy market 

by a country where the price response is buffered by subsidised fuel and cheap 

electricity has implications for the provision of energy services and the development 

of expertise, research and development of new technology.  

 

Figure 5: Average monthly electricity bills for commercial consumer using 2,000 KW per 

month (2007) – select countries  

 

Source: CARILEC (2007) Tariff Review 
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Figure 6: Average monthly electricity bills for domestic consumer using 100KW per month 

(2007) – select countries  

 

Source: CARILEC (2007) Tariff Review 

Figure 7: Retail prices for transportation fuels in the Caribbean (August 2008, US$ per gallon) – 

select countries 

 

(Sources: Industry Intelligence)  
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Table 2: Summary of Production and Consumption of Oil and Electricity in the Caribbean 

Country Oil 
Production 
(barrels of 
oil per 
day) 

(bopd) 

Oil 
Consumption 
(barrels of oil 
per day) 

Electricity 
Production 
(millions of 
KWH), 2005 

Electricity 
Consumption 

(millions of KWH), 
2005 

Barbados 1,030 8,670 953 886 

Belize 3,700 7,000 200 163 

Dominican  
Republic 

0 117,270 12,220 8,791 

Guyana 0 10,440 807 751 

Jamaica 0 73,000 6,985 6,131 

St Kitts & Nevis 0 950 125 116 

St Lucia 0 2,780 304 283 

Suriname 16,000 16,000 1,530 1,423 

Trinidad &  
Tobago  

122,000 28,730 7,704 7,083 

Source: United States Department of Energy, CIA Fact book and Industry sources 

For the region as a whole there is limited data on the economic value added of the 

energy services sector, as most activities are included in wider sub-sectors of 

national data, such as retail or distribution.  In Trinidad and Tobago the GDP 

statistics do give a breakdown for service contractors and the distribution of 

petroleum products.  Electricity distribution is lumped together with water.  In total 

these sectors contribute about 4 % of GDP, but if refining and LNG production are 

added (arguable these could be classified as energy services) then the total value of 

energy services rises to about 25% of total GDP in Trinidad and Tobago.27  

4.2 Demand for energy services in the Caribbean  

 

The data presented indicate that Trinidad and Tobago is by far the most important 

market for energy within the region.  This obviously means that the major market for 

energy services is also in Trinidad and Tobago.  However, the structure of the 

energy sector also means that there is more demand for some specific services in 

other markets.  An obvious example is in energy efficiency advisory services: low 

energy prices in Trinidad and Tobago mean that few companies or individuals are 

looking to buy energy efficiency services.   

It is important to recognise that there is a demand for energy services across the 

entire region, but that this demand is different in different markets.  This means that 

there are opportunities for a variety of different types of service providers and 
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different sized companies and that there are a diverse range of investment 

opportunities available to the private-sector within the CSME and CARIFORUM.  

Table 3 below provides an overview of the current activities and therefore potential 

demand for services in the various countries.  The following sections will outline 

some of the major markets and customers for services who exist in the countries 

under consideration.  
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Table 3: Activity by country along the energy value chain 

Country Oil and Gas Renewables Refining and 

primary 

processing 

Power 

generation 

and 

transmission 

Transport and 

distribution of 

fuels 
Exploration   Production  Exploration  Production  

Belize 
 �  �  �  �  �    28 �  �  
Barbados 
 �  �  �  �   �  �  
Dominican Republic 
   �  �  �  �  �  
Guyana 
 �   �  �   �  �  
Jamaica 
 �   �  �  �  �  �  
St Kitts & Nevis 
   �    �  �  
St Lucia 
   �    �  �  
Suriname 
 �  �  �  �  �  �  �  
Trinidad and Tobago 
 �  �    �  �  �  
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4.2.1 Oil and Gas Exploration and Development Sector 

There are approximately thirty companies that have active exploration activities 

and/or and reservoir development activities, or who are expected to be staring 

exploration activities in the foreseeable future, within the region.   These companies 

represent the major customers for the upstream energy services sector in the region.  

These companies all procure energy services, including the very high value services 

associated with off-shore drilling. There is a great diversity between these 

companies and the environments in which they are currently conducting or planning 

to conduct exploration activities.  The companies range from some of the largest and 

most technologically sophisticated companies in the world, the “super majors” such 

as Exxon and bp, who are able to operate in the most difficult and challenging 

environments such as the deep-waters and drilling to the deepest horizons, to some 

“minnows” and speculative start-ups (see Box 1 on Belize).  Table 4 outlines the oil 

and gas exploration companies currently active in the Caribbean countries under 

review.  

Box 1: Belize: a new entrant into the oil industry 

Over the years there have been at least fifty wells drilled by oil companies in Belize, but until recently 

none of the exploration work has produce the necessary commercial quantity of hydro-carbons.  So, 

when Belize Natural Energy Ltd. discovered commercial oil reserves with three good wells onshore 

Belize in 2005, it sent a ripple through the industry.  

The small speculative private company, with its parent registered in St. Kitts, signed a production 

sharing agreement in 2003 that covered 595,000 acres. It then acquired and processed 2-D and 3-D 

seismic data in areas of interest. By 2005, Belize Natural Energy was ready to spud its first well, not 

far from unsuccessful previous drilling. The company made its discovery onshore near the 

Guatemalan border. Drilling services were provided by a UK based service company, P.A. Marriott, 

with two on-shore drilling rigs. Most professionals working on the project were US-based consultants 

with professionals and technicians also coming from Guatemala. There was little training of Belizeans 

during the exploration phase, but with production now taking place this is ramping-up, in line with 

BNE’s commitments under its production sharing agreement.   

Unlike other regional production, the Belize crude is sweet -- 38-degree API gravity, meaning that it 

fetches a good price in international markets. The initial production of 500 barrels per day from the 

discovery well rose to total production of about 3,700 barrels per day (July 2008) through additional 

drilling and development.  

With other wells planned in Spanish Lookout, it soon expects to be producing 5,000 barrels a day. 

Associated gas is also being produced and BNE plans to install a turbine to generated electricity for 

its own operations and surrounding areas.
29

 

 Belize currently consumes about 7,000 barrels of oil a day. 
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 Interview with Dr. Gilbert Canton, Chief Executive Officer, Belize Natural Energy, 6
th

 July 2008 
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The number of exploration companies active in the Caribbean has grown 

significantly over the past decade, especially with Jamaica, Barbados, Guyana and 

Suriname all moving to explore their territorial waters.  In Trinidad and Tobago the 

number of companies involved in exploration campaigns off the East Coast has 

increased from just two in the late 1980s to seven in 2008. Barbados has a major off-

shore bid round due to be closed in the near future, with reports of significant interest 

in the acreage from international oil and gas exploration companies.30  

Table 4: Oil and gas exploration companies active in the Caribbean 

Country  Companies   
Belize  • Belize Natural Energy Limited  

• Overseas Petroleum Investment Corp 
Barbados • Barbados National Oil Company (BNOC) 

 
Suriname • Murphy Oil  

• Noble Energy  
• Paradise Oil/Tullow  
• Repsol YPF 
• Staatsoile  

Trinidad and Tobago  • BG T&T 
• BHP Billiton 
• bpTT 
• Canadian Superior 
• EOG Resource 
• Kerr-McGee 
• Neal and Massy Energy Resources Limited 
• New Horizon Limited 
• ONGC 
• Petro-Canada 
• Petrotrin 
• Primera Oil and Gas Limited 
• Repsol YPF 
• Statoil 
• Ten Degrees North Limited 
• Trinidad Exploration and Development 
• Voyager Energy 

Guyana  • CGX Resources 
• Exxon 
• Ground Star 
• Repsol 
• Sadhna Petroleum  

Jamaica  • Finder Exploration/Gippsland  
• Proteam 
• Rainville Energy  
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 Interview with Ron Hewitt, General Manger, Barbados National Oil Company, 6th July 2008. 
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The number of active exploration programmes in the region is highly dependent 

upon both Government policy and the ability of Government’s to sign new production 

sharing contracts and the ability of firms to raise the necessary capital to undertake 

expensive exploration campaigns.  The Government of Trinidad and Tobago has had 

a policy of introducing new players into the market, in part from a desire to reduce 

reliance upon one or two major multi-nationals.  Some of the new entrants into the 

Trinidad and Tobago exploration arena are small independent companies,31 such as 

Canadian Superior and Voyager Energy.  The companies with acreage in Jamaica 

are similar small independent companies, while Guyana has a mix between small 

independents (CGX and Ground Star) and major multi-nationals (Exxon and Repsol).   

The increase in the total number of exploration and production companies in the 

Caribbean does not necessarily signal an increase in demand for exploration related 

energy services, including drilling support services.  This is because companies may 

get access to acreage, but are unable to raise the capital needed to secure 

expensive drilling rigs.   

For this reason the best proxy for demand for upstream energy services is not the 

number of companies holding exploration acreage but the “rig rate”, which is the 

number of drilling rigs exploring for oil or natural gas. Figure 8 below gives the rig 

rate for Trinidad and Tobago over the past ten years.  The major offshore rigs 

require significantly higher levels of service provision than the smaller rigs working 

on-shore and this is the main source of revenue for the international energy service 

companies and the bigger local service companies.   An off-shore exploration well 

will typically cost in the region of US$80 – 100 million to drill, so each well represents 

a very significant market for service companies specialising in the provision of these 

services.  

When the rig rate in Trinidad and Tobago is compared to the global rig rate (Figure 

2) one of the factors that is readily apparent is that the rate in Trinidad and Tobago is 

much more variable than in most oil and gas provinces (with the exception of 

Canada, where the rate is variable but predictable).  This is primarily a function of 

size: if just one or two rigs leave Trinidad and Tobago the rate may drop by twenty-

five percent.   
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 In the industry jargon “independent” oil companies are companies who do not have vertical 
integration into refineries or other downstream sectors.  
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Figure 8: Drilling Rigs operating in Trinidad and Tobago (1998 - 2008) 

 

Source: Ministry of Energy and Energy Industries  

This means that demand for services associated with oil and gas exploration and 

development are highly variable over time.  International service companies are able 

to adapt to this variability by moving staff and resources to other countries.  This is 

why knowledge about when the oil and gas companies plan new drilling campaigns 

is very important for the service companies and having good industry knowledge 

about future activity is crucial to these companies.  For example, the second half of 

2008 through into 2009 will see limited exploration activity in Trinidad and Tobago 

and most of the international service companies have already re-assigned resources 

out of Trinidad and Tobago.32   

Local service companies, who do not have operations elsewhere, encounter greater 

difficulties when there is a lack of activity in the domestic market.  This is addressed 

in more detail in Chapter 5.  

Provision of services to off-shore drilling rigs requires significant skills and expertise, 

capital-intensive equipment (such as supply boats) and an efficient on-shore base.  

The off-shore rigs operating in Trinidad and Tobago currently have day rates in the 

region of US$ 200,000 – US$ 400,000. The oil and gas exploration companies, 

therefore, place an extremely high emphasis on ensuring efficient use of these rigs 

and eliminating any down-time.  Logistics around the supply of goods and people to 

these rigs are extremely important.  
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Given the fact that Guyana and Suriname do not have dedicated oil industry shore-

bases, there is an expectation that the planned exploration campaigns in their off-

shore areas will be run from Trinidad and Tobago.  This was the cased in the West 

Tapir well drilled in April – May 2008 in Suriname (see Box 3 below).  

Box 2: The West Tapir Well in Suriname: services from Trinidad and Tobago  

In April and May 2008, Repsol YPF drilled the first off-shore oil exploration well in Suriname in about 
25 years.  Repsol is a Spanish-based multi-national integrated oil and gas company with significant 
operations in Latin America and the Caribbean.  It has a regional headquarters in Port of Spain and 
has active operations in Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela and exploration programmes in Cuba 
and Suriname.   In Suriname, Repsol is the operator of the large off-shore exploration block (# 30), 
consisting of some 13,950 square kilometres.  US-based Nobel Energy holds a non-operator 45% 
stake in the block.  
 
The West Tapir well was drilled in 300 feet of water to the depth of 12,700 feet 85 kilometres off the 
Surinamese coast, using the Transocean semi-submersible rig the ‘Sovereign Explorer” at a reported 
day rate of US$380,000.

33
  Sovereign Explorer had previously been leased by BG for a drilling 

campaign in Trinidad and Tobago.   During the Suriname drilling campaign the Sovereign Explorer 
was serviced from Trinidad, via the Galeota port.  The following services were provided directly from 
Trinidad:  logistics services, port services, fuel and water, brokerage services, spill control, rig 
positioning, cargo carrying units, slings and Personal Protective Equipment provision.

34
 

 
Other services were provided by a variety of international service companies operating out of a 
number of different countries, with many contractor staff coming from Venezuela.  The only services 
provided in Suriname were some ground-transportation services for contractors and staff moving to 
and from the airport and some hotel accommodation as personnel waited to travel to/from the off-
shore location by helicopter.

35
   

 
Repsol reported that they faced serious challenges with servicing the rig through Trinidad, especially 
with respect to the Customs and Excise Division.   They reported that problems clearing Customs in 
Trinidad led to the delay of some crucial items of equipment and supplies: with rig rental rates alone 
at US$380,000 per day, these delays were obviously very expensive. They also reported that delays 
in Immigration at Piarco airport also led to problems for contractor personnel in transit to Suriname 
(especially from Venezuela).  In some cases they had to charter flights to get the necessary personnel 
to the rig.

 
 Repsol reported that they experienced so many problems in obtaining the services through 

Trinidad that they would consider the construction of a temporary logistics base in Suriname for future 
off-shore drilling campaigns. 

36
 

 
The West Tapir well did not find commercial hydro-carbon deposits.  The Sovereign Explorer rig has 
subsequently moved on to Brazil where it is carry-out a drilling campaign for Repsol.  One Trinidadian 
service company, TOSL, reported that its staff providing services on the rig had been requested to 
move with the rig to Brazil, but they were unable provide this service as they would not have been 
able to obtain the necessary work permit and immigration requirements from Brazil, given the short 
notice.

37
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 This is the day-rate reported in the Transocean Fleet Update report, available at 
   www.deepwater.com, the actual rate paid may differ due to incentives or performance clauses in 
   contract.  
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  Allan Russel, Caribbean Region Business Advisor, Repsol, presentation to STCIC Energy 
Luncheon, Cara Suites Hotel, 15

th
 May 2008.  
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  Interview with Antonio Martinez Rosado, Country Manager, Repsol Suriname, 3

rd
 July 2008, 

Paramaribo  
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  Interview with Antonio Martinez Rosado, Country Manager, Repsol Suriname, 3
rd

 July 2008, 
Paramaribo  
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 As reported by Lennox Oudit, TOSL, during the Stakeholder Consultation, 9
th
 May 2008, San 

Fernando 
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The exploration campaign anticipated in both Barbados and Jamaica will involve 

activity in deepwater blocks, requiring a significant input of services, few of which are 

available in either country.   

For on-shore drilling activity there are typically fewer services that need to be 

procured.  There are, however, some exceptions.  Firstly, on-shore seismic data 

acquisition is a much more time consuming and labour intensive activity than off-

shore seismic data acquisition, not least because of the need to negotiate access 

with land-owners (in this regard the lack of a modern and accurate land registry can 

be a significant problem).38  Secondly, for remote sites there may be significant 

problems with moving a drilling rig to the drilling location. For example Groundstar 

Resources will have to invest in the strengthening and construction of bridges and 

some road construction in order to get a drilling rig to the Takutu basin drilling sites in 

the Guyanese interior.39 

Gas platform jacket being put in place, off Trinidad’s East Coast 

 

(Photograph courtesy EOG Resources) 

Development of any hydro-carbon find requires the development of infrastructure to 

service the reservoir.  For off-shore reservoirs this involves the fabrication of 

platforms to service the wells, as well as pipeline infrastructure, receiving facilities 

and terminals.  The development of this infrastructure requires significant 
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 When Talisman conducted on-shore seismic work in south Trinidad in 2002 – 3 they had to 
    construct a detailed GIS of land ownership and occupation. 
39

 Interview with Newell Dennison, Manager, Petroleum, Guyana Geology & Mines Commission, 1
st
 July 2008, 

    Georgetown, Guyana 
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engineering activity and there is typically at least a year of planning and testing of 

different commercial development options before any decision on how to develop the 

reservoir.  Once a field development plan is agreed upon there is then significant 

work to fabricate and install all of the necessary infrastructure and equipment.   

These activities obviously create a very significant demand for services ranging from 

engineering design and commercial evaluation, through to the actual fabrication of 

structures, provision of heavy-lift barges and cranes, diving support services and 

pipeline construction.  

Traditionally much of the engineering work and the fabrication of off-shore facilities 

took place in the United States and they were then simply delivered and installed in 

Trinidad and Tobago.  Over the past five years there has been the development of 

significant capacity in this area in Trinidad and Tobago: this is discussed in more 

detail in Chapter 5.  

4.2.2 Geo-thermal Exploration and Development Sector  

Geo-thermal exploration requires many of the same services as exploration for oil 

and gas.  Currently there is some geothermal exploration and development activity 

taking place in the region and there is scope for this to increase.  

Geothermal drilling in progress, Nevis 

 

The Eastern Caribbean is in an area of active volcanicity and a number of islands 

have the potential for the development of geothermal energy generation projects.  

While there have been on going attempts to develop geothermal energy in the region 

for many years, these have to date not resulted in much success.  The exception has 

been in the French Department of Guadeloupe where there has been a small 

geothermal power generation project in operation since 1987, though it has suffered 

from numerous technical problems, especially in its early years.   

In 2003 efforts to develop geothermal resources in the Eastern Caribbean were 

given a boost through the pre-feasibility studies for an Organisation of American 

States/United Nations Environment Programme “Eastern Caribbean Geothermal 
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Project”, which was to be funded by the Global Environmental Facility. While this 

project was never actually implemented, the pre-feasibility studies gave a significant 

boast to geothermal exploration in the Caribbean.   

The major efforts in geo-thermal energy have been in St. Kitts and Nevis, which are 

some of the most geothermally prospective volcanic islands of the Caribbean 

archipelago. Both islands have numerous geothermal indicia, however, those on 

Nevis are larger and hotter and more geographically concentrated.  Crucially, the 

Government of Nevis has passed specific legislation for the development of its 

geothermal resources and this has created the legal environment in which a private 

investor has been able to make the significant investments needed to develop the 

resources (see section 6.7.6).  

At Nevis, West Indies Power has drilled three geothermal exploration wells. These 

projects will potentially make St. Kitts and Nevis the first country in the Caribbean to 

utilize large-scale geothermal energy, and one of the least fossil-fuel dependent 

nations.  

The first well, Nevis 1, is located at Spring Hill. In February 2007, the Nevis Island 

Administration issued a license to West Indies Power for exploration of the 

geothermal resource of Nevis. West Indies Power commenced explorations at the 

same month.  The drilling at Spring Hill commenced in January 2008, with drilling of 

the first 900 ft of the 3,710 ft exploration undertaken by a Trinidadian company, 

Lennox Petroleum.40 The geothermal reservoir at Spring Hill was discovered on 2 

June 2008. The third exploration well has confirmed the existence of a significant 

geothermal reservoir and the company is now beginning the process of developing 

the resources. 

Lennox Petroleum equipment at the West Indies Power well site, Nevis 
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 Interview with Kerry Mc Donald, Chief Executive Officer, West Indies Power, St. Kitts & Nevis, 14
th
  July 2008 
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When completed, the first Nevis plant is expected to supply 50 megawatts (MW) of 

electricity; enough to fulfil all of Nevis' demand (approximately 10 MW) as also to 

export to neighbouring St. Kitts and other nearby islands via submarine electrical 

transmission cables. On Nevis, generated electricity will be sold to the Nevis 

Electricity Company Limited for distribution.  While prices have yet to be confirmed, 

power prices will be significantly less expensive than other renewable or fossil fuels. 

 

4.2.3 Oil and Gas Production Sector  

Hydro-carbon production is currently taking place in four countries in the region.  It is 

important to recognise, however, the very different scale of operations in the different 

countries, as indicated in Table 6, below.  Commercial oil production has taken place 

in Trinidad and Tobago since 1908 (placing Trinidad and Tobago amongst the oldest 

oil provinces in the world), while at the other end of the scale Belize’s track-record of 

oil production stretches back just two years.  

 

Table 5: Comparison of oil and gas production in the Caribbean 

Country Oil Production  

Barrels of oil per 

day  

(bopd) 

Natural Gas 

Production  

Barrels of oil 

equivalent per day 

(boed) 

Number of 

Companies 

involved in 

production 

Belize 3,700 0 1 

Barbados 1,000 minor 1 

Suriname 16,000 0 1 

Trinidad and 

Tobago  

123,000 576,000 15 

Sources: Ministry of Energy and Energy Industries (T&T); Staatsolie, Barbados National Oil Company,  

Belize Natural Energy 

 

With the exception of Trinidad and Tobago, all countries are net importers of oil 

despite having domestic production.   For example, Barbados consumes 9,000 

barrels of oil per day: 8,000 barrels more than it produces.  As Barbados has no 

refining capacity, its oil is refined in Trinidad and Tobago, and then returned for 

domestic consumption.  

 

The levels of service demanded in the production of oil and gas varies depending on 

the age of the infrastructure and the nature of the oil and gas fields.  More mature 
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fields generally require higher levels of continuous service input, due to the need to 

maintain aging infrastructure and to implement measures to stimulate continued oil 

production from the reservoir.  On a per capita unit of production natural gas fields 

tend to require far fewer services on a regular basis than oil production.   Increased 

automation has also led to few services being required, especially on recently 

developed gas fields.  

Supplying and maintaining equipment is one of the major services offered by local 

energy service companies in Trinidad and Tobago.  Local companies often act as 

agents for international equipment suppliers and have built-up the technical 

knowledge to and expertise to supply these services.  Increasingly, however, 

equipment suppliers are no longer working with local agents, but establishing their 

own companies in Trinidad and Tobago to provide services directly.  In the recent 

past there have been a number of occasions in which this has occurred, leading to 

significant strain on the local company who looses the agency rights.  In most cases 

the international equipment supplier also directly hires the technical staff from the 

local company.41 

One of the other global trends in operations and maintenance of oil and gas facilities 

has been the bundling together of maintenance contracts previously held by a 

number of smaller contractors into a single multi-year contract with a larger service 

company (see Chapter 3).   The objective of this has been for the oil and gas 

production companies to have only one interface, who will then have the 

responsibility for sub-contracting as needed.  This trend is also evident in 

maintenance and operations for oil and gas platforms in Trinidad and Tobago (see 

Box 3 below).  

Box 3: Neal & Massy Wood Group – bpTT SOCA  

In 2006, bpTT, the dominant player in Trinidad and Tobago’s upstream energy industry, entered into a 

Strategic Outsourcing Contracting Agreement (SOCA) with Neal and Massy (N&M) Wood, a joint 

venture between the Wood Group, a Scottish-based engineering, operations and maintenance 

company with a global presence, and N&M, a publicly-listed T&T conglomerate.  N&M has had a long 

history in the oilfield services industry, stretching back to the 1930s, but until recently has not placed 

much emphasis on its energy sector activities.  Over the past five years, however, it has pursued an 

aggressive policy of expansion in the energy sector, through both joint venture arrangements and 

acquisitions.  The bpTT SOCA is one of the major results of this expansion policy.   

Under the SOCA, N&M Wood has responsibility for all routine maintenance on bpTT’s off-shore 

platforms.  This work was previously undertaken by a number of smaller contractors providing specific 

services.  Under the SOCA model these smaller contractors would now provide services as sub-

contractors to N&M Wood, rather than being directly contracted by bpTT.   

                                            
41

  Industry knowledge  
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The primary driver behind the SOCA was the objective of significantly improving safety performance 

and reliability.  The agreement also included the development and implementation of a system for 

improving labour force competency (including amongst sub-contractors).
42

  

Currently (November 2008) another major upstream company in Trinidad and 

Tobago, Repsol YPF, is examining the possibility of entering into a similar strategic 

outsourcing agreement for all its routine maintenance and operations work on its 

three off-shore oil platforms (Teak, Saaman and Poui), which it purchased from bpTT 

in 2006. 43 

4.2.4 Oil refining sector    

There are four oil refineries in the CARIFORUM region. The Government of Trinidad 

and Tobago has announced that it plans to build a second oil refinery, at an 

estimated investment cost of $US3 - 4 billion.  In addition to building a second 

refinery, Trinidad and Tobago’s State owned Petrotrin and Jamaica’s Petrojam are 

both in the process of upgrading their refineries and Suriname also plans to begin 

upgrade and expansion work imminently.  There are also a very small refining unit 

being constructed in Belize (Blue Sky).44  Table 6 below, gives details of oil refineries 

in the countries under review.  

Table 6: Refineries in CARIFORUM countries 

Country   Companies  Capacity  

barrels per day 

Dominican Republic Refidomosa   48,000  

Jamaica Petrojam  35,000  

Suriname Staatsoile 7,000 

Trinidad and Tobago  Petrotrin  150,000  

 

Like oil production facilities, oil refineries require significant on-going maintenance 

work, especially for older refineries such as the Petrotrin refinery in Point-a-Pierre. 

Refineries also require periodic major overhauls or upgrades, especially to meet 

changing international fuel standards.  For example Petrotrin is upgrading in order to 

improve the quality of its output of transport fuels. Petrotrin’s Gasoline Optimization 

Programme (GOP) aims to optimize the production of gasoline by increasing the 

octane in barrels, reduce benzene and aromatics and reduce sulphur content.  

                                            
42

  Gervase Warner, “Building Competence and Competitiveness of Trinidadian Contractors”, presentation to 
    Trinidad and Tobago Petroleum Conference, 8

th
 February 2007.  
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 Interview with Jeffrey Locke, Chief Executive Officer, Blue Sky (Belize) Ltd, 6

th
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When refinery up-grades take place there is significant work for energy service 

companies, including project management and engineering work, fabrication of new 

units and maintenance on existing plant.  Box 4 below gives details on the up-grade 

work underway at Petrojam’s refinery. 

Box 4: Petrojam refinery upgrade. 

Jamaica has a small existing oil refinery.  Table 8 below gives details of the refinery production. The 

Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica is upgrading the refinery in two phases. Phase one of the upgrade 

is the expansion of refining capacity from 35,000 barrels per day to 50,000 barrels per day. Phase 

one will also include the installation of a new catalytic reforming unit capable of supplying the full 

gasoline demand of the Jamaican market.  Phase one of this project is expected to coast US$ 200 

million. 

Phase two of the Petrojam Refinery upgrade involves the installation of a bottoms upgrading scheme 

to reduce the proportion of atmospheric bottoms in the overall refinery production. Phase two of the 

upgrade is expected to cost US$ 250-300 million.
 45

 

Table 7: Production from the Petrojam refinery (2003 – 2007) 

PETROLEUM 
PRODUCTS (000’s 
litres) 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Fuel Oil  511,900  674,747  257,301  625,211  680,873  
Gasoline 130,229  109,109  107,292  178,736  170,369  
Kerosene/Turbo/Jet Fuel 81,902  72,055  52,042  81,762  67,452  
Auto Diesel Oil 172,340  144,782  100,103  257,422  236,822  

(Source: Statistical Institute of Jamaica)  

4.2.5 The LNG Industry  

The intra-CARIFORUM trade in LNG is limited to one buyer (Dominican Republic) 

and one seller (Trinidad and Tobago).  LNG is the major export from Trinidad and 

Tobago, and indeed the Caribbean (see Figure 9).  The majority of Trinidad and 

Tobago’s natural gas production (48.7%) is utilized for conversion into LNG by 

Atlantic LNG, one of the major LNG companies in the world. 

In 2006, Trinidad and Tobago’s exports to the Dominican Republic totalled 8.9 billion 

cubic feet of natural gas, as LNG.46 This LNG is sold to AES, who began importing 

LNG to the Dominican Republic in 2003 when the AES Andres facility came online. 

AES Andres combines a 319 MW power plant and one million barrel tank LNG 

terminal.47  The Dominican Republic accounted for about TT$522 million in LNG 

exports in 2007, about 2% of the total exports of LNG from Trinidad and Tobago 

(with 76% going to the USA and 10% to Spain). 48 

The LNG industry is, in and of itself, an energy service, as the liquefaction process 

mainly involves the cooling of natural gas to a liquid state to enable its transportation 
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 http://www.pcj.com/petrojam/major_text.htm  
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 BP Statistical Review of World Energy, 2007.  
47

 http://www.aes.com 
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 Trinidad and Tobago Central Statistical Office export data series.  
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(though some processing of the gas to remove both impurities and higher value 

hydro-carbons does take place).  Likewise the re-gasification is just a step in the 

transmission from the production point to its eventual use, usually as a fuel in power 

generation.  Atlantic LNG is involved in the process of marketing some of the gas 

produced at its facilities, though this is mainly carried out by the shareholders in the 

facility (bp, BG, Repsol, Suez GDF and NGC).  

Figure 9: Trinidad and Tobago's exports of LNG (2001 - 2007) - millions of US$ 

 

(Source: T&T Central Statistical Office) 

Shipping is a major element of the LNG process and one of the major elements in 

the LNG value chain.  The Government of Trinidad and Tobago has stated that it will 

try to leverage the fact that LNG ships visit Trinidad and Tobago on a daily basis to 

facilitate the development of a maritime services industry.49 

Like other gas processing facilities, the LNG facilities in Point Fortin and the 

Dominican Republic require routine and periodic maintenance.  As operational 

integrity is extremely important all maintenance work must obviously be of a very 

high standard. Given the nature of the facilities, services relating to installation and 

maintenance of insulation are an important service.   

The major opportunity for service companies comes, however, during the 

construction phase of an LNG facility.  The four LNG facilities (or trains) in Trinidad 

and Tobago were all constructed by Bechtel, the biggest US contractor, but with the 

majority of work being done by local sub-contractors (approximately 15 companies in 

total), some in joint ventures with international partners.50  Over the eight year 

construction period for the four trains, Trinidadian contractors built considerable 
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 See Ministry of Trade and Industry “A Strategic Plan for the Development of the Maritime Services Industry” 
    (December 2005) 
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 STCIC Correspondence File on Atlantic LNG construction.  
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expertise in the LNG sector and good international reputations (as the four trains 

were all built for record low costs).   

 

LNG Ship loading at the Atlantic LNG Point Fortin terminal 

 

 

4.2.6 Petrochemicals sector  

 

The petrochemical sector also buys significant services, especially during plant 

construction, but also regular operations and maintenance.   

Primary petrochemical processing involves taking a raw material such as natural gas 

and converting it to a value added product. In Trinidad and Tobago primary 

processing is done mainly at Point Lisas, which is the home of over twenty-five 

world-scale petrochemical and metal plants that use natural gas to produce 

ammonia, methanol, urea and iron and steel.  Table 8 outlines the companies in the 

downstream sector, their main outputs and the country of origin of their main 

shareholders. 

The petrochemical sector consumes a significant volume of services, especially 

during construction and planned major maintenance (“plant turn-arounds”).  In 

addition, one of the major plant owners, Methanol Holdings (Trinidad) Ltd. (MHTL) 

has contracted all plant operations to a separate service company, Industrial Plant 

Services Ltd. (IPSL).  IPSL has also begun to export plant operation and project 

management services to other methanol plants outside of the Caribbean, in 

particular a new methanol plant in Oman partially owned by MHTL.   
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There are a number of specialised firms operating in Trinidad and Tobago who have 

developed considerable expertise in petrochemical plant construction and 

maintenance.  Some of these are locally-owned companies, such as Damus, 

Weldfab and Caribbean Insulation Services, while others are subsidiaries of 

international firms.  

 

Table 8: Primary Processing in Trinidad and Tobago, companies, products and ownership 

Company  Product  Country  of origin of main 

shareholders 

PCS Nitrogen  Ammonia and Urea Canada 

Point Lisas Nitrogen 

Limited  

Ammonia  USA 

Nitrogen 2000 Ammonia  Trinidad and Tobago/ 

Germany 

Caribbean Nitrogen 

Company  

Ammonia  Trinidad and Tobago/ 

Germany 

Tringen Ammonia  Trinidad and Tobago/ 

Norway  

Yara  Ammonia  Norway  

Methanol Holdings 

Trinidad Limited  

Methanol  Trinidad and Tobago / 

Germany  

Methanex Methanol  Canadian  

Mittal  Iron and Steel  UK 

Nu Iron  Iron and Steel  USA 

 

 

4.2.7 Power Generation and distribution sector  

At present there is no intra-regional trade in electricity and each country in the region 

has its own power generation capacity.  The only cross border trade in electricity 

takes place in Belize, which imports electricity from Mexico.  

The structure of power generation and distribution varies considerable across the 

region, with a variety of different ownership and regulatory regimes, including State 

and private integrated generation and distribution companies and private and State-
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owned independent power producers with separate State or private distribution 

companies.  Some of the energy markets in the region (such as Jamaica and the 

Dominican Republic) have been liberalised, creating opportunities for private-sector 

independent power producers. Others, such as Guyana, maintain a power 

generation and transmission system with one integrated State-owned generation and 

distribution company.  The different regulatory structures in place mean that there 

are very different opportunities for private-sector companies to get involved in the 

provision of services in the various countries of the region.  It is not, however, simply 

regulatory structure that creates this situation: the extremely small size of some of 

the markets significantly limits opportunities.51  

Trinidad and Tobago  

The major power generation market in the region is Trinidad and Tobago.  The 

Trinidad and Tobago Electricity Commission (T&TEC) is by statute responsible for 

the transmission, distribution, and administration of electrical power to the national 

electrical grid and is the sole retailer of electric power in the country.  T&TEC 

purchases bulk electrical power from two independent generation companies, and is 

also responsible for securing fuel supplies for them (natural gas from the NGC).  The 

two firms are: 

• Power Generation Company of Trinidad and Tobago (PowerGen), which has 

over 80% of the market and is jointly owned by T&TEC, bp and Marubeni 

(who also own the majority of the Jamaica utility sector). Powergen operates 

three major power generation plants with a total generating capacity of 1,183 

MW.   

• Trinity Power Limited, a consortium of U.S.-owned companies.  Trinity Power 

has one generating station with a capacity of 225 MW. 

The electricity generation sector in Trinidad and Tobago is set to expand rapidly over 

the next few years, with the coming on stream of a number of new power plants and 

the closure of the Powergen plants in Port of Spain.  A small power plant is currently 

under construction in Tobago. The expectation is that Trinidad and Tobago will 

continue to utilise natural gas as the fuel source for power generation, though there 

has been recent discussion around the potential for the importation of hydro-

electricity from Guyana.  The expansion of power generation creates opportunities 

for local private-sector investment into the sector, but this has not materialised in any 

actual projects to date, with the exception of a small experimental project being run 

by MHTL to generate power from methanol.  

Barbados 

In contrast, Barbados Light & Power Company Limited (BL&P) is publicly listed on 

the Barbados Stock Exchange, but with a United States based investor, Lucadia, 
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holding a 30% controlling interest. The Barbados National Insurance Board is also a 

major shareholder, with the remaining shares being owned by a variety of local 

investors. 

BL&P is currently the sole electricity utility provider in Barbados and probably the 

best respected utility company in the region. It started operations in 1911 and has 

three power generation stations, one is located along the Spring Garden Highway, a 

second at The Garrison and a third located at the Sir Grantley Adams International 

Airport in Seawell.   It has a power generation capacity of 239 MW, with current peak 

demand at around 160 MW, down from 162 MW in 2007.52  This decrease in 

demand has been attributed to the high prices that have been experienced in 

Barbados, as a result of high international prices for fuel oil and diesel, on which the 

country is currently 100% reliant for its electricity generation.  Most imports of fuel oil 

and diesel are from Trinidad and Tobago. 

In response to the high prices and dependence on diesel and fuel oil, BL&P has 

been attempting to diversify its source of fuel.  Its preference has been to buy natural 

gas under a long-term contract via pipeline from Trinidad and Tobago, with the hope 

that this could supply thirty percent of their total fuel needs.  While this project was 

deemed to be technically and financially feasible in 2006, it has yet to proceed.  

BL&P have been in recent talks with gas producers in Trinidad and Tobago about 

potential long-term supply contracts,53 though the outcomes of these talks are not 

clear. 

The Government is also committed to prepare appropriate legislation that would 

require the BL&P to purchase all electricity produced from renewable energy sources 

and offered for sale by independent power producers at rates set by the Fair Trading 

Commission. Plans to diversify the production of electricity in Barbados have 

included a 15 MW wind farm, being developed by BL&P, but delayed due to 

concerns about aesthetic and noise pollution, and a 10MW bagass electricity 

generation project being planned as part of the restructuring of the sugar industry. 

Suriname 

Amongst the countries under review in this study, Suriname has the lowest reliance 

upon fossil fuels for the generation of electricity.  The most important source of 

electricity is the hydropower plant at the Afobaka dam on the Van Blommestein 

Lake, owned by Suralco, the bauxite company.  Under agreements concluded in the 

late 1950s in connection with the Brokopondo project, Suralco used the electricity in 

its own bauxite production activities but also sold a portion to the Government.  

While historically most of the electricity generated at this plant was used by Suralco, 

since the closure of the aluminium smelter at Paranam in 1999 the share supplied to 
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the Government has grown significantly.  Currently 95% of electricity in Suriname is 

supplied by the hydro-electric project, though this is reliant upon good rainfall in the 

dam’s watershed.  A few years ago the levels of the lake fell significantly in response 

to drought, leading to a deficit in electricity production.  

The second most important source of electricity are two power generators operated 

by the State-owned electricity company Energiebedrijven Suriname N V (EBS), while 

the State-owned oil company, Staatsolie, also owns a small power generation plant. 

All of these plants have been moth-balled while EBS has been able to buy cheap 

hydro-electricity from Suralco.54 

Approximately 5% of Suriname's electricity production is through small power 

generators in remote interior areas.  These are managed by the Ministry of Natural 

Resources, but operated by independent contractors who are also responsible for 

the distribution of diesel fuel for the generators.55 

The supply of electrical energy to the general public is the monopoly of the EBS 

under a concession agreement dating from 1972. It is argued that the market is too 

small to allow for competition in an efficient manner. However, the unbundling of 

services in this sector is being explored to allow for some level of competition and 

trade in services.56 

A project to expand the distribution and transmission network of the EBS is being 

carried out by a consortium of six (Surinamese, Dutch, and German) firms.  In 

addition, with financial assistance from China, a new transmission line is being built 

between the Afobaka hydroelectric power station and Paramaribo.  In connection 

with the planned exploitation and exploration of bauxite in the Bakhuys Mountains in 

west Suriname, consideration is being given to the economic feasibility of a new 

hydropower plant in that region.  

Dominican Republic 

The Dominican Republic has the most complex power generation sectors in the 

Caribbean.  The power generation industry is a mix of private sector and State 

ownership with the private sector controlling the majority of installed capacity. The 

Government of the Dominican Republic controls 469.3 MW of installed capacity or 

14% of total installed capacity.  The Government also owns 100% of the 

transmission network. With regard to distribution of electricity the Government owns 

two of the three distribution companies Edesur and Edenorte and owns 50% of the 

third company Edeeste with the other shareholder being AES.  
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Table 9: Private Sector Power Generators in the Dominican Republic 

 
Company  

 

 
No. 
of 
Units  
 

 
Installed 
Cap. 
 

 
 

Shareholders 

Installed Capacity by technology (MW) 

Combust 
Turbine 

Steam 
Turbine 

Combin-
ed Cycle 

Diesel 
Engine 

EGE Haina 11 663.4 50% GoDR/ 50% Basic Energy 164.2 346.2  153 

EGE Itabo 7 432.5 50% GoDR/ 50% AES  260 172.5  

Falconbridge 3 198.0 Xtrata  198   

Union Fenosa 2 194.5 Union Fenosa    194.5 

CEPP 2 76.9 Inkia    76.9 

Seaboard 2 116.3 Seaboard    116.3 

AES 3 555.0 AES 236  319  

Monterio 1 100.0 Caterpillar    100 

Metaldom 1 42.0 G. Vicini    42 

G San Felipe 1 185.0 AEI   185  

CESPM 3 300.0 Basic Energy   300  

Diesel Pimentel 1 31.6 LAESA    31.6 

TOTAL  37 2895.1  400.2 804.2 976.5 714.3 
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This structure was created in the 1998-1999 period when the vertically state-owned 

monopoly, Corporación Dominicana de Electricidad (CDE), was broken into a 

number of generation companies. In addition, Empresa Generadora de Electricidad 

(EGE) Haina and EGE Itabo, which ran the thermal generation plants, were 

privatized, and three distribution companies, Empresa Distribudora de Electricidad 

(EDE) Norte, EDE-Sur and EDE-Este, were created and also privatized.  

An attempt was also made in the 1997 – 2001 period to improve the functioning of 

the sector by strengthening sector regulation with the appointment of a new 

regulator, which was part of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and thus had 

only limited autonomy. The Electricity Law of 2001 provided a comprehensive 

regulatory framework for the electricity sector. The supporting regulations from 2002 

included the creation of an autonomous regulatory agency, the Electricity 

Superintendence (SIE). It also created the National Energy Commission (CNE) and 

a wholesale market under responsibility of a Coordinating Agency. The regulatory 

framework for the sector is reported to be very similar to that found in other Latin 

American countries.57 

The reform resulted in new generation facilities, which were built and financed by the 

private sector, and investment in distribution by the privatized companies. However, 

rising oil prices, the introduction of generalized subsidies and other domestic factors 

negatively affected the sector's financial health. In addition the sector suffered from 

extremely high loses between distribution and consumption, with large numbers of 

illegal connections and high arrears in bill payments, accounting for as much as 50% 

of production.  In 2003, these unfavourable conditions led to a crisis in the power 

sector in the Dominican Republic.58  In response Government repurchase Union 

Fenosa's shares in the privatized distribution companies EdeNorte and EdeSur.  

Subsidies for the electricity sector continue to be a major burden on public 

expenditure, accounting for US$ 1.5 billion in expenditure in 2007.59 

Trade in electricity 

As indicated above, there is currently no trade in power between countries in the 

region, though Belize does import electricity from Mexico.  The development of the 

geo-thermal power project in Nevis (section 4.2.2. above) might well change this 

situation and result in the sale of electricity from Nevis to other territories, as far 

Puerto Rico.60 

Within countries in the region, there is currently some scope for trade in electricity in 

those territories with independent power producers (i.e. power distribution 

companies can choose the source of power to best suit their needs). To a limited 
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extent this is currently taking place in Belize and in Suriname, where the State-

owned power distribution company has chosen not to purchase more expensive 

power from the State-owned oil company, given the availability of cheap hydro-

electricity.  The development of a variety of new renewable energy projects, for 

example in Jamaica, may lead to increased trading in electricity generation. 

Nevertheless, the extremely small size of power markets in the region means that 

this is likely to remain very limited.61  

Contractors in the electricity sector  

The electricity generation and distribution sector buys a number of services from 

both Caribbean and international providers.  The major services brought by the 

sector relate to the construction of new projects, especially hydro-electricity projects.  

In Belize and in Guyana, recent hydro-electricity projects have been constructed by 

Chinese companies, using imported labour.62  Maintenance services for power plants 

tend to be provided by the original vendors of the plant, such as Siemens or General 

Electric, or their designated service companies.  In some cases, for example in 

Barbados, these vendors will have maintenance staff on site,63 while in other cases 

companies will fly in technicians as needed.  In the case of power generation 

companies owned by international electricity investors, the international parent 

company will often provide technical services from their own resources.64 

Other services brought in the local market by electricity generation and distribution 

companies tended to fairly limited and low value, such as the construction or 

maintenance of electricity lines.   

Most companies in the region are members of CARILEC and training courses 

provided by CARILEC were mentioned by most power generation and distribution 

companies as one service which they procure regionally.65 

4.2.8 Petroleum product distribution and marketing sector  

In addition to the importation of diesel and fuel oil for the power generation sector, 
most countries import a range of petroleum products for the transportation sector, in 
addition to petroleum gases, primarily for cooking fuel.  Table 10 outlines 
consumption of various petroleum products by country.  
 
The petroleum retail sector is one of the areas within the Caribbean energy services 

mix where there is a large measure of local private-sector involvement.  Shell, one of 
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the traditional petroleum retail giants, has exited from the retail end of the business, 

though it is still involved in bulk distribution and marketing. Shell has sold its retail 

outlets and distribution to industrial customers to Sol Petroleum, a private company 

based in Barbados (see Box 5).   

 
Table 10: Consumption of Petroleum Products (000’s of Barrels) – Year 2002 

Country AV Gas Turbo 
Fuel 

Unleaded 
Gas 

Fuel oil Kerosene Diesel LPG 

Barbados 3.9 1036 750.3 1085.2 20.2 537 109 

Belize 11.9 112.5 677.9 2.1 0 709.5 157.4 

Guyana 8.6 204.7 723.5 927.2 NA 1997 99.3 

Jamaica 5 1611.9 4519.5 14753.1 43.5 3227 934 

St Kitts & 
Nevis 

0.1 4.4 127.6 NA 0.5 333.7 58.6 

St Lucia 0 215.8 441.8 2.5 2.8 511.1 84.7 

Suriname NA NA 610 3287.4 254.6 166.4 173.8 

(Source: Caribbean Energy Information Systems) 

 
Other multi-national energy companies are also involved in the regional distribution 

of fuels, with Exxon maintaining a retail network in some territories, while Hess owns 

a fuel bunkering terminal in St. Lucia from which it distributes products around the 

region.  In 2004, St. Lucia imported $EC 201,481,000 worth of “Mineral Fuels, 

Lubricants & Related Materials” and re-exported $EC 85,096,000 worth of these 

same commodities.66   

In addition to Sol, there are a number of other private-sector companies who have 

invested in the petroleum retail business.  The sector also has opportunities for small 

businesses-owners, for example as owners of retail outlet franchises and or road 

transportation fleets.  In Belize, for example, crude is transported from Belize Natural 

Energy’s production facilities to their port terminals using a fleet of twenty-four road 

tankers owned by private-contractors.67 

In addition there are opportunities to provide services to terminals and to construct 

tanks or pipelines.  For example, Damus Ltd., a family-owned Trinidad and Tobago 

service company, has undertaken a lot of tank construction work around the region, 

while a Jamaican company, Tankweld, has a good market share in the local 

market.68  

In Jamaica, Petrojam is the dominant supplier of refined products. It currently refines 

36,000 barrels per day and this is scheduled to increase to 60,000 barrels per day 
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after an upcoming capacity upgrade due to an investment by PDVSA, the 

Venezuelan national oil company, of US$600 million. Petrojam supplies mostly 

institutional and corporate customers and does not compete in the consumer market.  

Box 5: Sol Petroleum – regional expansion in the retail sector   

Sol Petroleum is a Barbados-based company who distributes and retails petroleum products through-

out the Caribbean.  The company started in 2005 when they brought-out Shell’s retail businesses in 

the Eastern Caribbean, Suriname, Guyana and Belize.  They have subsequently expanded through 

the purchase of further Shell distribution and retail operations in Pueto Rico and Esso’s operations in 

Guyana and Suriname.  They still retail products under the Shell brand name through their retail 

network but will re-brand the Esso assets (at the time of the project team’s visits Guyana and 

Suriname in July 2007 the ex-Esso stations had no corporate branding).   

Sol’s market share varies in the different markets in which it operates.  In Suriname it was reported to 

account to 70% of the market share of the retail sector, through a network of 25 service stations and 

direct sales to industrial customers.
69

  

Sol’s business strategy is to continue to expand their petroleum distribution retail business both inside 

the Caribbean and further afield.   They have been examining the renewable sector, in particular solar 

energy, and electricity generation but have not made investment decisions in those areas. They also 

report that they have been thinking about taking minority stakes in the current Barbados off-shore bid 

round. 

Sol report that their business operates best in the de-regulated markets in the region and they are 

able to provide petroleum to the market much more efficiently, and when they are able to move prices 

in line with the changing marker prices for produce.  In markets where regulation sets their specific 

margins it is more difficult for them to provide products to the market efficiently.  They encounter 

particular problems in markets where they have to collect rebates for selling subsidized fuel, as the 

often have to wait considerable periods before they receive their rebate.  

Sol have also expressed concern about cases when they have to compete with State-owned 

companies as they believe that the playing-field is not always level.  They are especially concerned 

about the entry of products under the Petro-caribe agreement and the involvement of PDVSA, the 

Venezuelan State-owned company, in marketing in the Caribbean.  Sol has managed to successfully 

use the Fair Trade Commission legislation in the Barbados market, in order to be able to supply fuel 

oil to Barbados Light and Power for electricity generation.  Exchange rate controls in some markets 

can also lead to difficulties.  

The company has benefited from its historical links with Shell, as they have adopted many of health 

and safety standards and other policies and procures used by Shell to guide their business. They still 

have access to Shell’s technical expertise when this is necessary.  There is a centralised engineering 

team based in Barbados, who tend to run the larger investment projects, but routine maintenance 

work is contracted-out by the individual country operations.   Procurement for larger projects and 

company-wide initiatives or services, such as training or IT services, are run from the corporate head-

office in Barbados.
70

 

The Jamaican market is the most liberalised petroleum product markets in the 

region.  It was liberalized in two phases: price controls were removed on fuel prices, 
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and new marketing companies were allowed to access petroleum products at the 

Petrojam refinery’s Industry Loading Rack.  A private-company, Cool Petroleum has 

invested in a series of petroleum retail outlets, in conjunction with N&M, utilising the 

“Cool” brand, which also retails a wide range of other products, including soft drinks 

and call cards.   

With the fully liberalised market and the perception that some players have abused 

their dominant market share there have been some tensions between distributors 

and retailers in Jamaica, and occasional supply disruptions (see section 6.2 below).  

In addition to the supply of transportation fuels, there is also a considerable trade in 

liquid petroleum gases (LPG), especially propane and butane, mainly used as 

cooking gas or for industrial uses.  There are two main suppliers of LPG in the 

region: Pheonix Park Gas Processors Limited (PPGPL) a joint venture between the 

NGC, Conoco Philips and PanWest, in Trinidad and Tobago, and PDVSA  The major 

market for LPG in the region is in the Dominican Republic, which accounts for over 

50% of Trinidad and Tobago’s export markets for propane (see Figure 10) 

Figure 10: Trinidad &Tobago’s exports of propane to the Dominican Republic (2001–2007) US$ 

 

(Source: T&T Central Statistical Office) 

Members of the business community in the Dominican Republic expressed a very 

strong desire to find mechanisms for increasing the supply of natural gas from 

Trinidad and Tobago to the Dominican Republic, in keeping with a stated Dominican 

Government policy of increasing the use of natural gas.  Because the scale of 

investment is much smaller than for LNG, this demand for natural gas presents a 

potential opportunity for the regional private-sector to get involved in the shipping 
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and marketing of natural gas between Trinidad and Tobago and the Dominican 

Republic.71 

4.2.9 The bio-fuels sector  

Concerns over human induced climate change, energy security and price of 

transportation fuels has led to a significant growth of interest in bio-fuels in the recent 

past. However, concerns about the impact of corn-based ethanol and its impact on 

food prices has significantly reduced the popularity of bio-fuels as a solution to the 

global environmental and energy threat, over the past year. Nevertheless, there has 

been a significant level of interest in bio-fuels in the region, for two main reasons:  

• They are seen as a potential solution to the economic and sociological issues 

associated with the decline in the regional sugar industry; and  

• Under the Caribbean Basin Initiative the region has duty-free access into the 

United States for ethanol produced in the region.  

There are two major sources of bio-fuels: ethanol and bio-diesel.  Bio-diesel is 

produced by processing a variety of vegetable oils, include soybean, palm, canola, 

castor, and jatropha.  There has been some interest in bio-diesel projects especially 

in the Dominican Republic and Guyana, with the Dominican Republic reportedly 

targeting 140 million gallons per year of bio-diesel, which would be 40 percent of the 

country's diesel needs.72 However, the major discussion in the region has been 

around ethanol.  

Under the Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI) Caribbean countries can export 60 million 

gallons or an amount equivalent to 7% of United States ethanol demand (whichever 

is lower) duty free once the feedstock (raw ethanol) is processed in the Caribbean 

basin countries.  The intention behind the CBI is the development of productive 

industries in the region.  In the case of ethanol the region imports raw ethanol from 

Brazil and dehydrates it before shipping it on to the United States.  This activity is 

seen as a loophole in the CBI by some bodies in the United States and some ethanol 

industry bodies have lobbied for it to be closed.  In 2007 CBI ethanol exports to the 

United States were 245 million gallons. 73 
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Figure 11: US ethanol imports under the Caribbean Basin Initiative (2003 – 2007) 

 

To date the CBI countries have not filled the quantity allowable under the 7% 

allowable cap, as indicated in Figure 11. In the near future, CBI regional ethanol 

production is not expected to fill around 40 – 60 % of the cap.  Jamaica has 

developed as the major exporter of ethanol into the United States under the CBI, as 

indicated in Table 11. 

Table 11: Ethanol imports by country under the CBI (2003-2007) – (million gallons) 

Countries  2002  2003  2004  2005  2006  2007  

Costa Rica  12  14.7  25.4  33.4  35.9  41.5 

El Salvador  4.5  6.9  5.7  23.7  38.5  75 

Jamaica  29  39.3  36.6  36.3  66.8  79.6 

Trinidad  and Tobago  0  0  0  10.0  24.8  42.7 

Total  45.5 60.9 67.7 93.4 166.0 245.1 

Brazil  0  0  90.3  31.2  433.7  188.8 

(Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and Renewable Fuels Association) 

Jamaica has made the greatest strides towards developing a viable bio-fuels 

industry, not simply based on an opportunity to avoid a US tariff.  It has recently 

started production at JB Ethanol, a 60 MMgy facility at Port Esquivel in St. Catherine. 
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Built by Jamaican firm Jamaica Broilers Group Ltd. under technical expertise from 

Brazil, the $20 million ethanol facility will process locally grown sugarcane.   It was 

built in keeping with the country's National Energy Policy, which includes an E10 

mandate, expected to replace imported methyl tertiary butyl ether as the primary fuel 

additive by April 2009.74  

In the Dominican province of Monte Plata, a consortium led by Belgium−based 

Alcogroup has announced plans to build an ethanol plant, while the Dominican sugar 

cooperative says it is in talks with other partners to convert at least one sugar mill 

into an ethanol distillery.  

Despite these projects the long-term future for bio-fuels in the Caribbean is not 

altogether clear.  Costs of production for sugar cane and indeed most agricultural 

products are often many times higher that the low cost locations, such as Brazil.  

Many of the countries in the region have limited land space, with Guyana and 

Suriname being the two major exceptions, making it difficult to develop any large-

scale bio-fuel industry.  The global fashion has clearly turned against bio-fuels, in the 

face of rapidly escalating food prices, and it is unclear where this will leave bio-fuel 

projects in the Caribbean.  One possible option that is being actively pursued in a 

number of countries is the use of bio-mass (especially baggass) for electricity 

generation.  As there will be a growing demand for this power in the region this may 

be a more sustainable option for developing renewable energy, rather than relying 

on a potentially changeable US market for transportation fuels. 

4.2.10 Solar, Wind, Hydro-electricity and other renewables  

Given the fact that all countries on the region, with the exception of Trinidad and 

Tobago, are net importers of energy and given the concerns about supply disruption 

and price volatility, it is not surprising that most countries have explore the possibility 

of finding viable alternatives to the current pattern of fossil fuel consumption.75  While 

the benefits of switching to renewable sources of power generation are convincing, 

policy and regulatory reform is required to help level the playing field with regard to 

conventional fossil fuel based systems.   

In the region there are currently wind energy turbines, solar panels, hydroelectric 

plants and geothermal plants that generate electricity. In the Caribbean, the 

prevalent trade winds and abundant sunshine would seem to provide ideal 

conditions for wind and solar energy.  However, none of these contribute significantly 

to meeting the regions demand for energy at present, and the region remains one of 

the most heavily reliant upon fossil fuels in the world.   
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Wind  

Wind is an attractive energy source in those Caribbean countries that have the 

required wind regime. The primary regional wind systems are the North East trades 

that form a relatively stable wind regime. Wind speeds are greatest in the eastern 

Caribbean; they are lower in the Western Caribbean and the Bahamas. The cost of 

wind turbines and ancillary equipment has fallen significantly over the past decade 

and this trend is continuing. The cost of electricity produced from wind energy has 

also fallen not only because of lower wind turbine prices but also because of higher 

wind turbine efficiency and availability. 

Wigton Wind Farm in Manchester is Jamaica and CARICOM’s first wind energy 

project. The 23 turbine scheme, with an installed capacity of 20 MW, was built by 

Renewable Energy Systems (RES) for Wigton Wind Farm Ltd, a subsidiary of the 

Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica (PCJ). The first of the 23 900 KW NEG Micon 

turbines was installed in mid- February 2004 and the project was completed in April 

2004. The turbines are sited on a ridge, approximately 100 meters apart, in two rows 

separated by 300 to 350 meters. Each turbine is connected to a project-site 

substation. Interconnection to the utility grid substation is via a 69 kV transmission 

line. The project received support form the Jamaican and Netherlands 

governments.76 

In March 2008 the Dominican Republic Ministry of Environment awarded licenses for 

the construction of three wind parks that could produce up to 190MW of energy. It is 

expected that the parks will be built in Bani, Oviedo and Montecristi.  

As in other parts of the world wind farms suffer from opposition on the grounds of 

both noise pollution and aesthetics.  Given the tourism dominated economy in most 

of the region and the fact that they are small islands, the aesthetics issue can be a 

major barrier to the development of wind farms.  A wind farm project in Barbados has 

been stalled for this very reason.77 

Solar  

Solar and photovoltaic energy sources are another obvious option for the Caribbean 

region, given the abundant sunshine. Currently, the most widespread use of solar 

energy is that of providing hot water for household use. These systems provide hot 

water and the installed cost can be as low as $800 US for a 50 gallon system. Given 

the high energy prices these systems provide very short pay-back periods on the 

investment in most countries of the region, so it is surprising that they are not more 

widely installed.   
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The solar water heater industry in Barbados is perhaps the best known example of 

the exploitation of a renewable energy technology in the Caribbean. Barbados has 

made strides in this area in part due to generous incentives and promotion. A crucial 

factor in creating the market was the provision of fiscal incentives by the Barbados 

Government. A home owner could apply the cost of his water heater against his 

income tax for the year. Another measure to promote water heaters was the 

provision of training programmes, particularly aimed at architects, to encourage 

owners to include solar hot water systems in new buildings and in renovating old 

buildings. Barbados also has a certification programme of companies which 

manufacture solar water heaters from Florida Solar Energy Centre.  In total 

Barbados has more than 38,000 solar water heaters installed.  While this represents 

the biggest success in the region, it still only represents a market penetration of 

about 40% in an industry that has been around for about 33 years and offers 

significant savings to the consumer.78 

Hydro 

The most significant renewable source of energy in the region at the moment is 

hydro-electricity.  As outlined in section 4.2.7, Suriname has had the greatest 

success, but there have also been significant investment in hydro in Belize’s, where 

hydro-power accounts for 40% of electricity production. 

Guyana also has significant potential and has attempted to pursue projects in this 

area.   Amelia falls is one of six sites identified as a potential location in Guyana and 

which is well known for its cascading waterways. The Government if Guyana has 

expressed hope ground will soon be broken for the development of this site, which is 

capable of providing about 140 megawatts of electricity for Guyana. It is hoped that 

about 70-80 percent of Guyana’s electricity needs will be supplied from this source 

by the year 2012.  

Another potential project for Guyana is the Turtruba Hydro Project. The project is 

expected to optimize the hydro reserves at Turtruba Rapids on the Mazaruni River 

and convert the reservoir area to a hydropower resource with minimum degradation 

to the environment. It is expected that the development of electricity distribution 

technology will allow isolated power sources to be transmitted to export markets, 

such as Brazil and Trinidad and Tobago. 

Energy Efficiency  

Demand for energy services relating to renewable energy is likely to remain high in 

every country of the region.  There is also significant potential for demand in areas 

like energy efficiency consultancy services and insulation.  This is an area in which 

there is significant potential demand, but somehow this has not been translated into 
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actual demand for services in the area.  Financial institutions could play a significant 

role in generating demand in this area if they begin to ask clients about the energy 

efficiency of projects that they are financing.79 

4.2.11 Professional services, consulting services, information technology  

As noted in the introduction, the energy sector also consumes significant amounts of 

professional services.  There is a constant demand for professionals with knowledge 

and expertise in the energy sector: for example energy sector taxation specialists or 

energy sector lawyers.  While there are no law firms or accounting practices that 

concentrate solely on the energy sector, there are some firms who tend to dominate 

the market in these areas.  In Trinidad and Tobago there are four main law firms who 

have most of the energy sector work (Hamel Smith, Fitzwilliam Stone, Lex Caribbean 

and J.D. Sellier) while in Guyana one accountant (Ronald Ali) audits all of the major 

petroleum distribution and retails companies.80   

There is also significant demand for consulting services in the energy sector, both 

from energy companies and from governments.  The lacked of skilled energy sector 

professionals in many countries of the region means that they have often had to rely 

upon international consultants to fill the skills gap. Most of the drilling support 

services in Belize, for example, were supplied by international consultants.81 

The petroleum sector also consumes significant volumes of band-width and 

information technology resources.  Seismic data in particular requires large and 

secure data storage resources.  The most sophisticated users of information 

technology in the region and probably the energy sector companies, especially the 

companies using digital oilfield technology, developed by companies such as 

Schlumberger, to manage hydro-carbon exploration and production.  Downstream 

energy companies and pipeline transportation companies also require sophisticated 

IT systems to manage their operations.  

Currently, the Government of Trinidad and Tobago, through e-TecK, is implementing 

a project to try to leverage the demand for IT services from the energy sector to 

develop an energy-related IT cluster.  The first stage of the project involves the 

creation of a data storage centre in Trinidad and Tobago where they will encourage 

international oil and gas companies operating both in Trinidad and Tobago and 

elsewhere to store their data.  
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The Atlantic LNG Control Room 

 

(courtesy Atlantic LNG) 

The project team did not encounter any other example of an initiative to develop 

energy-related professional services in any other country in the region.  
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5 Capacity of Caribbean private-sector to supply energy 

services  

 

At present there is limited regional private-sector investment in the energy services 

sector.  In most of the countries of the region the major companies in the energy 

services sector are either State-owned or owned by multi-national companies or non-

regional private investors.   

The only publicly listed company in the energy services sector is the electricity utility 

Barbados Light and Power (listed on the Barbados Stock Exchange). The publicly-

listed National Enterprise Limited in Trinidad and Tobago does hold a significant 

number of shares in NGC, a majority State-owned pipeline transmission and gas 

marketing company.  In addition two publicly-listed conglomerates, Ansa McAl and 

N&M, have subsidiary companies in the energy services sector.  N&M, in particular, 

has been aggressively increasing its capacity in the energy services sector with the 

acquisition of a number of companies and the development of a joint-venture 

arrangement with a major international energy service company, the Wood Group, 

based in Scotland (see Box 4). 

5.1.1 Service contractors in Trinidad and Tobago 

There are approximately 400 mainly small to medium sized privately-owned 

companies providing contracted-out services to the energy sector in Trinidad and 

Tobago.  These companies provide services to both the downstream, mid-stream 

and upstream sectors.   Most of these companies are small family owned businesses 

that provide supplies (equipment rental or consummerables) to the energy sector 

and sometimes associated maintenance and advisory services.  Few of these 

companies have the capacity to provide services outside of Trinidad and Tobago.  

Nevertheless, there are approximately twenty to thirty local service companies who 

have achieved fairly good economies of scale and who have been successful in the 

domestic market, where they compete against the major international service 

companies such as Schlumberger and Halliburton.  Annex III provides an inventory 

of the more successful energy service companies operating in Trinidad and Tobago, 

broken down by service area (based on the Indonesian classification, see section 

2.1).  

The Trinidad and Tobago Central Statistical Office (CSO) surveys a total of 250 

Petroleum Service Contracting firms as part of its collection of economic data.  

These mainly represent firms providing services to the upstream sector, with most of 

the other firms providing contracted out services being considered under the non-

petroleum sector construction category (including firms specialising in the 

construction of petrochemical plants and similar infrastructure).  According to the 
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CSO data, the top twenty largest firms in the energy services sector account for over 

50% of the total GDP of Petroleum Service Contractors.  The largest firm alone 

contributed 8.22 % of the total gross output of the over US$ 900 million in 2005.82 

The CSO data for Trinidad and Tobago service companies does not break-down 

gross output contributions by foreign or local companies.  Industry knowledge 

suggests that there are three Trinidadian companies in the top ten energy service 

companies as measured by the CSO.  During the late 1980s energy sector down-

turn a number of Trinidadian energy service companies ceased to trade and a few 

others significantly reduced their activities.  Many of the firms that were able to 

successfully survive the previous downturn have experienced significant growth in 

the past eight years.  The firms that have been more successful in this period have 

had to invest significantly in quality assurance and health and safety systems to be 

able to secure work with major multi-nationals operating off-shore.  The emphasis on 

quality assurance and health and safety has meant that these strong Trinidadian 

service companies have been able to access export markets, often doing business 

with the same multi-nationals that they work with in Trinidad and Tobago.83  

Figure 12 shows how the service contractors total value added to the economy has 

increased significantly since 2000.  Contrary to the most of the statements about 

continued high-levels of cost inflation in 2008, the total value added by the service 

contractors showed limited growth between 2007 and 2008 and actually declined in 

terms of percentage contribution to GDP (though it should be noted that these are 

still provisional figures).84  

The fact that the energy services sector has grown significantly over the last few 

years should not be taken as an indication that the sector will continue to grow.  As 

pointed out in section 4.2.1, if the number of rigs decreases significantly demand in 

Trinidad and Tobago is also likely to drop significantly.  This will mean that many 

companies will have to shift strategy from coping with rapid expansion to cope with 

contraction and re-structuring, as happened in previous downturns.  Obviously 

companies with export markets might find it easier to weather a down-turn in the 

domestic market.  
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Figure 12: Service Contractor GDP, 2000 – 2008 (current TT$ million) 

 

(Source: T&T Central Statistical Office) 

As a rule of thumb it is estimated that about 15 – 20% of the total spend in a given 

upstream oil and gas development project will go to local service companies.85  

There have been some successes in increasing the value of expenditure in the local 

market for oil and gas development projects.  The most notable success has been 

the development of a platform fabrication cluster in Trinidad and Tobago.  

Platform fabrication 

Up until about four years ago all off-shore facilities were fabricated outside of 

Trinidad and Tobago (mostly on the United States Gulf Coast) and then shipped and 

installed off-shore.  The most that may have happened in the domestic market was 

the installation of some equipment on the platforms.  In an attempt to change this 

pattern the National Energy Corporation developed a platform fabrication yard at the 

LABIDCO industrial estate, La Brea.  After some encouragement from the 

Government and lobbying from the STCIC, oil and gas companies begun to contract 

local fabrication companies working in joint venture with established international 

firms to use the facilities to construct off-shore platforms.   

This has led to the development of a sustainable energy services cluster, centred 

around a 50/50 joint venture between Weldfab and the Louisiana-based Chet 

Morrison, known as Trinidad Offshore Fabricators Unlimited (TOFCO), but also 

involving a number of other local service companies, who are now regularly building 
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 Industry sources 
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major off-shore structures in Trinidad and Tobago.  To date six major off-shore 

platforms have successfully been completed by TOFCO.  An important element of 

the development of this cluster has been the fact that the majority of the engineering 

design and project management work is also conducted in Trinidad and Tobago, 

mainly through a joint venture between Fluor Daniel and a local engineering 

company called Summit.   

The fabrication industry in Trinidad and Tobago has managed to attain very high 

quality and safety standards, comparable or surpassing United States Gulf Coast 

benchmarks.  A major emphasis has been placed in safety management and on 

workforce development.  The development of this cluster has benefit from both initial 

Government support, though the investment into the fabrication yard, and support 

from the major international oil and gas companies, by taking the decision to contract 

the activities to a local entity. 

 

A gas platform under construction at the Labidco Fabrication Yard 
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5.1.2 Capacity to export services 

Privately-owned companies with reasonably well developed export markets include 

Tucker Energy Services, Damus and Lennox Petroleum.  A number of smaller 

Trinidad and Tobago energy service companies have also managed to build export 

markets, usually through offering a niche service or by taking an early position in an 

emerging market: a good example of this is Sadhna Petroleum who has been very 

active in Guyana and Suriname.  Tucker Energy Services has been the most 

successful Trinidad and Tobago service company in developing the export of 

services, mainly through establishing subsidiary companies abroad (see Box 6 

below).   

Table 12: Energy Service exports - selected examples 

Company Country Services  Export markets 

(examples) 

AGS International Belize Seismic data acquisition Guatemala  

Association of 

Caribbean Energy 

Specialists 

T&T Consulting services  Ghana 

Caribbean Diving 

and Marine    

Jamaica Off-shore supply vessels Trinidad and Tobago  

Caribbean Heavy 

Equipment 

Maintenance 

Training Centre 

Suriname Training  Aruba, Curacao, Trinidad 

and Tobago  

CISL T&T Insulation and specialist coatings Suriname, Barbados 

Damus T&T Fabrication and welding Suriname, Guyana, 

Jamaica, Barbados,  

HOLE T&T Professional staff and consultants  Indonesia, Bahrain, 

Dubai, Vietnam 

Hull Support 

Services 

T&T Diving Suriname  

Kenson  T&T Supply and training of production 

technicians 

Uganda  

Lennox Petroleum T&T Supply of crews for off-shore rigs Angola, Brazil, Nigeria  

N&M Insertech T&T Electrical instrumentation Aruba 

Sadhna Petroleum T&T Drilling rigs  Suriname, Guyana 

SCORE T&T Specialist advisory services Colombia, Syria 
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Box 6: Tucker Energy Services:  case study of a Caribbean energy service company with 

operations in Canada.  

The Tucker group was first established in Trinidad and Tobago in 1935, with the original company 
being an oilfield supply company called Industrial Agencies Ltd. (I.A.L.), based in San Fernando.  
 Today the Tucker group of companies has expanded significantly into a range of different services, 
through it remains a family-owned business, now into its fourth generation.  

Tucker first expanded internationally into Venezuela and also has operations in Colombia and Brazil. 
  In 1986, Tucker purchased a company operating in Canada and the United States called Great 
Guns Logging.  The primary driver behind this acquisition was to access the technology and 
intellectual property around open-hole logging.   

In Canada Tucker Energy Services is a major supplier of open-hole logging services, which involves 

the collection of data on sub-surface geology and other aspects from a well during drilling.   Tucker 

Energy Services now accounts for between 10 and 12% of the market share for this service in 

Canada, at a time when the Canadian oil industry has being going through a period of significant 

expansion. Tucker employs approximately 135 people in Canada, with a total worldwide labour force 

of about 1,500.   In keeping with a stated company philosophy of training and developing local talent, 

all of Tucker’s employees in Canada are Canadians.  

 

Tucker Energy Services has placed a very strong emphasis on both health and safety and quality 

assurance for its operations in Trinidad and Tobago and internationally.  It has achieved ISO 

certification for its quality systems, which has helped the company in winning and maintaining 

contracts with the major multi-nationals in all its areas of operation.  The company has also invested 

in research and development, and owns and operates an open-hole logging research and 

development centre in Tulsa, Oklahoma.  The company has developed a strong reputation for the 

quality of service provision which has allowed it to compete directly with major international service 

companies, such as Halliburton and Schlumberger.  

 

A Tucker Energy Services unit crossing the Article Circle 

 

 
(Courtesy Tucker Energy Services) 
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The STCIC has been actively promoting the export of energy services from the 

region and has taken Energy Service Trade Missions to Guyana and Suriname 

(October – November 2007) and Cuba (November 2008). Future trips (June 2009) 

are planned for West Africa, in an activity linked to the Government of Trinidad and 

Tobago’s West Africa initiative.   A number of companies who took part in the 2007 

Energy Services Trade Mission have subsequently undertaken work, in particular in 

Suriname.  As noted in the introduction the STCIC has also assisted a Surinamese 

company in entering the Trinidad and Tobago market to provide services to the 

energy sector in heavy equipment maintenance.  Further information on Caribbean 

energy service companies exporting services is given in Table 12..  

5.1.3 Caribbean Energy Service companies, excluding Trinidad and Tobago 

Excluding the companies operating in Trinidad and Tobago, there are only a few 

Caribbean private-companies who service the needs of their local energy sector.  

Some examples would include Mobile Welding Service in Suriname and Power 

Engineering Services in St. Lucia.  There are a number of contractors mentioned in 

most countries who undertook routine line maintenance work in the power 

distribution sector and basic maintenance on petroleum terminals or storage tanks, 

especially in Jamaica.   Even when there are a few local companies available, higher 

value services and technically challenging jobs will almost always go to international 

or regional service companies.  Off-shore drilling in Suriname, for example, has led 

to very few opportunities for local companies (see Box 2, above).   

Fuel distribution and retail  

Other than the provision of contracted services to the energy sector, the other area 

of significant regional private-sector activity in the energy services sector is in the 

distribution and retail of petroleum products.  In addition to Sol Petroleum (see Box 

5), there are also private-sector investments in the petroleum product distribution 

and retail markets in Trinidad and Tobago (Unipet) and in Jamaica (Cool Petroleum).  

Solar water heating 

Another area of private sector investment has been in solar water heating systems, 

with private companies in Barbados (Sunpower, Solar Dynamics, Aqua Sol) and St 

Lucia (Solar Dynamics) manufacturing, installing and maintaining units in their 

domestic market and a number of specialised service contractors in other (export) 

markets installing and maintaining the systems.  

Renewable advisory services 

There has been the development of some capacity in the area of renewable energy 

advisory services across the region, though with particular expertise in Barbados.  

Consulting capacity exists in Barbados in the area of solar water heating, with 
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Barbados managing to export expertise in this area to places like Nigeria.  Barbados 

has become a recognised “knowledge centre” for solar energy in the United Nations 

system, especially with respect to small island development states.  However, while 

there is capacity amongst individual consultants they tend to be individuals or 

working in micro-companies.  In an attempt to pool the knowledge and expertise a 

new Barbados Association of Energy Professionals has recently been created.86 

Despite this resident expertise in renewables, when Caribbean private-sector 

investments are made into energy-generating projects these are almost always in 

small “off-grid” renewable energy projects, rather than larger investments into 

projects to supply energy to the wider market.87  The recent open tender for 

independent power purchase contracts in Jamaica resulted in about twenty bids: 

none of these were led by a Caribbean private-sector company.88 

In summary, apart from the oil and gas related energy service companies operating 

in Trinidad and Tobago and a handful of companies in the petroleum marketing and 

distribution sector, there is limited capacity in the Caribbean private-sector to 

compete in either the domestic or export markets for energy services.  Where this 

capacity does exist, such as in the renewable energy advisory services, it resides 

with individual consultants or micro-companies, unable to access significant capital 

to make investments into potential projects, products or services.  

 

 

 

 

                                            
86

 Interview with William Hinds, Senior Technical Officer, The Ministry of Finance, Economic Affairs and Energy, 
     Barbados, 16

th
 July 2008. 

86
 Interview with Nigel Hosein, Executive Director, CARILEC, St. Lucia, 14

th
 July 2008. 

87
  Interview with Dr Raymond Wright, Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica, Kingston, Jamaica, 8

th
 July 2008.  
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6 Major Issues in the Energy Services Sector  

 

There are a number of issues facing Caribbean private-sector companies that arose 

repeatedly in interviews and through the initial consultation.  Many of these issues 

are similar to issues raised in regular surveys of members conducted by the STCIC.  

The Energy Service Sector Survey (ESSS) is a quarterly survey of energy service 

companies that supply services to all aspects of the energy value chain in Trinidad 

and Tobago, conducted by the STCIC.  The ESSS asks energy service companies 

to indicate what factors are likely to limit their ability to increase their level of 

business in the next 12 months.    

Figure 13: Factors limiting ability of firms in T&T Energy Services to increase business 

 

 
 

The top three issues for Trinidad and Tobago service companies are consistently 

listed as the level of international competition, the level of demand and the 

availability of technical and professional staff.  Most stakeholders in Trinidad and 

Tobago associate the issue of international competition with the perceived 

ineffectiveness of the Local Content Policy and a bias towards international 

companies by the multi-national energy companies (see Section 6 below).  

Interviews conducted with stakeholders, including energy service companies, in the 

other countries of the region during July 2008 resulted in many of the same issues 

being raised as in Trinidad and Tobago, though the lack of capacity in the other 

markets meant that international competition was seen as less of an issue (many 
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stakeholders assumed that most of the services had to contracted internationally). 

Skills shortages were a constant theme in all interviews.  

The stakeholder interviews also raise a number of additional issues that need to be 

considered, including:  

• Illegal markets in energy and energy services exist in many countries of the 

region, hampering the growth and development of legitimate businesses.  

• The development of the industry is hampered by a lack of standards and the 

effective enforcement of standards when they do exist.  

• In most countries the legal and regulatory framework for the management and 

development of the energy services sector is inadequate.  

• Bureaucracy, lack of clarity and uncertainty in the administration of Customs 

and Immigration regulations is hampering the development of a regional 

energy services industry.  

6.1 Skills Shortage and Employment in the Caribbean Energy 

Services Sector  

 

The lack of skilled personnel, especially at a technical level, was identified in every 

country of the region.   

Determining total employment in the Caribbean Energy Services sector is not easy, 

due to the lack of detailed labour force data and differences between how data is 

classified in different economies. The only country to include a specific employment 

category in energy services is Trinidad and Tobago, but even here there are specific 

issues that need to be noted.  

The Labour Force Statistics for CARICOM member countries contain two 

employment classifications that would include people employed in energy service 

occupations, namely “mining” and “electricity, gas and water”. 
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Figure 14: Employment in “Mining” and “Electricity, Gas and Water” in select CARICOM 

countries. 

 

Country Mining Electricity, Gas 
and Water 

Barbados 266 1,196 

Belize  33 596 

Guyana 9,434 2,786 

Jamaica 5,745 4,533 

St. Kitts & 
Nevis 

2 1,114 

St. Lucia 203 362 

Suriname 2,570 691 

 

Within each of these categories there will be employees conducting energy service 

occupations, though obviously in Guyana, Jamaica and (to a lesser extent) Suriname 

the majority of mining occupations will be in the minerals sector, as opposed to 

petroleum.  The Electricity, Gas and Water category will include people employed in 

both the water and electricity utilities sector and in the case of Barbados also a small 

number of people involved in natural gas distribution by pipeline. Employees in the 

petroleum retail sector are counted under “retail services”.   

Given the available data and based on anecdotal information supplied during country 

visits total employment in energy services outside of Trinidad and Tobago is likely to 

account for no more than 7,000 jobs, with the majority of these being in electricity 

generation and distribution.  

The energy sector employs 22,503 persons, or 3.8% of the Trinidad and Tobago 

Labour Force. The labour force data breaks this into a number of sub-categories 

including ‘Service Contractors”: this refers to companies providing services to the 

upstream oil and gas industry.  Service Contractors are the largest employer in the 

Trinidad and Tobago energy sector, accounting for 33.1% of the energy sector jobs. 

This labour force category has been expanding fairly rapidly and increasing its share 

of total energy sector employment (Table 13).  

There is some evidence that this official data on “Service Contractor” employment 

significantly underestimates the total number of people employed by companies 

providing services to the energy sector.  In particular, it excludes many of the people 

providing services to the downstream energy sector (refining and petrochemicals) 

especially during plant construction. 
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Table 13: Trinidad and Tobago Service Contractor employment and energy sector 

employment, 1995 - 2006 

Year Service 
Contractors 

Total Energy 
Employment 

Energy Services as a 
% of total energy 
sector employment 

1995 2,947 12,359 23.84 

1996 3,286 12,473 26.34 

1997 3,078 12,143 25.35 

1998 3,136 12,776 24.55 

1999 4,469 17,117 26.11 

2000 4,604 16,022 28.73 

2001 5,746 16,121 35.64 

2002 6,765 18,272 37.02 

2003 6,111 17,470 34.98 

2004 6,771 19,532 34.67 

2005 6,842 20,326 33.66 

2006 7,439 22,503 33.06 

 

A major energy sector construction project employs thousands of workers: for 

example the Atlantic LNG Train IV construction project peaked at over 4,000 

employees in 2003.89  The Point Lisas Energy Association (PLEA), which comprises 

the major petrochemical and metals plants in Trinidad and Tobago, the refinery and 

LNG facilities, has implemented a system whereby anyone entering one of their 

facilities as a contractor must first complete a ten-hour basic health and safety 

training programme.  Contractors are then issued a “PLEA Passport” which they 

must produce in order to gain entry to the facility.  Since the programme was initiated 

in late 2006, PLEA has issued 24,000 passports,90 indicating far higher numbers of 

people working as contractors in the sector than the official CSO data suggests 

(many of these people are probably accounted for under the construction sector).  

The majority of people employed in the Trinidad and Tobago energy sector are 

Trinidadian.  Out of a total of 3,000 work permits issued in 2006, 1,329 were 

categorised as “energy sector”.  This included both people working in operating 

companies and in energy service companies.  The data provided to the STCIC does 
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 Data reports from Bechtel, STCIC internal files.  
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 As reported to STCIC by PLEA.  
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not indicate the time period for works permits, but this would include both short-term 

work permits for particular projects and multi-year work permits for senior staff in 

operating companies.91 

Skills shortage  

A lack of skilled employees was reported as a serious issue in every country in this 

assessment.  The issue is especially acute in Guyana, where trained professionals 

tend to leave for better paid positions in other countries as soon as they achieve any 

level of certification or experience.  The accounting profession, for example, looses 

75% of certified staff within two years of completing training.92 

Lack of skilled and technical competency staff is also a major issue in Government 

agencies.  There is a strong perception in many countries of the region that the lack 

of skilled negotiators in the Government agencies means that they do not get the 

best deals from their agreements with multi-national companies exploiting their 

resources.  In Guyana the experiences with previous mining concessions and what 

is believed to be inadequate returns to the Government has led many people to be 

sceptical about the potential benefits to be gained from the petroleum Production 

Sharing Agreements (PSA) currently in force.93   

The lack of Government capacity to negotiate large energy-sector deals could 

represent a potential opportunity for local energy service consultancy services.   

Consulting firms such as the Association of Caribbean Energy Specialists, based in 

Trinidad and Tobago, have the capacity to offer advice and to assist other countries 

in the region as they negotiate deals with multi-national companies.   

In response to the lack of capacity, the Government of Trinidad and Tobago has 

made free advisory services available to the Government of Belize in the 

development of their petroleum sector (see Box 7 for details). The scepticism 

expressed by some members of the private-sector in Belize about this programme 

possibly highlights the potential for private-sector consultants (rather then the 

Government of Trinidad and Tobago) to provide advice and consulting services to 

regional Governments in their negotiations with multi-nationals. 

The free movement of skilled people within CARICOM is unlikely to have much 

impact on the skills shortage in the energy services sector.  The only major training 

centre and location at which a wide range of energy sector skills can be fully 

developed is in Trinidad and Tobago, which also faces a skills shortage.  

Furthermore, the majority of jobs within the energy services sector are at the 

technician or craft-level and the lack of a comprehensive Caribbean Vocation 
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 STCIC Correspondence Files.  
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 Interview with Harry Parmesar, Council Member of the Accounting Association, Georgetown, 
Guyana, 1

st
 July 2008.  

93
 Interview with Harry Parmesar, Council Member of the Accounting Association, Georgetown, 

Guyana, 1
st
 July 2008. 
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Qualification (CVQ) system means that many of these skilled personnel are ineligible 

for skills certificates, even if they are highly skilled and competent.   

 

Box 7: Trinidad and Tobago’s Government Advisory Services  

Mr Andrew Jupiter, currently the President of the National Energy Corporation and previously the 

Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Energy and Energy Industries, has been the main advisor to 

the Government of Belize on their agreements with oil companies over the past couple of years.  

According to the Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago, the intervention of the Government of 

Trinidad and Tobago team in Belize resulted in a very significant increase in levels of taxation and 

better monitoring of oil production, and hence enhanced revenue collection.
94

  Members of the 

private-sector in Belize are, however, sceptical about the role of Trinidad and Tobago advisors in 

Belize, believing that they may not necessarily act in the best interests of Belize, if these did not align 

with Trinidad and Tobago’s interests.
95

  It is also notable that the Government of Guyana has not 

asked for any technical assistance from Trinidad and Tobago, despite the fact the Petroleum Division 

of the Guyana Geology and Mines Commission is extremely under-staffed.   

There are currently efforts underway in Trinidad and Tobago to develop uniform 

industry competency requirements for a range of jobs in the energy services sector, 

with the anticipation that these will eventually become national and then regional job 

standards across the sector (see Box 8 on the Energy Industry Competency 

Development Initiative).  

Box 8: The Energy Industry Competency Development Initiative 

There is a strong consensus in the Trinidad and Tobago energy sector that there needs to be a 
standardized method for determining, assessing and certifying competencies, especially for 
technicians employed by contractors and service companies carrying-out work, in both the upstream 
and downstream sectors. The lack of an industry wide system for assessing and certifying 
competency for particular tasks makes the process of contracting services more complex and 
introduces risk, for both the major client companies and the service providers.  
 
The Energy Industry Competency Development Initiative (EICDI) is expected to develop and guide 
the implementation of a much needed industry- wide and industry-led competency development and 
assessment system for the energy sector in Trinidad and Tobago.  
 
A Steering Committee comprising representatives of the major upstream operators, the downstream 
petrochemical and metals plants, off-shore contractors and service companies has been formed to 
take forward this initiative.    
  
Initially the EICDI will concentrate on the following service sub-sectors: drilling, diving, fabrication, and 
operations and maintenance.  
 
The EICDI will take an incremental approach and initially work on technician and craft-level 
competencies in these four areas, in both the upstream and downstream sectors.  In the longer-term it 
is hoped that this initiative would expand in both scope and geographically, to include a wider array of 
jobs and to include other CARICOM countries.  
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 Speech by the Honourable Patrick Manning, Prime Minister of the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago, 
at the BG T&T Energy Luncheon Series, 21st March 2007, Trinidad Hilton and Conference Centre 
(available at http://opm.gov.tt/news/index.php?pid=2001&nid=sp070321) 
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 Interview with senior representative of a private-sector association, Belize City, Belize  
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Out-migration of skilled technicians and professionals 

It is important to note that many skilled Trinidadian technicians and professionals find 

employment in the energy services sector outside of Trinidad and Tobago.   There 

has been a continuous exodus of skilled labour from Trinidad and Tobago to work in 

international energy service companies and other operating companies over many 

years.   Companies such as RasGas (the Qatar-based LNG company) routinely 

advertise their vacancies in the daily press in Trinidad and Tobago, offering very 

attractive benefit packages for skilled Trinidadian professionals and technicians.  

There is no statistical data on the number of Trinidad and Tobago nationals working 

outside of the region in the energy sector. Data on remittances into Trinidad and 

Tobago is not broken down by country of origin and can not therefore be used as a 

proxy measure.96  However anecdotal evidence suggests that there are significant 

numbers working in the energy services sector overseas: one of the commonly 

heard comments in the Trinidad and Tobago energy sector is that “you will find a 

Trini working in every oil patch from Alaska to Indonesia”.   

Many of the people working for international service companies in the up-stream 

sector rotate out of Trinidad and Tobago to a wide variety of international locations, 

especially the Middle East and West Africa.  This means that they maintain their 

families and homes in Trinidad and then travel to work off-shore, usually for a two 

week period, and then spend two weeks back in Trinidad during their break period.  

The majority of people working in this manner are in drilling and related activities.  

Industry sources report that this is a very common pattern, but there is no statistical 

data to indicate the total numbers involved.   

6.1.1 Training programmes for the Energy Services Sector 

The Faculty of Engineering at the University of the West Indies (UWI) at St. 

Augustine in Trinidad and Tobago has been the traditional source of much of the 

engineering human resource that supports energy services companies in Trinidad 

and Tobago and the rest of the region. The Faculty of Engineering offers 

programmes in Chemical Engineering; Electrical Engineering; Petroleum 

Engineering; Geosciences and Mechanical Engineering. These degree programmes 

are directly in line with the technical skills set required by energy services companies 

that supply services to the oil and gas industry and the power generation sector.  

The Faculty of Engineering at St. Augustine is the only engineering faculty in the 

University of the West Indies.  As a result it produces engineering graduates for 

Jamaica and other Caribbean countries.  The number of graduates from the 

Engineering Faculty has increased fairly significantly over the past few years (Figure 

15  below).  
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 Though there are apparently plans to begin capturing this information, personal communication with 
Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, Research Dept., November 2008.  
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Figure 15: Number of graduates, Faculty of Engineering, University of the West Indies 

 

Traditionally, UWI graduates in Chemical and Process Engineering and Mechanical 

Engineering are employed by the energy services sector.  Chemical engineering and 

Mechanical engineering account for 38% of the undergraduate output of the UWI’s 

Faculty of Engineering (see Figure 16 below). Many chemical and mechanical 

engineering graduates follow a career path that starts at an energy service company 

and then leads them to an exploration and production company, the downstream 

companies at Point Lisas or the power generation and electricity distribution 

company. Graduates from the Petroleum Geoscience programme UWI, St. 

Augustine normally go directly onto work in the oil and gas exploration and 

production companies. The Faculty of Engineering also runs a Master of Science 

degree in Petroleum Engineering which also provides graduates; some of who may 

work for the energy service sector.  

In recognition of the increasing demand for technically skilled persons by the energy 

sector the Government of Trinidad and Tobago has also established the University of 

Trinidad and Tobago (UTT). At the beginning of academic year 2006/2007 the UTT 

had 1,839 registered students pursuing a range of technical programmes.  Table 15 

provides a breakdown of graduates by course of study.  
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Figure 16: Undergraduate degree specialisation, Faculty of Engineering, UWI 

 

(Source: UWI) 

Table 14: UTT Graduates with technical / engineering degrees and diplomas 2005 -2007 

Year  Graduates with technical / engineering 

degrees and diplomas  

2005 374 

2006 275 

2007 333 

(Source: UTT) 

While the output of the University of Trinidad and Tobago is clustered into four broad 

groups (Petroleum / Process; Information Technology; Mechanical / Manufacturing 

and Electrical / Instrumentation) the output is dominated by “Petroleum / Process” 

graduates who account for 43% of the total technical and engineering graduates in 

2007.   

Energy industry related technical training is also available at the University of 

Technology in Jamaica, through their B.Eng, which includes a number of relevant 

course offerings.  Technician-level training relevant for the energy sector is also 
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available through Human Employment and Resource Training (HEART) Trust.  

Unfortunately the project team was unable to meet with the respective institutions 

while in Jamaica and specific information on the relevance of their courses is not 

available through their published materials available on-line.  Industry 

representatives in Jamaica did report that many of their technicians came through 

the HEART Trust system.97 

Table 15: UTT Technical and Engineering Graduates by programme - 2007 

Diploma Programmes -2007 Students 
Chemical Engineering Technology  38 

Computer Engineering Technology  20 

Computer Technology  13 

Electrical Engineering Technology  9 

Electronics Engineering Technology  3 

Industrial Instrumentation Technology  6 

ICT  - Computer Engineering Technology  10 

ICT -Communication Engineering Technology  8 

Manufacturing Engineering Technology  7 

Mechanical Engineering Technology  28 

Petroleum Engineering Technology  49 

Applied Process and Utilities Engineering Technology  45 

Telecommunications Technology  3 

  

  

Bachelor of Applied Engineering - 2007  

Information Systems Technology - ISD 11 

Information Systems Technology - NTM 15 

Petroleum Engineering Technology  3 

  

  

Bachelor of Applied Technology - 2007  

Electrical Engineering  20 

Mechanical Engineering  17 

  

  

Master of Science - 2007  

Industrial Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Manufacturing  19 

Petroleum Engineering 3 

Petroleum Technology  6 

(Source: UTT) 
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 Interviews F. Anthony Ray, Director & Sam Davis, Head Government & Regulatory Affairs, Jamaica Public 
     Service Company Limited, 9

th
 July 2008.  
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A number of companies interviewed during country visits reported that they had in 

house training programmes for technicians and professional staff.  In the utility sector 

many take advantage of the courses offered by CARILEC.  While these approaches 

and training programmes are going a long way towards filling the gap for skilled 

professionals and to an extent technicians in the energy services sector, there 

remains a significant gap in the numbers of skilled and certified technicians and 

skilled labourers in the sector.  

One of the key barriers to the development of the necessary skills and trade in skills 

is the lack of proper and uniform systems of certifying skills.  This sometimes 

hampers companies who try to export services: in the off-shore supply vessel sub-

sector for example companies are hampered by the fact that the basic “Launch 

License” issued in Trinidad and Tobago is not internationally recognised and that 

employees with this certification are not able to work in other countries.98   The lack 

of a proper internationally recognised system of certification is beginning to be 

addressed through the Caribbean Vocation Qualification system, but there is a lack 

of knowledge and experience from regional training agencies in the energy sector.  It 

is hoped that the EICDI will fill this gap and ensure that the necessary systems of 

accrediting and certifying skills.  

6.2 Standards in the energy sector  

In addition to the lack of training and employment certification, many companies 

mentioned the lack of national standards in general as a barrier to the successful 

development of a sustainable energy services industry. Mobile Welding Services in 

Suriname, for example, outlined how the lack of standards for welding meant that 

they were sometimes under-cut by unqualified and inexperienced companies in jobs 

for some customers.  Even if they wanted to, they could not drop their standards to 

compete with these lower quality providers as their major customer, Staatsolie, 

demanded high standards.99 

Unified regional standards in a number of areas, for example fuel quality standards, 

were also seen as an important area that needed to be developed for the successful 

growth of the energy services sector on a regional basis.   

Health and safety standards have been a major issue in the energy sector in 

Trinidad and Tobago.  Many smaller local companies have complained that they are 

unable to pre-qualify for work with the multi-nationals as each company used a 

slightly different health and safety pre-qualification system.  This problem is being 

addressed by the STCIC through the Safe to Work initiative (See Box 9 below). 
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 Ministry of Trade and Industry “A Strategic Plan for the Development of the Maritime Services Industry” 
    (December 2005), see responses from Miller Marine.  
99

  Interview with C. Kruin & Ronald ten Cate, Mobile Welding Services, Suriname, 3
rd

  July 2008.  
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Box 9: Safe to Work and business development 

In the past, individual operating companies in the oil and gas sector in Trinidad and Tobago managed 

their contractors through their company specific Health, Safety and Environmental requirements, 

usually adopted from the parent company abroad.  While this approach worked for the operating 

company, it stifled the attempts of local contractors to offer their services to more than one operating 

company at any given time, mainly due to the cost factor for meeting the different requirements.     

The STCIC is implementing the Safe TO Work (STOW) project which allows management of 

contractors by the industry as a whole rather than by individual operating companies, through 

mutually agreed minimum HSE requirements across the upstream and downstream sectors. The 

STOW minimum HSE requirements provide all contractors with one set of clearly defined, industry 

approved principles for managing HSE.  It focuses on the management systems that a contractor 

ought to have in place to mitigate HSE risks (low, medium or high).  

STOW has not only created uniform industry requirements for pre-qualifying contractors but also 

provides support for small and medium sized contractors to achieve certification. Support is being 

provided in three ways.  Firstly, the STOW minimum HSE requirements are incorporated into a freely 

available guidance manual which outlines approaches to meeting each of the eleven elements that 

make up the requirements. Secondly, STOW is providing contractors with a cadre of HSE 

consultants/ auditors to take contractors from their present HSE levels to industry best HSE practices 

afforded through STOW.  Finally, STOW is providing a matching grant to thirty (30) eligible energy 

service companies to meet the STOW HSE minimum requirements, through an IADB-MIF grant. 

Consolidating the HSE requirements for pre-qualifying contractors has a range of implications for 

contractors and the energy industry, all of them positive, including reduction of HSE compliance costs 

and duplication of efforts each time a contractor has to tender for a project; increased 

competitiveness; greater ability to secure new and repeat business in the local energy sector and 

most importantly fostering world-class HSE performance among local contractors. For the industry, it 

allows operating companies to easily identify and pre-qualify contractors who operate according to 

superior HSE principles.   

STOW is a voluntary requirement however contractors are expected to determine the gaps between 

their current HSE management systems and STOW and bridge the gaps accordingly if they desire to 

do business in the energy sector.   

STOW is regulated by the energy industry through the STOW Implementation Board made up of 

representatives of each of the three associations that are collaborating to implement STOW, namely 

the STCIC, the Association of Upstream Operators of Trinidad and Tobago and the Pt. Lisas Energy 

Association.  

Through this assessment the details of the STOW initiative were shared by oil 

companies in other CARICOM countries and there was a commitment to work with 

these companies to explore the possibility of expanding the programme on a 

regional basis. 

6.3 Lack of market regulation  

Regulation of the market-place in some countries include in this assessment goes 

beyond the issue of standards to problems with a general lack of effective 
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enforcement of laws, which seriously impact how companies are able to do 

business.   

Fuel Smuggling  

The most striking example is probably the issue of smuggling of cheap subsidised 

fuel from one country to the next and how this undercuts legitimate operators.  This 

was reported as a particular problem in Guyana, where criminals can easily smuggle 

in barrels of heavily subsidised fuel from Venezuela, given the long and relatively 

unpoliced land boundary and coast.  The Guyana Energy Agency is trying to deal 

with this problem through the introduction of fuel markers, which allows them to test 

to see if any fuel has come from legitimate sources or not.100 

The problem of fuel smuggling was also reported in Suriname and in Belize, where 

cheaper fuel is smuggled into the country from neighbouring Mexico.  One industry 

representative reported that “you can’t sell any legitimate fuel in the northern third of 

Belize”.  

This issue has also recently been raised in Trinidad and Tobago, where it has been 

reported that some boats have been filling tanks of cheap, subsidised diesel in 

Trinidad and Tobago and then selling it at marinas through-out the region (as far as 

the US Virgin islands).  To prevent this from happening, the Government has banned 

foreign vessels from accessing the subsidised fuel in Trinidad and Tobago, but this 

has led to a decline in arrivals of pleasure boats.  

Theft of fuel and electricity  

In Jamaica the problem with fuel distribution is slightly different.  Rather than 

involving smuggled fuels it involves fraud around the delivery of fuel to retail stations, 

with road tankers selling portions of their load to illegal petroleum stations and then 

falsifying delivery reports to the legitimate outlets.  Cool Petroleum estimates that at 

one stage this led to it loosing 1.5% of their stock, but this is now down to about 

0.4% through stringent company monitoring.101 

In the electricity distribution sector Jamaica and the Dominican Republic also suffer 

from high-levels of illegal connections. In Jamaica this was estimated to account for 

about 11% of total electricity production 102 while in the Dominican Republic it is 

estimated as being as high as fifty percent.103 
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  Interview with Mahender Sharma, Head Fuel Marketing Division, Guyana Energy Agency, 1
st
 July 2008.  
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 Interview with Joseph Issa, Chief Executive Officer, Cool Petroleum, Kingston Jamaica, 8

th
 July 2008.  
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 Interviews F. Anthony Ray, Director & Sam Davis, Head Government & Regulatory Affairs, Jamaica Public 

     Service Company Limited, 9
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 July 2008.  
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Interview with Tito Sanjurjo, EGE Haina, Dominican Republic.  
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The lack of effective market regulation obviously creates significant problems for 

legitimate companies operating in the sector, and can only be addressed through 

stringent Government regulation and uniform application of the law.  

 

6.4 CARICOM Policy on Energy and Energy Services  

Despite the importance of energy to the overall economic development of the region 

and the quality of life of its peoples, CARICOM does not currently have an energy 

policy. A Draft CARICOM Energy Policy does exist, but this has not been ratified or 

accepted as the region’s official policy.  

 Drafting of this policy was initiated at the Fourteenth Inter-Sessional Meeting held in 

Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, in February 2003, when the Heads of 

Government of the Caribbean Community. 

“Agreed to establish a Task Force, comprised of Barbados, Grenada, 

Guyana, Jamaica, Suriname and Trinidad and Tobago to develop 

recommendations for a Regional Energy Policy, which would address issues 

such as- 

(i)     security of energy supplies; 

(ii) energy pricing policy and the impact on relative competitiveness 

 in the CARICOM Single Market and Economy; and 

(iii)  purchasing and transportation arrangements” 

The context of this decision is important.  It was directly related to complaints from 

Jamaica about the price of natural gas in Trinidad and Tobago and the argument 

that, under the Treaty of Chaguramas, the Government of Trinidad and Tobago had 

an obligation to make natural gas available in Jamaica (in the form of LNG) at the 

same price as obtained in Trinidad and Tobago, plus liquefaction and freight costs 

(see Section 6.5 below).  

When the Task Force began its work, it recognized that in addition to petroleum and 

petroleum product pricing, it would also need to consider issues pertaining to: 

• Natural gas; 
• Renewable energy; 
• Investment requirements and coordinated investments in the Regional Energy 

sector; 
• Energy efficiency; 
• Environmental Impact; and 
• Rationalization of the Regional Energy Sector. 

 
This expanded terms of Reference was agreed to at the Heads of Government 

meeting held in July 2003 in Montego Bay, Jamaica. 
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The Task Force did not specifically focus on energy services as a topic, but within 

the Task Forces’ recommendations there are many implications for the energy 

services sector in CARICOM countries. 

For the purpose of the Draft CARICOM Energy Policy, security of supply was defined 

as the availability of and timely access by Member States to energy resources of an 

acceptable quality, and at prices that are both affordable for consumers and 

reasonable for producers.  In order to ensure timely access to adequate supplies of 

energy, the Draft Policy recommended that member Countries be mandated to do a 

number of things including: 

• Promote structured cooperation and collaboration among energy firms and 

agencies through Associations of CARICOM National Hydrocarbon 

Companies, electric utilities and renewable energy agencies; and 

• Develop and implement shipping arrangements for petroleum products in the 

region that takes account of the special need of the region. 

In looking at the development and diversification of fossil fuel sources and markets it 

was considered important to urgently develop a co-ordinated effort to explore 

alternative sources, in order to secure affordable petroleum-based products.  In 

doing so it was suggested that Member States should: 

• Encourage private and public entities within the region to seek opportunities to 

explore and develop potential crude oil and natural gas reserves within the 

wider Caribbean; and 

• Enhance participation by Community enterprises in exploration, production, 

refining and shipping of petroleum and petroleum products. 

With respect to the transportation of petroleum and petroleum related products it was 

noted that currently, the transportation of petroleum and related products into and 

within the CARICOM region is effected through an established distribution network 

which was owned and operated predominantly by private firms, but with some State 

involvement.  This distribution network has kept the region supplied with petroleum 

products, but, the Task Force argued, at a high cost to Member States.  The task 

force recommended that steps be taken, not only to reduce such high transportation 

and distribution costs, but to implement measures which ensure that a more efficient 

cost effective transportation network is put in place. 

It was therefore suggested that Member States ought to: 

• Improve and optimize the efficiency of the transportation network for 

petroleum and related products; 

• Reduce transportation costs for petroleum and related products; 
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• Develop centralized storage systems for petroleum and related products; 

• Develop transhipment hubs; 

• Create strategic reserves where feasible; 

• Establish mechanisms for protecting consumers and assuring affordable 

petroleum products to consumers; and 

• Establish regional control of appropriate shipping services. 

It was recognised by the Task Force that natural gas is a cheaper and cleaner fossil 

fuel which can be used not only to generate electricity efficiently but also as a 

feedstock for the manufacture of petrochemical products. Unlike the case of crude 

oil, the potential exists for the Community to be able to satisfy its demand for natural 

gas from the resources of Member States at the present time. 

In order to realize this potential, Member States were recommended to: 

• Develop and implement programmes and projects which aim to incorporate, 

expand and optimize the use of natural gas in the energy mix; 

• Establish natural gas as a key energy source for the region; and 

• Encourage research into natural gas utilization and transportation through the 

Natural Gas Institute of the Americas (a research institution within the 

University of Trinidad and Tobago).  

The Task Force recognised the importance of developing the area of production of 

energy from hydropower.  It noted that in contrast to energy produced from 

hydrocarbons, energy produced by hydropower cannot be stored so transportation of 

hydro originated energy can only be achieved through fixed infrastructure (i.e. power 

lines).   

It therefore recommended that Member states should: 

• Explore and utilize viable technologies for commercial long distance 

transportation of hydro- electric energy; and 

• Encourage private and public entities within and outside the region to seek 

opportunities to establish energy intensive operations near to hydro-power 

sources within the region. 

The Draft Energy Policy did not consider the issue of trade in energy services in any 

significant manner, though all of the issues raised in the report are of great 

significance to the energy service sector.  It merely recommended that member 

states explore the opportunities for import, export and cross-border trade in 

electricity. Nevertheless, all of these recommendations have very important 
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implications for the energy services sector and, in theory, for business decision-

making amongst existing and potential companies in the energy services sector.  

However, this Policy has never been formally adopted by CARICOM.  It was 

submitted to Heads of Government in early 2006 but no decision has been 

forthcoming on whether the draft policy should be accepted or not.   

There is, therefore, a policy vacuum at the CARICOM level with respect to the 

energy sector and the energy services sector.  This means that individual companies 

or investors have no guidance or assurance of regional policies on the energy 

sector. The policy recommendations around the distribution of fuels and the 

transmission of electricity between territories, in particular, have very serious 

implications for anyone interested in investing in those sectors.  In the absence of 

clear Regional Policy decision-making for individual companies becomes more 

difficult and the risk profile of investment necessarily increases. 

The lack of a CARICOM Energy Policy also hampers those technocrats charged with 

the responsibility of negotiating trade agreements on behalf of the region.  

6.5 Energy pricing and competition rules 

The Draft CARICOM Energy Policy steered clear of the vexed issue raised by 

Jamaica in respect of non-discrimination in respect of access to and pricing of 

natural resources as these relate to energy from Trinidad and Tobago in the context 

of the CSME.   

The Conference of Heads of Government in 2003 had referred the issue of national 

treatment and non-discrimination in respect of access to, and pricing of energy 

resources within the context of the CSME to CARICOM Secretary General for an 

advisory legal opinion. The opinion advises that where government practice or policy 

determines or critically influences the “price” or “pricing policy” for energy, the 

Member State has to ensure access by all Community nationals on the basis of non-

discriminatory pricing. It goes on to state that where prices are set by private sector 

entities in the market place, there is a related but different obligation to ensure that 

there is no anti-competitive business practice. The opinion held that a determination 

of whether anti-competitive business practices exist in relation to access to and 

pricing of energy was beyond the remit of its mandate.  

It appears that the decisions of the Task Force not to address this issue is why the 

Draft CARICOM Energy Policy has not been accepted by Heads of Government.  

A newly formed Energy Unit has been created at the CARICOM Secretariat and this 

Unit has has been tasked with undertaking a study into energy pricing in the region 

to be submitted to Heads of Government.   
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6.6 CARICOM Competition Law and Policy  

In addition to specific sectoral policy, other CARICOM policies and initiatives are 

important for how companies behave and the decisions that they take. Competition 

policy and law are especially important for how firms behave and the market is 

regulated. 

Within the Caribbean region, competition legal and policy framework is relatively 

new. All CARICOM countries are committed to pursuing competition laws and 

policies based on the regional framework enshrined in Chapter 8 of the Revised 

Treaty of Chaguaramas.  

Of the countries covered in this study, Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad and 

Tobago, Dominican Republic and to a lesser extent St. Lucia have general 

competition legislation. However, only Barbados, Dominican Republic and Jamaica 

have established the institutional arrangements in the form of a Competition or Fair 

Trading Authority or Commission to implement the competition policy and legal 

framework. Guyana and Trinidad and Tobago are yet to establish their Authorities or 

Commissions. The Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) countries are 

giving active consideration to the establishment of an OECS Competition 

Commission.   

6.7 Energy Services and Local Content in the Caribbean  

In addition to the policy gap at the regional level, most Caribbean countries do not 

have comprehensive legislation or expressed policies that specifically address the 

issue that are relevant to energy services.  Trinidad and Tobago is the only country 

in the region that has a policy framework that addresses issues relating to 

competition in the energy services sector but this policy is limited to local content and 

local participation policy objectives.  Jamaica has an energy policy and other States 

are in the process of considering their energy policies. However, these policies tend 

to be focused primarily on issues relating to energy security and efforts to secure 

below market-priced energy.  

Most countries provide for licences or production sharing contracts to conduct 

petroleum operations but do not provide for licences for specific operations involved 

in the production and distribution of oil and gas and the retail of fuels.  The project 

team found no legislative regulation of bio fuels in the region.  

Most countries with exploration activities include local content obligations in licences 

and production sharing contracts, but no country in the region has a comprehensive 

local content policy that includes measurable local content requirements and a 

system of monitoring for compliance.  Trinidad and Tobago does have a 

comprehensive local content policy in place, but local content requirements are not 

included in any legislation (unlike in Belize) and there are no measurable targets set.  
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The section below reviews the relevant legislation for the energy services sector, 

with and emphasis on local content in the context of petroleum related legislation.  It 

does not discuss electricity sector legislation, which was touched on in Section 4.2.7 

above. 

6.7.1 Trinidad and Tobago  

The major policy framework for the Government of Trinidad and Tobago is Vision 

2020, under which the Government plans to achieve “developed country status” by 

the year 2020.   During the development of Vision 2020 there was a specific Energy 

Sector committee that met and made recommendations for the development of the 

sector and how the sector could contribute to the overall vision.   One of the key 

planks of the Vision 2020 Energy Committee recommendations was the 

development of the energy services sector.   

The Vision 2020 Energy sub-committee recommended that the following steps 

should take place to ensure the development of the energy services sector: 

• Policy on local content, in line with petroleum regulations and Production 
Sharing Contracts (PSCs) 

• Local content definition communicated and applied widely 
• Local content measurement system that can be applied by independent 

auditors and 
• Certification process for “local” companies, goods and services. 

In his 2004 address to the Trinidad and Tobago Petroleum Conference, the Prime 

Minister of Trinidad and Tobago emphasized the importance of local content to 

Trinidad and Tobago and announced the establishment of a Permanent Local 

Content Committee (PLCC) whose mandate was to devise strategies to increase 

local content and participation in all energy sector projects, and liaise regularly with 

all stakeholders for the promotion of local content.104 

This policy document was completed in November 2004 and was accepted by 

Cabinet as official Government of Trinidad and Tobago policy. However, it was not 

until February 2006 that the Local Content and Local Participation Framework were 

officially launched by the Minister of Energy at the TTPC 2006.  Details of the Local 

Content Policy are given in Box 10, below. 
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Box 10: The Local Content Policy of Trinidad and Tobago 

The local content policy states that it is the intention of the Government and people of Trinidad and 

Tobago that the country will maximize the level of participation of its people, enterprises, technology 

and capital through the development and increasing use of locally owned business, local financing 

and human capabilities in the conduct of all activities connected with the energy sector, along its 

entire value chain within and outside of Trinidad and Tobago. The policy makes a distinction between 

three main avenues to increase the value added by the sector (in addition to taxation and other fiscal 

measures): 

Local Participation – maximising the depth and breadth of local ownership, control and financing, in 

order to increase local value-capture from all parts of the value chain created from the resource, 

including those activities in which Trinidad and Tobago people, businesses and capital are not 

currently engaged, both within and outside of Trinidad and Tobago; 

Local Content – maximising the level of usage of local goods and services, people, businesses and 

financing; and 

Local Capability Development – maximising the impact of the ongoing sector activities, through the 

transfer of technology and knowledge. 

The policy document then outlines some of the approaches that need to be taken to maximise value 

in all three of these areas.  It does not include any specific targets. The policy has not been backed by 

any regulation and is not legally binding.  

The main institutional method for promoting the policy was through a Permanent Local Content 

Committee, which would devise specific measures to make the policy a reality.  

While the Local Content and Local Participation Policy provides a good framework 

for local content in Trinidad and Tobago, implementation of the policy remains 

piecemeal.  There is no regulatory backing for the policy and it has not been fully 

integrated into the Government of Trinidad and Tobago planning, evaluation and 

monitoring programme for the sector. Companies with more recent PSCs are 

obligated to report to the Ministry of Energy on a quarterly basis on their local 

content activities, but they have been provided with no guidance on how this should 

be done and the local content reports that they submit to the Ministry are not sent to 

the Permanent Local Content Committee.105 

The majority of companies, especially the established operators in the upstream 

sector, have adopted their own in-house polices on local content, national value or 

sustainable development.  These policies have resulted in some significant 

successes in local content, in particular the development of the platform fabrication 

industry in La Brea (see Section 5.1.2).  Nevertheless, the lack of a comprehensive 

national framework and definitive performance standards mean that the individual 

company’s policies are not necessarily aligned with a wider national policy, or with 

other company’s policies.   
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It is noticeable that out of the four major steps recommended by the Vision 2020 

Energy sub-committee only the first step (creation of a policy) has been fully 

implemented, though arguably some level of awareness has also been created.  The 

perception amongst the majority of service companies in Trinidad and Tobago is that 

the Government has not actively pursued the local content agenda since the 

establishment of the PLCC.  Most local service companies are dissatisfied with the 

Government’s efforts at promoting local content: surprisingly the local content 

policies of the multi-nationals actually have a higher satisfaction rate, with 13% of 

respondents saying they were satisfied with the multi-nationals local content policy 

compared to just 2% for the Government’s policy (see Figure 17 and 18, below).  

Figure 17: Satisfaction with the Government’s Local Content Policy 

 

(Source: T. Driver presentation to TTPC 2008) 
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Figure 18: Satisfaction with multi-nationals efforts on local content 

 

(Source: T. Driver presentation to TTPC 2008) 

 

One of the issues to be considered with the Government local content policy 

concerns the treatment of CARICOM nationals under the Revised Treaty. Non-

Trinidad and Tobago CARICOM nationals should be included within the ambit of the 

Local Content Policy, otherwise the concept may be considered to be against the 

spirit and letter of the Revised Treaty.  

As may be expected, the laws of Trinidad and Tobago are comprehensive with 

respect to the petroleum industry.  The main legislative instrument is the Petroleum 

Act (1969 revised 2000).  This Act creates the legal framework for many energy 

service activities as it states that “no person shall engage in petroleum operations on 

land or in a submarine area, unless he first obtains a licence as provided for in the 

act or the Regulations” and then defines “Petroleum Operations” broadly including 

activities that would typically be thought of as energy services, such as transporting 

and marketing petroleum products.  Licenses are required for most activities, 

including the pipeline transportation of gas, liquefaction of gas, bunkering, and 

wholesale and retail of petroleum products.  

Applications for a licence may be made on an uninvited basis or invited under a 

Competitive Bidding Order (CBO).  CBO are the standard way in which licenses or 

production sharing contracts are allocated for upstream exploration acreage: other 

licenses are granted on application.  Production sharing contracts are not specifically 
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referenced in the Petroleum Act and the local content provisions included in these 

contracts are not mandated in legislation, but are included in the actual PSC as a 

matter of policy.  

While a “model production sharing contract” is made available to the public, 

individual production sharing contracts signed between the Government and 

companies are confidential commercial documents.  This means that the local 

service sector or the public more generally does not know the specific local content 

provisions contained in each PSC.  The model PSC calls for the contractor to utilise 

local goods and services whenever these are competitive with international goods 

and services.  The primary monitoring mechanism is a quarterly report to be 

submitted to the Ministry of Energy (but see above on the review and monitoring of 

these reports).  The Ministry of Energy is supposed to provide the contracting 

company with a list of local companies supplying goods and services, but no such 

list exists and so obviously has never been supplied to the companies. The STCIC 

has developed a system to define and record what is a local company and to make 

this list available to oil and gas production companies through an on-line database 

and is working with the Ministry of Energy to get this recognised as the primary 

listing of service companies.  

The requirement for most companies in the transportation and distribution of 

petroleum products to have a license to operate should be regarded in the context of 

the near monopoly that exists in many of these activities.  For example, the NGC is 

the only gas pipeline transportation company in the country and there is no 

competition in this sector.  Within the petroleum retail sector there have been 

complaints that the State has used its powers under the Petroleum Act to 

discriminate in favour of the State-owned National Petroleum Company.   

The implementation of competition legislation in Trinidad and Tobago could have 

implications for the way in which the Government discharges it powers under the 

Petroleum Act.   

There have also been issues and a legal challenge to some of the commercial 

practices of the State-owned Petrotrin with respect to Ventrin, a company who 

supply bunker fuel to ships visiting the Point Lisas industrial port in Trinidad.106  

Staatsolie, the Surinamese State oil company, has a significant shareholding in 

Ventrin. 

6.7.2 Belize 

Belize is the only Caribbean country to actually legislate a local content requirement 

in petroleum operations, as Belize’s Petroleum Act (Chap. 225) contains some 

provisions relating to local content.  The Act creates the legal regime for signing of 

PSCs and includes provisions that every contract shall require the contractor to 
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employ and train nationals of Belize in petroleum operations to the fullest extent 

possible, with a view to the replacement of foreign personnel. Training programmes 

and employment schedules are to be carried out in accordance with a programme 

approved by the Minister.  The Act also mandates the purchase of Belizean goods 

and services, if, in terms of price, quality and availability, such goods and services 

are within a margin of competitiveness with imported goods and services.  This 

margin is to be negotiated in specific PSCs.  In this way the local content 

requirements in Belize actually appear to be more advanced than in Trinidad and 

Tobago, though they lack a detailed policy and institutional capacity to assist in their 

implementation. 

6.7.3 Suriname 

Unlike Trinidad and Tobago and Belize, Suriname, the second largest producer of 

hydro-carbons in the region, does not have any specific local content policy for the 

development of local contractors and service companies in the energy sector.   The 

Petroleum Law of 1990 does give Staatsolie, the State-owned company who has 

sole rights to all acreage in Suriname, the mandate to: 

•  Ensure that the State has the best possible advantages from the 

development of its petroleum occurrences; 

• Encourage the transfer of petroleum-related technology to Suriname; and 

• Encourage the training of Suriname experts in petroleum activities. 

It is noticeable that the mandate is just to ensure that the State obtains the best 

possible advantage, with no mention of companies or people (as in the Trinidad and 

Tobago local content policy).  According to company representatives, the company 

policy is, however, to use local contractors if these are available and have the 

necessary skills and expertise.  The company has also stated its preference to use 

other Caribbean contractors and service companies (specifically from Trinidad and 

Tobago) if these are available and have the necessary skills.107 The consensus in 

the Trinidad service companies appears to be that Staatsolie is indeed very 

welcoming to Trinidadian firms: there are also a number of Trinidadians working for 

Staatsolie.108 

While Staatsolie has the sole rights to all petroleum exploration acreage it also has 

the right to contract out acreage to other companies. This means that Staatsolie has 

a dual role of being both an oil production company and a regulator.  There are 

potential conflicts of interest that this situation creates, though the argument can also 

be made that within a small country with limited technical resources it is best to 

concentrate these into one body.   
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In general Suriname has been undergoing a process of liberalisation of its previously 

restrictive business regulation.  However, there are still a number of barriers that 

exist. The formation of limited liability companies in Suriname requires a declaration 

of no objection by the President of the Republic, and the pursuit of any business or 

profession designated by the Ministry of Trade and Industry requires a prior permit 

from the Ministry. These procedures may be seen to provide as an obstacle to 

private business activity in general and foreign investment in particular.  

A foreign service provider wishing to provide services in Suriname has to register 

with the Suriname Chamber of Commerce. This does not imply discrimination as all 

business, domestic and foreign, are required to do the same. 

The international transfer of payments related to foreign investment in Suriname 

remains subject to exchange control regulations. Thus the export of capital (including 

reimbursement of loans and investments) and of proceeds of capital (including 

profits and dividends) requires prior permission of the Foreign Exchange 

Commission. This was highlighted as a barrier for effective operations by one of the 

other regional companies operating in Suriname.  

6.7.4 Guyana  

There are three main pieces of petroleum related legislation in Guyana:  

• The Petroleum (Production) Act (1939) 

• The Petroleum (Exploration and Production) Act (1996); and  

• The Petroleum Act (1930 amended in 1972). 

The Petroleum Act regulates the importation, storage and sale of petroleum.  It gives 

details of standards and directions that must be obeyed or penalties may be 

imposed. The Petroleum (Exploration and Production) Act creates the framework for 

making of regulations to provide for the prospecting or production of petroleum, 

including the carrying out of all operations and the execution of all works for the 

purposes.  None of these laws include any local content provisions.  

The main agency in charge of the administration of the energy industry in Guyana is 

the Guyana Energy Agency, established by the Guyana Energy Agency Act (1997).  

The function of the Agency is to advise and to make recommendations to the Minster 

regarding any measures necessary to secure the efficient management of energy 

and the source of energy in the public interest and to develop and encourage the 

development and utilisation of sources of energy, other than sources presently in 

use. 

The Guyana Energy Agency has a wide ranging mandate and considerable powers, 

including the right to request information from companies involved in any aspect of 

energy importation or production.  Many of its powers have direct implications for the 
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regulation of the energy services sector and indeed the Agency has been active in 

attempting to regulate the illegal importation of petroleum products from 

Venezuela.109  

The institutional relationship between the Guyana Energy Agency and the Petroleum 

section of the Guyana Geology and Mines Commission is a little unclear (at least to 

members of the project team).  At present the Petroleum Division is the body that is 

dealing with the exploration activities underway, but if there is a commercial find and 

production of hydro-carbons becomes a reality this institutional overlap could 

become a barrier for effective regulation of the industry.   

6.7.5 Barbados 

Barbados also has three main pieces of petroleum legislation: 

• The Petroleum Winning Operations Taxation Act (Chap. 82 -1959 revised in 
1982) 

• The Storage of Petroleum Act (Chap.172- 1882) 

• The Petroleum Mining Operations Act (Chap. 281- 1951).   

The Storage of Petroleum Act is of particular significance to the petroleum product 

distribution and retail sector, as it regulates the storage of petroleum products and 

requires facilities to be approved by the relevant Minister.   

The Petroleum Mining Operations Act does not contain any provisions of particular 

relevance to the energy services sector at present, and does not provide the relevant 

Minister with the powers to make regulations for the sector, beyond what is 

contained in the Act.  However, the Government of Barbados has stated its intention 

to amend it petroleum legislation to provide requirement for local content, to protect 

the value of Barbados’ carried interest in any offshore licences, and to provide 

adequate dispute settlement arrangements. 

6.7.6 St. Kitts & Nevis 

There are two pieces of legislation in St. Kitts and Nevis that are of particular interest 

to the energy services sector.   

The Petroleum Ordinance(1969) is the legislation that deals with the importation, 

storage and sale of petroleum.  It establishes a system to license the importation and 

storage of petroleum products and to regulate, through a licensing regime, petroleum 

retail outlets.  

The other very relevant and interesting legislation is the recently proclaimed Nevis 

Geothermal Resources Development Ordinance (2008).  This is probably the most 

comprehensive piece of legislation existing in the countries under study that deals 

with renewable energy.  It provides for reconnaissance, exploration, drilling, 
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production and use of geothermal resources and for vesting of these resources in 

the Crown and regulates how these resources are to be utilised.  

Neither of these laws contain any local content provisions. 

6.7.7 St. Lucia  

The major piece of legislation of relevance to the energy services sector is the 

Petroleum Act (2001) which regulates the importation, storage, distribution and retail 

of petroleum products, primarily through the granting of licenses.  There are no local 

content provisions in the legislation.  

6.7.8 Jamaica 

Jamaica has a very comprehensive series of policies and legislation relating to the 

energy sector.  This includes some local content provisions under its petroleum 

legislation. 

Jamaica has a very comprehensive set of legislation dealing the petroleum sector.  

The relevant laws include the Petroleum Act (1979 revised in 2004), the Petroleum 

and Oil Fuel (Landing and Storage) Act (1925), the Petroleum Refining Industry 

Encouragement Act (1962 revised in 2001), the Natural Resources Conservation Act 

(1991) and the Petroleum (Quality Control) Act (1990 revised 2002).   

The Petroleum Act (1979) is the primary legislation regulating the up and mid-stream 

petroleum sector.  It created the Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica (PCJ) which has 

the sole responsibility to develop the petroleum sector of Jamaica, either through 

contracting other companies or through its own actions, similar to the role played by 

Staatsolie in Suriname.  The legislation contains a number of provisions that speak 

to issues of local content and local capacity development, including the mandate for 

the PCJ to: 

• ensure that Jamaica receives the greatest benefits obtainable from the 

exploitation of its petroleum resources;  

• promote the training of Jamaican personnel in all aspects of the exploration, 

development and management of petroleum resources and of the processing, 

refining, storage, sale and distribution of petroleum and petroleum products;  

• promote the development in Jamaica of technology relating to the exploration, 

development and management of, petroleum resources and to the 

processing, refining, storage and distribution of petroleum and petroleum 

products; and to  

• endeavour to ensure the effective transfer of technology to Jamaica.  

The PCJ is responsible for signing PSCs with companies undertaking exploration for 

hydro-carbons.  PSCs include the obligation for the oil and gas companies to give 
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preference to Jamaican goods and services provided that such goods and services 

are priced competitively in international terms and are comparable in quality. The 

contract also encourages the contractor to make maximum use of Jamaican sub-

contractors where such sub-contractors can provide services of comparable 

standard at competitive rates 

The Petroleum (Quality Control) Act and the Petroleum and Oil Fuel (Landing and 

Storage) Act both deal with the regulation, through licenses, of the distribution, 

storage and retailing of petroleum products.  

In general Jamaica's investment regime is very open to foreign investors and grants 

national treatment with few exceptions, for example, air transport.  Investors may 

benefit from a number of import duty and tax concessions.  Over the past two 

decades Jamaica has implemented a programme of economic liberalization, 

stabilization and structural reform that has made it more open to trade and financial 

flows.  The liberalization programme covered trade, exchange controls, the removal 

of subsidies and price controls, including in the energy sector.  

Jamaica was the first CARICOM country to enact its Fair Competition Act in 1993, 

which was amended in 2001. The Act establishes the Fair Competition Commission. 

It creates offences against unfair competition and makes provision for the control of 

uncompetitive practice, abuse of dominant position, resale price maintenance and 

other forms of market restrictions.  

6.7.9 Dominican Republic 

The Dominican Republic does not have comprehensive petroleum sector legislation. 

It has recently implemented a law on renewable energy: Law 57-07 on Renewable 

Sources of Energy Incentives.  This Act was recently signed into law. This new law 

provides tax and duties incentives on alternative energy imports and facilities for 

research and application of renewable energy technologies. Law 57-07 eliminates 

former law 2071, opening the Dominican Republic for the development of alternate 

energy sources. 

The Dominican Republic does have a legal framework for competition policy, and 

competition provisions are part of various individual regulations contained in the 

Constitution, the Penal Code, the Copyright Law, and the Industrial Property Law. 

Financial services, telecommunications, and electricity are regulated by their 

respective supervisory agencies, namely: the Superintendence of Banks, the 

Dominican Institute for Telecommunications, and the Superintendence for Electricity. 

Article 8 of the Constitution protects the exercise of free enterprise and prohibits 

monopolies of private corporations, subject to exceptions for state monopolies and 

those provided for by law. The Penal Code prohibits acts of collusion among 

business executives, particularly collusive price setting.  
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The Foreign Investment Law of 1995 abolished virtually all exceptions to national 

treatment, while new legislation on telecommunications and electricity opened up 

these sub-sectors to foreign capital and private competition. In addition, the 

Government's privatization policy, initiated by the Public Enterprise Reform Law of 

1997, significantly increased the participation of foreign enterprises in sectors such 

as electricity generation and distribution, mining, and air transport. 

Summary  

In summary, the legal regime for the energy services sector varies considerably 

across the region.   Trinidad and Tobago has the most comprehensive petroleum 

legislation that involves regulation across the entire value chain and Jamaica also 

has wide ranging set of legislation regulating the industry.  Jamaica has the most 

comprehensive energy policy framework, coving both petroleum and alternative 

sources of energy.  Local content policies exist in a number of jurisdictions but only 

in Trinidad and Tobago are these policies outlined in any level of detail.  Belize is the 

only country to specifically legislate local content provisions.  Trinidad and Tobago is 

the only country with an institutional mechanism for implementing local content 

provisions, but even here the policies are not well implemented.  

The local content provisions in the region appear to be contrary to the national 

treatment provisions in the Treaty of Chaguaramas, as they involve giving 

preference to national firms over other firms from CARICOM.  However, little 

amendment is required to most policies or Acts to bring them into conformity with the 

Treaty.  Competition policy and legislation exists in some territories, through its 

application is limited.   

There are a number of both private and State monopolies in the energy services 

sector, in particular in the electricity utilities sector.   These monopoly situations are 

not necessarily contrary to the principles of competition policy, if they can be shown 

to be in the public interest.  In the electricity utility sector the advent of new sources 

of cheaper energy, such as geo-thermal power, may significantly undermine 

arguments that the current monopoly situation is in the public interest.  Public opinion 

will in any case rebel against a situation in which a monopoly provider is charging 

much higher rates in the market when another utility is providing much cheaper 

electricity on a nearby island.   This, however, awaits the actual successful 

implementation of alternative generation projects on a commercial scale.  
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7 Energy Services in Current Trade Agreements  

 

The structure of the energy sector in the region and the current and potential synergy 

of the CARICOM energy market have implications for the Region’s strategy for 

engaging in external trade negotiations on energy services. In addition, the level of 

state involvement in, and ownership of, factors of energy production and the supply 

of energy services varies across the Region from state-owned to local private or 

multi-national.  As noted in section 6.4 above, progress towards a common energy 

policy has also been slow and such a policy should set the basis for engagement in 

external negotiations. The Single Development Vision approved by Heads of 

Government of the Caribbean reaffirms the desirability of implementation of a 

common policy relating to the sector.  

7.1  Status of Services Negotiations in the WTO 

The WTO Hong Kong Ministerial in December 2005 recalled and affirmed the 

principles of GATS, which include progressive liberalisation taking into, account the 

different levels of development of WTO Members, and the need to increase the 

participation of developing countries in the international trading system. The 

Ministerial also established objectives, approaches and timelines for expanding the 

sectoral and modal coverage of commitments and for improving their quality.  

Since then progress has mainly been in negotiating the text of domestic regulation 

disciplines and in the plurilateral process where Members have been clarifying 

classification issues in specific sectors and giving signals regarding areas in which 

they may make new or deeper commitments. More recently, there has been a draft 

services text intended to guide the services negotiations, which would become the 

draft text at the next WTO ministerial meeting, and would include deadlines for the 

submission of revised services offers and for the conclusion of services negotiations 

in the Doha Round. During July 2008, WTO Ministers met in Geneva to seek to 

make progress in the Round, particularly in the area of agriculture and non-

agricultural market access. CARICOM countries have not taken part in the 

plurilateral process.   

7.1.1 Treatment of Energy Services in the WTO 

Negotiations on trade in services in the WTO have largely taken place based on the 

categories listed in the WTO Services Sectoral Classification List.110  As noted in 

Chapter 2., W/120 does not include a distinct classification for energy services. After 

GATS Commitments were made in the Uruguay Round of WTO negotiations, which 

ended in 1994, new proposals for the negotiations were invited in the May 2000 

Special Session of the Council on Trade in Services. 
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Since then, there have been ongoing discussions on proposals on the classification 

of the sector, and related disciplines that could be incorporated in a reference paper 

or understanding on how the sector should be treated by WTO Members; such an 

understanding would likely cover competition and regulatory frameworks. Many 

countries have also incorporated their proposed classifications in initial and revised 

conditional WTO offers, which would be finalised at the conclusion of the Doha 

Round of negotiations 

Some WTO Members argued the W/120 adequately covered energy services, 

particularly oil and gas services, and that the flexibility of the Scheduling Guidelines 

(S/L/92) would allow Members to make relevant commitments in this sector. 

7.1.2 Energy Services in the Plurilateral or Collective Request Offer Process 

The plurilateral request-offer process is noteworthy because of the emerging 

consensus it has created on aspects of energy services classification, as well as the 

clear interests demonstrated by some Members in deepening commitments in the 

sector at the multilateral level. Progress towards the liberalisation of energy services 

is being made through the plurilateral process, with the European Community 

(EC)111  and the United States coordinating the negotiations.  

The process was closed to non-participating WTO members, and no CARICOM 

country took part. The European Communities, as the coordinator for the Energy 

Services Plurilateral process, reported to other WTO Members in December 2007 

that eleven developed and developing Members112 had made a collective request on 

Energy Services to 23 recipient non-Least Developed Country (LDC) Members113 in 

February 2006.  

The collective request clusters energy-related services from business services, 

construction and related engineering services, and distribution services, and seeks 

new or improved commitments in all four modes of supply. Requesting countries and 

most of the recipient countries met between April 2006 and September 2007 to 

discuss their objectives for the sector and possible improvements of their offers 

based on the collective request, and the requesting countries’ approaches to 

sensitivities of the sector. All the co-sponsors, whose commitments are already 

above that of most recipients, intend to themselves achieve the specific 

commitments in the request fully or almost fully. Non-participants would nonetheless 

benefit from the deeper commitments made by these other WTO Members. 

As a principle, the request is neutral in relation to the source of energy, technology, 

and where it is offered (i.e. onshore or offshore). It therefore applies to a wide range 
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of energy related products, activities and services. The request does not prescribe 

the relationship between States and the entities that produce energy resources. The 

collective request covers the following services: 

• engineering and integrated engineering; 

• management consulting and related services; 

• technical testing and analysis; 

• services incidental to mining; 

• site preparation work for mining; 

• related scientific and technical consulting services; 

• maintenance and repair of fabricated metal products, machinery and 

equipments, and electrical machinery; 

• construction work for civil engineering; 

• renting services related to equipment; 

• wholesale trade services of fuels; and  

• retailing services of fuel oil, bottled gas, coal and woods.  

 

In terms of modes of supply of energy services, the request seeks: - 

• a general reduction of market access limitations in Mode 1 (Cross-border 

supply), as well as removal of the condition of commercial presence for its 

supply.    

• For Mode 2 (Consumption Abroad), commitments are requested wherever 

technically feasible.  

• For Mode 3 (Commercial presence/Establishment), foreign equity limitations, 

joint venture and joint operation requirements, economic needs and 

discriminatory licensing requirements were identified for removal.  

• For Mode 4 (temporary movement of natural persons/services suppliers) Co-

sponsors requested that Members do not exclude energy services in their 

horizontal commitments and that they try to meet the objectives agreed during 

the Hong Kong Ministerial.   
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7.2 CARICOM Participation in the WTO   

 

7.2.1 CARICOM Commitments on Energy Services in the WTO  

All CARICOM Member States except the Bahamas are WTO Members and the 

Bahamas is in the process of accession to the WTO. CARICOM agreed to 

coordinate in the preparation of their initial services offers to the WTO but little 

commonality in the respective offers was formally achieved. Further coordination in 

the preparation of revised services offers to WTO trading partners should be a 

priority in the future to ensure coherence in external trade relations. However, no 

formal decision has been made to ensure this as yet. While CARICOM countries are 

effectively open in many energy services activities and modes of their supply, they 

have limited bindings in the WTO context on energy services, and commitments in 

broader energy-related services are diverse. Table 16 below shows CARICOM 

commitments and offers in the range of energy and energy-related services. 

There is greatest frequency of CARICOM commitments in insurance services, 

professional services that support the energy industry, construction (more likely 

linked to tourism than energy) and hotel and restaurants (which would cover lodging 

and catering for the energy sector). Commitments in research and development 

reflect a deliberate drive by some countries to attract value-added services onshore. 

Notably, there are no commitments on the sectors that are specific to energy 

industry; services incidental to mining and energy distribution, or pipeline transport. 

Limited commitments in distribution services could be attributable to protectionist 

attitudes to goods distribution in general, rather than a specific approach to energy 

services in regional policy. 

CARICOM countries have generally taken a liberal approach to cross-border 

services and consumption abroad, except where it is not deemed to be technically 

feasible, or where there is no commitment to commercial presence and the sector is 

generally reserved.  In terms of commercial presence, or establishment, several 

countries have a requirement to incorporate or establish; have explicitly made 

reservations for small businesses (St Vincent and the Grenadines); require special 

procedures for land acquisition and transfer; and reserve the right to impose 

withholding taxes on payments to non-residents.  
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Table 16: CARICOM WTO Commitments and Offers in Energy Services
114
 

Service Sector CARICOM Country 

Legal services* Antigua & Barbuda, Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad 

and Tobago  

Accounting& auditing Antigua & Barbuda, Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad and 

Tobago* 

Taxation services Antigua & Barbuda, Barbados, Jamaica, Trinidad and 

Tobago* 

Engineering Antigua & Barbuda, Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad and 

Tobago* 

Integrated Engineering   -  

R&D in Natural Sciences Antigua & Barbuda, Barbados, Grenada, St. Vincent & 

Grenadines*   

Management consulting Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago* 

Services related to mgmt consulting Guyana 

Technical testing & analysis Grenada 

Services incidental to mining  -  

Services incidental to energy 

distribution 

- 

Scientific & technical services - 

Equipment main. & repair Grenada* 

Construction  Antigua & Barbuda,* St. Lucia,* Trinidad and Tobago* 

Distribution: Wholesaling  Guyana 

Distribution: Retailing  -  

Environmental  Barbados  

Insurance* Antigua & Barbuda, Barbados, Dominica, Grenada, 

Guyana, Jamaica, St. Lucia, St. Kitts & Nevis, St. Vincent 

& Grenadines, Suriname 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Hotels and Restaurants  Antigua & Barbuda, Guyana, Jamaica, St. Kitts & Nevis, 

St. Lucia,* Suriname 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Pipeline Transport - 

Energy Services - 

* Partial Commitment

 

CARICOM WTO commitments and offers on the temporary movement of specific 

categories of services suppliers are limited. Typically Mode 4 is not offered, or is 

subject to horizontal limitations; these include economic needs tests employed for 

managers, specialists and persons with special technical skills. In some cases 
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CARICOM countries have listed domestic regulations that are not discriminatory for 

transparency; for example, registration requirements for professionals. 

7.2.2 Requests to CARICOM in Energy and Energy-Related Services  

At the November 2001 WTO Ministerial Conference in Doha, Members agreed to 

initiate the request-offer process, with a view to improve services commitments. 

Australia, Canada, the European Union, India Japan, Norway, Panama and the 

United States of America requested improvement of GATS Commitments of 

CARICOM countries. These include: Barbados, Belize, Grenada, Dominica, Guyana, 

Jamaica, St. Lucia, Suriname and Trinidad and Tobago.115  The EU, Norway and the 

US made requests of CARICOM countries in a separate cluster called Energy 

Services.  These countries also made requests in environmental services and other 

energy related services. Table 17, below summarises the sector-specific market 

access and national treatment interests by requesting country. 

These trading partners requested the removal of CARICOM specific measures which 

limited acquisition of real estate or discriminate against foreign buyers, such as the 

property transfer tax; reservations for domestic small businesses; and minimum local 

personnel requirements. Notably, the EC targeted Mode 4 commitments in 

professional services and environmental services. In addition, general requests for 

new or improved commitments were also made.  

While the EC is a co-sponsor of the current collective request on energy services, its 

earlier bilateral request to Trinidad and Tobago is apparently wider in scope than the 

collective request. This is consistent with the proviso in the collective request that 

allows for individual Members to make even deeper commitments at the bilateral 

level. 
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Table 17: Energy and Energy-related WTO Services Requests by Trading Partner
116
 

Service Sector Requesting Country 

Legal services Canada, EC, USA 

Accounting& auditing EC, USA 

Taxation services EC, USA 

Engineering EC, USA, Norway 

Integrated Engineering  EC, Norway 

R&D in Natural Sciences   - 

Management consulting EC, Norway 

Services related to management 

consulting 

EC 

Technical testing & analysis EC, Norway  

Services incidental to mining Australia 

Services incidental to energy distribution  - 

Scientific & technical services Australia, EC, Norway 

Equipment main. & repair EC, Norway 

Construction  EC, Japan 

Distribution: Wholesaling and Retailing  EC, Japan, USA 

Environmental  EC, Norway, USA 

Insurance Canada, EC, Japan, Panama, USA  

Hotels and Restaurants  EC, USA, Panama 

Pipeline Transport Australia, Norway 

Energy Services EC, USA, Norway 
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7.2.3 Requests from CARICOM to Trading Partners in Energy Services 

Collectively, Barbados, Grenada, Suriname and Trinidad and Tobago made requests 

to the following countries: Australia, Bolivia, Canada, China, Colombia, Croatia, 

Cuba, Democratic Republic of Congo, the EC, Honduras, India, Indonesia, India, 

Kenya, Malaysia, New Zealand, Norway, Japan, Mexico, Nicaragua, Norway, 

Panama, Peru, Slovenia, United Arab Emirates, Switzerland, Tanzania, the United 

States, Venezuela and Zimbabwe. Barbados made requests to fifteen countries, 

Grenada and Suriname to two countries, and Trinidad and Tobago to thirty-one 

countries (some of which have since acceded to the European Union). 

CARICOM requests spanned a wide range of services and typically applied to a 

general improvement of commitments in the sector. Trinidad and Tobago was the 

only CARICOM country to make requests in energy services of trading partners. The 

energy services sector, as classified by Trinidad and Tobago in its request was a 

composite of services activities from broad sub-sectors in the W/120 list, drawing 

from construction, engineering and integrated engineering and it attempted to be as 

specific as possible with respect to the activities that are undertaken with a 

concentration on the upstream element of the sector. 

The request from CARICOM countries targeted the removal of commercial presence 

as a pre-condition for the provision of cross-border services and consumption abroad 

(Modes 1 and 2 of supplying services); with technological advances, and where 

technically feasible, the Caribbean may be better able to compete in some energy 

services without having to commit the capital required in the trading partner’s market. 

Removal of economic needs tests, prior professional practice, residency and 

citizenship requirements were requested; though these are typically applied in 

modes 3 and 4. CARICOM requests had a strong emphasis on Mode 4 

commitments in business visitors, contractual service suppliers, and Intra-corporate 

transferees (particularly for career development), and service standards in visa 

issuing procedures. Requests on independent professionals were made to Canada 

only, but commitments in this category later became more important to CARICOM 

countries in the EPA negotiations.  

Market research will be required to supplement WTO offers by investigating actual 

barriers in specific markets as some sectors of interest to CARICOM have not been 

offered, such as Research and Development in natural sciences in the case of 

Canada. In addition, some countries of export interest to CARICOM may not be 

active participants in the WTO, such as Nigeria, which has not made an initial offer. 
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7.3 Treatment of Energy Services in the CARIFORUM-EC EPA 

The Economic Partnership Agreement between CARIFORUM and the European 

Community, the latter consisting of 27 countries, was initialled on December 16, 

2007 and was finalised in October 2008. The agreement sets an important precedent 

for the treatment of energy and energy-related services in CARICOM external trade 

agreements, not only because of market access and national treatment 

commitments, but also because of the range of regulatory principles agreed to on 

both sides. Furthermore, it could provide guidelines for the development of a 

common CARICOM policy framework. 

Title II of the EPA, on Investment, Trade in Services and E-Commerce and its 

related annexes contain the provisions on investment in mining and trade in some 

energy-related services, as well as the specific schedules of commitment on 

investment and trade in services.  The Title establishes a common understanding of 

definitions and principles for the regulation and operation of the industries covered, 

such as universal service, behaviour of investors, maintenance of standards, 

competitive practices. The schedules list commitments and reservations to granting 

foreign operators access to the CARIFORUM market and to their treatment relative 

to domestic players. 

There are separate schedules of commitments on investment and on services and 

the two sides have used different scheduling approaches. Services commitments 

were made primarily using the WTO Services Sectoral Classification List 

MTN.GNS/W/120 categories, with some modifications to the grouping of sectors and 

with additions where the W/120 classifications were considered to be inadequate.  

Services providers who are natural persons are differentiated in the negotiations 

based on their association with an EC or CARIFORUM firm (managers, specialists, 

trainees), the extent to which they operate as individuals or legal entities, educational 

attainment, experience and the purpose of the visit to the trading partner’s market 

(promotion, to fulfil a contract, career development). The categories are key 

personnel, graduate trainees, business services sellers, contractual services 

suppliers (CSS) and independent professionals (IP). Key personnel, which includes 

managers and specialists, and business services suppliers are automatically granted 

access to the other Party’s market for the sectors liberalised under the agreement, 

while CSS and IP are granted stays in relation to the time taken to complete specific 

contracts. Each category is assigned a specific length of stay, ranging from 90 days 

(business services sellers) to three years (key personnel, graduate trainees). 

In addition, and critical to future CARIFORUM relations, Article 238 of the EPA 

provides for equality of treatment within CARIFORUM vis-a-vis Europe. Article 238:1 

confirms that Parties may grant more favourable treatment to partners in their 

respective regional integration purposes while Art. 238:2 provides that any more 

favourable treatment granted by CARIFORUM to the EC must also be granted to 

other CARIFORUM members. This means that the services commitments made by 
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the Dominican Republic to the EC must apply fully to the rest of CARICOM one year 

after the date of signature of the EPA and similarly CARICOM commitments to the 

EC must also apply to the Dominican Republic.  

7.3.1  Provisions on Regulatory Frameworks in the EPA  

The EPA Investment and Services text creates a common understanding on several 

regulatory and policy-making principles. The agreement does not require 

privatisation of “public undertakings” or market access in Government procurement.  

Countries also reserve the right to introduce new regulations to meet legitimate 

policy objectives and to use subsidies. CARIFORUM and the EC commit to 

maintaining high environmental and labour standards, and to implementing anti-

corruption measures in the investment process.  In services, countries reserve the 

right to apply domestic regulations, such as minimum qualification, licensing and 

procedural requirements for services suppliers. 

Chapter 5, Regulatory Framework, of Title II includes commitments of general 

application related to transparency and availability of information to investors and 

services suppliers from the other Party. There is also an obligation to provide 

prospective investors or services suppliers with information on the status of their 

applications where the service requires special authorisation; this would likely be the 

case for energy and energy-related services e.g. construction, pipeline 

transportation. Such obligations will require the establishment of enquiry points, and 

institutional strengthening of competent authorities across the CARIFORUM. 

Chapter 5 also covers practices and procedures on specific sectors, namely: 

computer services, courier services, telecommunications, financial services; 

international maritime transport services, and tourism services. The range of 

definitions and regulations covered in Chapter 5 should be examined in terms of the 

existence of clear policies on energy services across CARICOM, the desirability and 

scope of regulatory principles that could be adopted at the WTO or in a bilateral 

trade agreement.   

The EPA also includes important rules on anti-competitive behaviour (in relation to 

telecommunications, courier and tourism services), which could, in principle, be 

extended to energy services regulation. In the case of telecommunications, areas 

covered include the issue of cross-subsidisation, inappropriate use of information 

from competitors, and conveying technical information on essential facilities for 

service provision. In tourism, the EPA covers access to distribution networks, abuse 

of dominant position (including through exclusivity clauses and vertical integration). 

Similarly, in the energy sector, competition rules could cover access to infrastructure 

such as pipelines, or separation of specific functions in the industry to prevent 

market dominance by companies providing the services supporting the production or 

distribution of energy. 
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7.3.2  CARIFORUM Commitments on Investment117in the EPA  

Some CARIFORUM reservations or special procedures apply to all sectors, and 

include carve-outs for small business; limiting land acquisition by size, proximity to 

borders or ownership by the State, as well as property transfer. The OECS and 

Trinidad and Tobago require local incorporation or establishment and reserve the 

right to limit operations where the company is only registered there. Across the 

board, CARIFORUM prohibits the “exploration, exploitation and processing of 

radioactive minerals, recycling of nuclear fuel, the generation of  nuclear energy, the 

transportation and storage of nuclear waste, the use and processing of nuclear fuel 

… its applications for other purposes, as well as the production of heavy water.” 

The CARIFORUM investment schedule has overarching limitations for mining and 

quarrying, as well as specific treatment of (i) mining for coal and lignite and 

extraction of peat (ii) extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas (iii) mining of 

metal ores (iv) other mining and quarrying. Legislation across CARIFORUM reserves 

ownership of mineral bearing land to the respective State, and transfer to the State 

once minerals are discovered; though not all CARIFORUM states explicitly referred 

to such legislation in the Agreement. In Dominica, a mineral right may only be 

granted to a citizen.  

There is a CARIFORUM wide reservation for small-scale mining for nationals, 

although ‘small-scale’ is not defined.  Such a reservation provides policy flexibility for 

the adoption of local content regulations at the regional level. Security concerns, 

particularly with respect to nuclear energy, are also reflected in the reservations. To 

a varying extent CARIFORUM countries explicitly state in the agreement that they 

will exercise performance requirements; this could include use of local labour, or 

training requirements for nationals. Where the regulatory framework is not fully 

developed, some countries reserve the right to adopt or maintain measures on the 

sector. 

In manufacturing, there were no reservations specific to energy-related investments. 

In forestry and logging, there are nationality and residency conditions in Suriname 

only. Grenada reserves the sector to domestic producers in principle, but allows 

foreign investment on a case by case basis. For coals and lignite mining, and 

extraction of peat and other mining and quarrying Belize reserves prospecting to 

nationals and residents and the Dominican Republic notifies the procedures for 

special agreements with foreign mining companies that have any level of state 

ownership.   

With respect to other energy sources, Barbados, Belize, Jamaica, Dominican 

Republic and Trinidad and Tobago limit European investment in the extraction of 

crude petroleum and natural gas. Barbados reserves the ownership of petroleum to 

the Crown; Barbados and Jamaica reserve the right to enforce measures on onshore 
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and offshore drilling; Belize maintains the nationality and residency requirements for 

prospecting rights. The Dominican Republic and Trinidad and Tobago disallow 

foreign Governments from exploring, exploiting or benefiting from oil and other 

hydrocarbon substances. The Dominican Republic has differential permit 

requirements for foreign investors, and Trinidad and Tobago reserves the right to 

grant all mining concessions. The most common limitation in the CARIFORUM 

investment commitment is in relation to the production, transmission and distribution 

on own account of electricity, gas, steam and hot water, which is reserved entirely by 

CARICOM countries, while the Dominican Republic reserves the right to give 

exclusive rights and to provide public utilities through monopolies. In practice, 

though, the Dominican Republic has recognized an unfulfilled need in respect of 

energy generation. As such it does seek to promote new investment from Europe in 

the sector. 

7.3.3  EC Commitments on Investment  

For commercial presence/establishment, nineteen EU states maintain reservations 

on property acquisition by foreign investors, the exceptions being Belgium, France, 

Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden and the United Kingdom.  

Like CARIFORUM, public utilities may be subject to exclusive rights or monopolies. 

There are stipulations on the type of legal entity foreign investors may use to 

operate, such as residency requirements in Italy, branching requirements in Sweden, 

registration for a year prior to opening a branch in Slovenia. While the Member 

States’ regimes differ in this respect, all EU States treat subsidiaries and branches 

differently, with preference for the former. Only Belgium has not opened forestry and 

logging, while manufacturing is opened by all EU States in all areas except 

manufacture of refined petroleum products, which may be the domain of public 

utilities in some cases. There is also an EC wide restriction on mining activities; that 

is, for mining of coal and lignite and extraction of peat; extraction of crude petroleum 

and natural gas; mining of metal ores; other mining and quarrying. The EC requires 

incorporation for production, transmission and distribution on own account of 

electricity, gas, steam and hot water, and reserves the right to prohibit “energy 

suppliers” from controlling the activity. 

 

7.3.4  CARIFORUM Commitments on Energy-Related Services  

CARIFORUM had relatively limited GATS commitments and offers in energy and 

energy-related services, and improved on these significantly in the EPA. In some 

cases, the opening reflected the actual level of openness of the sector, while in other 

cases it represented a bid to attract foreign investment where there has been limited 

domestic take-up or where the regional capital base is insufficient. 

CARIFORUM WTO plus commitments were made in the following energy-related 

services: professional services; services incidental to mining; services incidental to 
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energy distribution; research and development; management consulting and related 

services; construction;118 and distribution (wholesaling and retailing). Retail sales of 

motor fuel (61300) were committed by Barbados and Dominican Republic. Guyana 

opened exploration and development, energy marketing services and other services 

important to energy services (all under CPC 887 **). No CARIFORUM country 

opened pipeline transport in the EPA.   

CARIFORUM opened modes 1 and 2 fully in most energy and energy-related 

services in the EPA, with the exception of a few countries which maintained 

restrictions in some legal services, taxation, accounting, auditing and bookkeeping, 

construction services, wholesale trade, environmental services119 and those that are 

incidental to energy distribution. This reflects a generally liberal approach to sector in 

these modes, however, these commitments were not always CARIFORUM wide. As 

an example, Guyana, Jamaica, St. Lucia and Trinidad and Tobago did not open 

integrated engineering services, while the rest of CARIFORUM did. Further, only the 

Dominican Republic, Grenada, Guyana, and Jamaica opened services incidental to 

energy distribution.120 Only St. Lucia opened Geological, geophysical and other 

scientific production services (CPC 86751), allowing for all modes of supply except 

commercial presence.  

CARIFORUM countries were more reserved in committing to European commercial 

presence in energy and energy-related services in the EPA with more countries 

leaving the sector closed than in professional services, requiring joint ventures or 

committing to access in the future. For research and development, foreign investors 

would not be eligible for publicly funded services in Belize and some OECS states. 

Technical testing and analysis is subject to knowledge and technology transfer and 

joint venture requirements in a few States, but is fully open in others committing the 

sector. Notably, services incidental to mining has been opened by the Dominican 

Republic, Guyana and Jamaica, with St. Kitts and Nevis requiring joint ventures for 

that sector. All except the latter also opened services incidental to energy distribution 

for commercial presence.  

CARIFORUM’s commitments on temporary movement of natural persons are 

generally limited in the EPA. Access has been granted for Key Personnel and 

Graduate Trainees in sectors where they have made a commitment on commercial 

presence; although all countries maintain an economic needs test, the Dominican 

Republic conditioned commitments on the entry of Key Personnel on the training of 

Dominicans, and subsidies are reserved for nationals in Belize. With respect to 
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energy-related services, most CARIFORUM countries did not make specific 

commitments on Mode 4 categories, and referred to their horizontal commitments, 

but the scope of the commitment is unclear because several countries specifically 

address Mode 4 at the horizontal level.  Some countries, mainly Belize and Jamaica, 

also made specific commitments in CSS and IP in sectors such as legal services, 

database services, R&D, services incidental to manufacturing, scientific and 

technical consulting, construction, and environmental services.   A few countries list 

no restrictions on mode 4; for example, Antigua and Barbuda, Trinidad and Tobago, 

with commitments covering professional services and research and development 

and construction services.  

7.3.5  EC Commitments on Trade in Energy Services  

The EC did not maintain the cluster approach, used in its WTO Request, in the EPA. 

Instead, a range of energy-related services were listed in each section of the EC 

schedule; these were generally consistent with those used in its WTO revised offer. 

For establishment of professional services supporting the energy sector, there are 

restrictions related to legal form, licensing, economic needs tests, quotas, and 

maximum foreign equity participation. Legal services, accounting, auditing and 

bookkeeping services and taxation services are the most restricted.  

The EC generally has liberal commitments on commercial presence in those energy 

related services falling under ‘business services’ in the W/120, with limited or no 

discriminatory restrictions on commercial presence in research and development, 

management consulting and related services, technical testing and analysis, related 

scientific and technical consulting.121 However, the EC reserves subsidies and 

exclusivity contracts to EC nationals and also flags that some of these services may 

be provided by public utilities. As described above, distribution of energy related 

products is highly reserved. Environmental services are open to foreign commercial 

presence, as are construction services, where Belgium is the only country to require 

joint ventures in “projects of national and regional significance”. 

The EC removed restrictions on cross-border services (mode 1) and consumption 

abroad (mode 2), beyond WTO levels in the EPA. In many cases similar 

commitments were made on the two modes of supply, which were listed in a single 

schedule.  However, for professional services and other business services 

supporting the energy sector, several countries did not open mode 1. In mode 2, 

most countries removed restrictions, except for legal services, research and 

development and technical testing and analysis. Limitations on distribution did not 

target energy-related services (though retailing services specifically excluded energy 

goods). CARIFORUM therefore is more open than the EC for cross-border supply of 

energy-related services.  
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EC commitments in the EPA improved most significantly on WTO commitments in 

the area of temporary movement of persons for business persons (Mode 4) to 

provide services in the territory of the trading partner. Though graduate trainees are 

subject to residency and nationality requirements in many cases, the EC made CSS 

commitments for 29 sectors and IP commitments for 11 sectors. The CSS and IP 

commitments cover the professional services that support the energy sector, as well 

as research and development and management consulting and related services. In 

addition, CSS commitments extend to technical testing and analysis, related 

scientific and technical consulting, maintenance and repair of equipment, site 

investigation work, and environmental services. However, the absence of CSS or IP 

on other important energy related services, such as services incidental to energy 

distribution, distribution, and transportation services highlight the sensitivity to 

granting mode 4 access in these areas and should be a cause of concern for 

CARIFORUM energy services suppliers.    

7.4 CARICOM-Dominican Republic Free Trade Agreement 

CARICOM and the Dominican Republic signed a Framework Trade Agreement on 

22 August 1998. The Agreement calls for the progressive and reciprocal removal of 

duties on goods from the CARICOM Most Developed Countries (MDC) and the 

Dominican Republic by 2004. LDCs were to be excluded from the tariff liberalization 

commitment until the end of 2005. The CARICOM-Dominican Republic Free Trade 

Agreement includes a Chapter on Trade in Services and the Work Programme 

calling for negotiation of services commitments, with priority to be provided for 

certain services.  

Even though the Dominican Republic is now a large customer for natural gas (both 

LNG and LPG) from Trinidad and Tobago, energy services were not among the 

services prioritized for liberalization. This could be due to the increasing trade in 

natural gas after the Agreement was signed or to lack of foresight by the negotiators 

who would also have not faced a lobby to include such services from an active 

stakeholder or could simply be the result of the traditional lack of attention to energy 

services.  

In any event, the five CARICOM MDCs and the Dominican Republic have now 

implemented the agreement, which continues to be plagued by non-adherence to 

commitments. As an example, the phased liberalization of duties had not yet been 

completed or even begun by some of the ratifying States.  

The 26th Special COTED, held in Antigua and Barbuda on 10th May, 2008 affirmed 

that the EPA commitments will be the starting point for the commitments on trade in 

services that must be implemented between CARICOM and the Dominican Republic 

as a result of the EPA. This means that the requirements for regional preference 

could only be extended in the bilateral process to be implemented within 

CARIFORUM.  
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Importantly, the regional preference provided for the EPA gives the respective 

CARIFORUM partners identical access to that given to the EU within one year of the 

implementation of the agreement for the more developed countries and a longer 

period for the rest. The EPA text appears to suggest that this should be a technical 

exercise not requiring additional negotiation. The COTED decision mentioned above, 

however, seems to imply the beginning of a negotiation for deeper commitments and 

this could lead to additional commitments from CARICOM, which has a lower level of 

EPA commitment than that of the Dominican Republic. Such a process could 

therefore include additional commitments in energy and energy-related services.  

Of particular relevance is the interest identified by entrepreneurs during interviews 

conducted in the Dominican Republic in pursuing new opportunities in distribution of 

gas, particularly from Trinidad and Tobago, perhaps in different forms than are 

currently traded between the two countries. Clearly, there are technical, financial and 

logistical issues to be addressed if this is to be accomplished. Nonetheless, this 

could be an area of mutual interest that could be solidified in the discussions related 

to implementation of the regional preference as far as services are concerned. 

7.5 CARICOM-Canada 

Canada and CARICOM are due to begin negotiation of a successor trade agreement 

to CARIBCAN during the second half of 2008. Existing CARIBCAN arrangements do 

not extend to the services sector. The outlines of the new arrangement are unclear. 

There is agreement on the inclusion of services in the new arrangement.  

One of the most significant issues in confronting trading issues with Canada relates 

to the differential treatment provided by Canadian provinces to service providers. 

Increasingly, it is becoming clear that these barriers impact negatively on Canadian 

productivity. A November 2008 column in the National Post quoted a study which 

suggested that the cost to Canada of these internal barriers was between $10 million 

and $25 million per year. It cited figures for total annual provincial trade at up to $300 

million per year. It is unknown whether this estimate comprises both trade in goods 

and in service.122 

There is evidence that Canada has recognized that these barriers are a constraint in 

trade. In 2004, a group of Canadian business leaders expressed the view that: - 

“With NAFTA, we now have somewhat free trade within the Americas; but it is 

laughable to suggest that we have similar open and free trade within Canada 

itself. The trade barriers that exist between provinces, indeed even between 

municipalities with strong local purchasing policies, are definitely now much 

more onerous in many cases than those that exist now internationally, even 
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outside of NAFTA.”123 

 

In 1995, the Provinces and the Federal Government brought into effect the 

Agreement on Internal Trade (AIT). Applicable with respect to services to contracts 

valued at more than $100,000 the AIT includes a number of exceptions. These 

include:  

• services by licensed professionals including doctors, dentists, nurses, 

pharmacists, veterinarians, engineers, land surveyors, architects, chartered 

accountants, lawyers and notaries; 

• hauling aggregate on highway construction projects; 

• services of financial analysts or the management of investments; 

• management of government financial assets and liabilities; 

• health and social services; 

• advertising and public relations services; 

• general exemptions for culture or cultural industries, Aboriginal culture, 
national security or financial services; and  

• other exceptions. 

There is every indication therefore that with the exception of the 2006 Trade, 

Investment and Labour Mobility Agreement between the provinces of Alberta and 

Canada barriers remain to this date. As such, it is relevant to consider the effect on 

energy and related services identified by Canadian companies themselves in 

response to an Internal Trade Questionnaire administered by the Canadian Chamber 

of Commerce. Among the barriers were those related to licensing and contracting 

practices. In respect of licensing, the Canadian Chamber of Commerce 

recommended: 

• Establishment of a national system for authorization of professional 

engineering companies; 

• Mutual acceptance of corporate registries and generally acceptable 

engineering and inspection standards; 

• Grant permission for all provincially or federally registered and incorporated 

companies to operate freely in all jurisdictions.  Professionals registered in 

one province (i.e. engineers, geologists, geoscientists, architects, etc.) should 

be able to work within all jurisdictions without further registration requirements 
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provided they are fully informed of the local provincial requirements for 

operations in that jurisdiction.  

Figure 19 below outlines some of the trade barriers encountered by Canadian 

companies when doing business in other Canadian Provinces.  

 

Figure 19: Internal Trade Barriers relevant to Energy and related services identified by 

Canadian Companies (2004) 
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These Provincial level barriers to trade will obviously be of significance to any 

Caribbean energy services company seeking to enter the Canadian market and must 

clearly form part of the trade negotiating agenda.  

Less clear, and very relevant, is the proposed method of liberalization. Canada 

strongly favours liberalization using the negative list approach while CARICOM 

favours the positive approach used in the GATS and which it used in the EPA. 

Heads of Government of CARICOM have endorsed the positive list use. For the 

purposes of this study, the method is important only perhaps in terms of the 

acknowledged difficulty in making a direct comparison between the content of the 

schedules in the different agreements. 

As to the services under consideration, Canada at present has in place horizontal 

restrictions in place that provide for the application of its local content policy for 

certain types of projects in the energy sector. In addition, there are residency 

requirements in certain provinces in legal services, engineering services, and related 

scientific and technical consulting services. In addition, there are restrictions on the 

forms that a commercial presence can take in legal services, accounting, and 

general construction work for buildings. Economic needs tests are required for the 

retail sale of petroleum in some Provinces. 

Nonetheless, Canada continues to seek new market access for its services 

providers.  Oil and gas services, mining and engineering services are identified by 

the Canadian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Trade as key export 

interests with respect to Peru. The 2008 Canada-Peru Free Trade Agreement 

appears to have delivered on these interests by achieving WTO-plus commitments 

from Peru in mining, energy and professional services. In exchange, Peru also 
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suggests that it expects its professional services providers to benefit from the 

agreement through new market access opportunities provided by commitments 

taken by Canada to grant “temporary licences” in the future.124 

7.5.1 Canada Revised WTO Offer - Changes in Services under Consideration 

In its revised offer in the Doha Development Round, Canada has made a number of 

proposals to amend its schedule in some of the services under consideration. For 

the most part, this results in more access or facilitated access as described below. 

There are instances though of additional restrictions being added. 

• General Construction work for civil engineering - Water power site 

development permit holders no longer have to be incorporated in Ontario 

• Legal Consultants - removal of citizenship requirement in one province and for 

permanent residence in Quebec and additional commitments facilitating 

practice in certain conditions without meeting normal criteria but Labrador 

permanent residency requirement added. 

• Auditing - Citizenship requirements eliminated in Manitoba and Quebec, 

permanent residence requirement eliminated in Ontario. Change from 

requirement of commercial presence to residency requirement in Nova Scotia. 

Labrador permanent residency requirement added. 

• Architecture - Citizenship requirement eliminated in Quebec 

• Engineering and Integrated Engineering - Citizenship requirement eliminated 

in Quebec and requirement of commercial presence for accreditation for 

Consulting Engineers removed in Manitoba. Labrador permanent residency 

requirement added. 

• Subsurface Surveying Services, Professional Technologist, Chemists - 

Citizenship requirement eliminated in Quebec 

• Land Surveyors - Labrador permanent residency requirement added. 

 

In general, Canada’s federal nature makes its schedule complicated but in respect of 

energy services and energy-related services it is critical to focus on the energy 

province of Alberta, as the largest producer, but also on the seven other provinces in 

which energy is produced either onshore or offshore. These provinces are 

Newfoundland, Saskatchewan, Labrador, Ontario, Manitoba, Northwest Territories 

and British Columbia. 
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7.6 Trade Negotiations in Related Areas  

While the principle of sustainable development has been raised in discussions on 

energy services in the WTO, it has not been formally incorporated in disciplines and 

such principles would likely be more easily agreed in a bilateral context. Several 

other disciplines will have an effect on the overall outcome in energy services. These 

include:  

• Environmental goods  

• Government procurement  

• Technical barriers to trade (relating to product and industrial standards)  

• SCM Subsidies for new environmental laws  

• E-commerce 

• Investment  

• Innovation and Intellectual Property 

There should also be a coherent approach to the treatment of energy related 

commodities, such as, electricity, coal, gas, and oil in non-agricultural market access 

negotiations. 
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8 Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

8.1.1 Demand for services 

This assessment has indicated that there is significant and growing demand for the 

provision of energy services in CARIFORUM.  At an aggregate regional level, this 

demand is dominated by demand for oil and gas related energy services in Trinidad 

and Tobago.  Demand in this sector has grown strongly over the past seven years, 

but leading indicators (especially the projected rig rate) suggest a contraction in 2009 

with the slowdown in off-shore drilling and limited expansion in pipeline 

transportation and marketing of gas.  The sharp decline in commodity prices in the 

last quarter of 2008 has led to a number of projects being postponed and investment 

decisions have been delayed.  It is unlikely that there will be significant activity in the 

energy services sector in Trinidad and Tobago over 2009 and at the current time 

many service companies are cutting costs and implementing measures to survive 

the current down-turn. 

Despite this short-term gloomy picture, there is significant potential for new 

hydrocarbon development activities not just in Trinidad and Tobago but in other 

countries in the region, in particular in Guyana and in Suriname.  This means that 

demand for oil and gas related energy services are expected to continue to grow.  If 

the off-shore Guyana economic zone does indeed hold some world class oil 

reservoirs, as many geologists expect, this will lead to a very rapid demand for 

energy services in Guyana.  Globally there is strong demand for energy services and 

significant skills shortages across the industry.  

In other countries in the region much of the new demand for energy services is in 

services relating to production of electricity, especially from renewable sources. 

Demand for these services is expected to show continued strong growth for the 

foreseeable future, especially with increased possibility for a post-Kyoto climate 

change agreement including provisions relating to middle-income countries.  With 

energy prices trending upwards according to most mid-to-long term projections, the 

demand for energy services in areas like renewable energy production and energy 

efficiency advisory services is expected to continue to increase.  

There is also considerable potential for the development of consulting and other 

services related to energy efficiency, given the fact that the region remains extremely 

energy inefficient.  This was one of the key areas identified in the February 2009 

consultation on the energy services sector in the Caribbean.  
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8.1.2 Capacity of the private-sector to take advantage of opportunities   

This increasing demand for services means that there is significant scope for 

business development in the energy services sector in the Caribbean region.  This 

potential area for business development has not, however, resulted in any significant 

level of regional or national Government interest in developing the energy services 

sector. To date the energy sector has tended to be regarded as a “challenge” rather 

than an opportunity in every country in the region, with the exception of Trinidad and 

Tobago.  There are few national treatment measures in place in the region in the 

energy services sector, with the exception of local content measures, generally seen 

to be ineffective.  While there have been limited commitments in most areas under 

energy services in CARICOM, in practice there are few barriers to entry by foreign 

firms into the regional energy services sector.  

At present, the private-sector in the region has a limited capacity to respond to the 

demand for energy services, apart from the oil and gas related service contractors in 

Trinidad and Tobago and a few companies investing in the petroleum distribution 

and retail sector.   

Our investigations in the region over the last several months reveal the extent to 

which services are very often tied with equipment purchases (and the dominance of 

service providers from the United States), the lack of knowledge of regional 

capacities to provide energy and related services, the lack of official promotion of 

these capabilities or marketing activities of firms in the sector, and gaps in skills base 

available in the region.  

8.1.3 Offensive trade agenda 

Nevertheless, the region does have an interest in pursuing business development 

opportunities in both the regional market and in export markets, as companies from 

the region have clearly been able to enter into and survive in some export markets 

(see Table 12).  The tables attached in Annex III indicate the areas in which Trinidad 

and Tobago-base energy services companies have existing expertise.  The main 

areas where local companies are currently unable to offer services is in areas of 

front-end engineering design for major projects (though expertise does exist for small 

pipeline and tank projects).  In these areas there have been a number of successful 

joint-venture companies between local and international firms, reflecting a potential 

area for future development in both regional and export markets.  

The potential for needs to be reflected in the region’s offensive trade agenda.   

CARICOM has interests in pursuing new commitments on the liberalisation of energy 

services by multiple trading partners in all modes.  Specific market research into 

potential export markets will be required to identify specific areas for requests. WTO 

requests and offers provide limited insight on standards, safety regulations, and 

other technical barriers to trade which may impede CARICOM energy services 
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expansion.  The only way of fully identifying these barriers is through the actual 

experiences of companies trading in the export markets.   

The plurilateral process may have led to positive outcomes for CARICOM countries 

because it has advance potential liberalisation of energy services in a critical group 

of WTO Members, with a common understanding of the scope of the energy services 

sector and a common set of commitments covering that agreed scope. While most 

CARICOM countries have made partial commitments in the sectors covered by WTO 

Members’ collective request on energy services in the EPA, they have not done so in 

the WTO negotiations.  The collective request is broader than the energy services 

request submitted by Trinidad and Tobago, because of the aggregation of specific 

services at the sectoral level.  

However, the classification exercise of the plurilateral process is instructive for 

scheduling in future negotiations. Increased participation in the WTO is necessary to 

influence the classification of energy services in a way that reflects the specific 

features of the Caribbean energy services market and the concerns of Caribbean 

Energy Service companies. 

Member States have met some of the requests of their trading partners through its 

WTO Initial and Revised Offers. However, significant barriers remain, particularly in 

commercial presence and temporary movement of natural persons. Already 

identified are several barriers to trade in energy services in multiple trading partners 

which remain in their revised offers, such as residency requirements for accreditation 

and State/Provincial requirements. CARICOM should prepare revised WTO requests 

to trading partners in the full range of energy services. CARICOM Governments 

should however be prepared to trade-off a narrow range of sub-sectors at the 

multilateral level for very specific requests.  Regulatory principles that would be 

appropriate for CARICOM countries and desirable in the trading partners’ market 

should also be determined in preparation for an understanding or reference paper on 

the sector.  

8.1.4 Local content  

An interesting consideration for inclusion in such a reference paper would be that of 

the applicability of local content provisions and their relationship to pro-competitive 

principles. In the context of Trinidad and Tobago, for example, the sector has urged 

the Government fully implement a local content policy (see section 6.7.1). Though 

companies in the sector are concerned about haphazard implementation, it is clear 

that the active search for local partners in the sector by international companies 

operating in Trinidad and Tobago has led to the development of new or strengthened 

capabilities by some energy service providers.  

8.1.5 Co-ordinated approach 

While CARICOM countries agreed to negotiate as a group in external negotiations 

and to take coordinated positions, WTO and EPA commitments reflect significant 
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divergence in approaches to the sector. A coherent approach to the gamut of energy 

and energy-related services is required, whether or not energy services are 

scheduled as a cluster or as horizontal and distinct service activities.  The lack of an 

overall common policy on energy is a significant disadvantage in this regard.  

Where the W/120 and the UN CPC inadequately cover specific energy services 

activities practiced in CARICOM, or more widely in the industry, CARICOM should 

develop a standard definition for that activity for use in external negotiations. This 

definition of services activities will allow for the easier assessment of restrictions in 

place in the target market, the framing of offensive requests and the determination of 

defensive positions. Divergence in CARICOM EPA may however reflect a persistent 

fragmentation of the CARICOM market, which should be examined more closely to 

determine the level of sensitivity to specific bilateral market access versus 

multilateral access in the WTO.  

As trading partner’s may have reservations about removing some existing barriers at 

the multilateral level, bilateral negotiations may have greater potential for promoting 

the development of the energy services sector. The EPA sets an important 

precedent for bilateral negotiations, in terms of broadening the scope of coverage of 

market access and national treatment commitments by CARICOM and the FTA 

partner. In addition, commitments on cooperation and development and technical 

assistance will be essential for stimulating the growth of the Caribbean energy 

services industry.  

CARICOM states and its energy services sector should ensure timely 

implementation of EPA provisions on cooperation, including through support and 

participation in business forums. The sector also need to think of the kind of specific 

technical cooperation support it might need to maintain competitiveness regionally 

and develop new business structures for accessing non-regional markets. Possible 

negotiations with Canada may be able to address elimination of restrictions that 

affect the export interests of CARICOM.  

Areas of continuing restriction identified in this study point the way for possible 

requests that CARICOM might make to Canada in a bilateral trade negotiation. They 

will have be assessed and matched with the identified capabilities of the sector. 

Further, the request must contemplate the effect the request might have on the 

market opening this region would be able to provide to Canada. Here, Canada is 

likely to request the same level of opening granted to the EC in the EPA. 

Consideration of existing experience in services trading with Canada will have to be 

taken into consideration as well. 

CARICOM countries should pursue commitments of trading partners, including as 

part of an offensive strategy with respect to Canada, in Graduate Trainees and Intra-

Corporate Transferees in order to encourage the professional development of, and 

knowledge transfer to, Caribbean nationals. It should also seek commitments on 
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individual professionals as well due to the significant reservoir of qualified CARICOM 

nationals, particularly from Trinidad and Tobago working abroad in the energy 

sector. The fact that, in the WTO framework, Canada is requesting commitments for 

temporary entry of professionals, specialists and intra-corporate transferees would 

seem to suggest that there is room for discussion of this issue in any upcoming 

negotiation.  

Peru has suggested that increased trade in professional services could result 

through its agreement with Canada.  Work has already begun in Trinidad and 

Tobago to catalogue these skills but this must be extended to include a mechanism 

for knitting these disparate elements together, if loosely, for sharing information on 

business possibilities, for cooperation in new business ventures and for technology 

transfer and skills upgrading.  In some areas of the energy service sector, such as 

renewable energy consulting services, there is capacity in the region, but this is 

limited to individual professionals or micro-enterprises.  Efforts to create national or 

regional associations of professionals in these areas, such as the Barbados 

Association of Energy Professionals, should be supported by the relevant national 

associations, such as the Coalitions of Service Industries.  

8.1.6 Negotiating positions 

In pursuing these commitments that could promote new business opportunities, the 

trade agenda should also recognize that certain critical energy services are in short 

supply in the region and there are others where there are limited possibilities of 

Caribbean firms ever being competitive.  These would include some specialist 

services within the exportation sub-sector, such as seismic data acquisition and 

rental of off-shore drilling rigs.  There is therefore little harm and much potential 

benefit in taking a relatively open position regarding this sector. It could, for example, 

support the exploration activities in place in Jamaica, Belize, Suriname and Guyana.  

The closer integration of the CARIFORUM market provided for the regional 

preference provisions of the EPA is welcome in that it will provided the previously 

lacking impetus for the implementation of services liberalization between CARICOM 

and the Dominican Republic. To be ultimately successful, however, this must be 

about more than simple exchanging services between the trading partners. The 

missing element must be the development of structure for cooperation within 

services sectors, in the case of this study, between engineering and technical 

services providers to develop CARIFORUM initiatives and to increase capacity to 

access new business. This might be especially relevant in cases where services 

exports from the Caribbean are promoted to Latin American countries. A key first 

step would be to work to ensure that academic institutions are accredited and that 

professional qualifications are recognized on a reciprocal basis.  

Action to implement the provisions of the regional preference should begin 

immediately upon signature. Ideally, all CARIFORUM countries would provide for the 
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required treatment in their ratification processes for the EPA, including the revision of 

legislation as appropriate. 

8.1.7 Public – Private Co-ordination 

A structural amendment to the CARICOM negotiating process should also be 

considered. This involves revision of the role of the Working Group on Services 

Negotiations to enhance the private-public sector interface. Currently, private sector 

participation in voluntary and this inevitably leads to representation from those 

representatives who are most interested or better financed. Governments in turn do 

not benefit to the extent possible from the private sector in the determination of 

regional positions. It is therefore suggested that as a model, an Energy Services 

Advisory Forum be created. This would be co-chaired by a Member State and a 

representative of the energy services sector. Together, they would be charged with 

liaising with energy services providers and determining the framework for 

participation of the sector in the negotiating exercise. 

In general there is significant scope for increased public – private collaboration in the 

development of the energy services sector.  It is noteworthy that one of the major 

successes in the energy services sector in the region, namely the development of 

the platform fabrication industry in Trinidad and Tobago, came about due to action 

from both the public and private-sectors.   The decision of the public-sector, through 

the National Energy Corporation, to invest in the fabrication yard in La Brea 

produced the infrastructure needed for the private-sector to invest in the equipment, 

skills and processes to begin construction of platforms in Trinidad and Tobago.  

8.1.8 Legislation and privatisation  

In addition to putting in place infrastructure, the State can positively influence the 

development of the energy services sector through ensuring the right legal 

framework.  The successful development of geo-thermal energy in Nevis is not 

simply because of the existence of the necessary physical resources, but came 

about because the Government put in place the right legal framework to attract the 

necessary investment.  

In terms of trade negotiations, limitations and reservations should ideally be based 

on legislation, however, the scope of petroleum-related legislation in the region is 

limited.  The licensing and regulatory regime for most energy service activities is 

limited and in some cases there is a lack of clarity and potential for confusion in the 

application of the regulations.   

The dominate role of the State in some areas of the energy services sector creates 

potential conflicts of interest, especially in cases where State-owned companies are 

able to access energy products on concessionary terms (for example under the 

Petro-caribe agreement).  Within the regional and most national legal frameworks, 

monopoly situations can exist when they are in the public interest.  With the 

improvements in technology making the trade in electricity between islands 
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increasingly feasible the public interest of monopoly providers may be more difficult 

to justify in the future.  The region has some examples, notably Jamaica and the 

Dominican Republic, of liberalisation in energy markets, through de-monopolisation 

and privatisation.  These experiences have been mixed, with other policy decisions, 

such as the provision of subsidies in the Dominican Republic, reducing the scope of 

the policies to drive efficiency.  The general lack of market regulation and ability to 

enforce the law has also hampered the effective working of liberalised markets: in 

the Dominican Republic the inability of the State to stop illegal connections to the 

electricity grid is a prime example.  

In addition to owning energy service companies, CARICOM Governments play a role 

a significant role as consumers of energy services, as well as contractors on energy 

development projects. Attention is therefore warranted to the procurement activities 

and policies and the extent to which such policies result in provision of fair 

opportunity for local service providers to participate in the offer of their services.  

There is significant scope for the integration of energy markets in the region and the 

private-sector can play a leading role in this process, once Government provides a 

supporting regulatory and legislative framework and is ready to see the dismantling 

of some national monopolies.  

8.1.9 Skills training 

Given the problems created by a lack of skilled technicians in the region there needs 

to be a particular effort placed on training and developing technicians and 

professionals.  The existing reputation of Trinidad and Tobago in the provision of 

skilled technicians in drilling related activities should be used to create a large cadre 

of skilled technicians in this area from across the region.  The adoption of 

internationally recognised energy sector job standards and assessment and 

certification programmes currently underway in Trinidad and Tobago through the 

EICDI should be expanded to other vocation education systems in other countries of 

the region.   

There are recommendations before the Government of Trinidad and Tobago to 

significantly expand technical training in upstream activities through a residential 

programme in south Trinidad (making use of under utilised facilities on mature 

oilfields).  Through the existing network of vocational education centres, and the 

Caribbean Vocational Qualification, other territories in the region could feed young 

people into a Trinidad and Tobago programme to create a larger number of skilled 

technicians for the industry.  Increased co-ordination between the countries with 

existing and potential petroleum industries could help in bridging the current skills 

gap that exists in the region.  

8.1.10 Investments into renewables 

There is significant potential for the regional private-sector to invest into renewable 

energy.  To date these opportunities have not resulted in many actual investments 
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from the regional private-sector.  In the meantime the private-sector from outside of 

the region has been successfully investing in renewable energy projects, most 

notably the geo-thermal project in Nevis.  One of the reasons for this missed 

opportunity may well be the fact that, to date, there is little interest in renewable 

energy in Trinidad and Tobago, the major source of private-sector capital in the 

region.  Efforts to link-up the renewable energy professionals working in the region 

(often as individual consultants) with some of the potential private-sector investors 

could therefore result in increased activity in this area.  Trinidadian engineering 

expertise coupled with renewable energy expertise from countries like Barbados and 

backed by private-sector funding should be able to take advantage of many 

opportunities in the region and beyond.  There are also significant investment 

opportunities in energy efficiency programmes and increased dialogue with property 

developers, architects and engineers should be encourages.  The STCIC play an 

important role in this regard.    

8.1.11 Co-operation between regional private-sector bodies 

There is significant scope for increased collaboration and sharing of information 

between national business communities with respect to opportunities in the energy 

sector.  Closer relationships between some of the potential areas for hydro-carbon 

development are already developing, in particular between the STCIC and the 

Suriname Chamber of Commerce, and these need to be encouraged and supported 

by regional Governments.   

One of the most important barriers to doing business with multi-national energy 

companies in the region and internationally is the pre-qualification requirements 

around health and safety.  In Trinidad and Tobago the STCIC has developed a 

programme to create uniform pre-qualification requirements around health and 

safety through the Safe to Work programme, funded by a grant from the IADB-MIF.  

This programme could be easily expanded to include other countries in the region 

where contractors may face problems pre-qualifying to work with international energy 

companies.  Initial discussions with respect to expanding STOW have been held with 

oil and gas companies in the region and with the IADB-MIF.  

8.1.12 Private-sector investment in transportation of energy 

There has been considerable interest by private-sector investors in both the 

development of gas pipelines and the development of various technologies for 

shipping natural gas around the region.  MHTL has already begun a project to test 

the potential for generating electricity from methanol, which is very easy to transport 

and store in the small quantities needed in many markets in the region.  Private 

investors have also advanced a project to build a gas pipeline from Trinidad and 

Tobago to Barbados and beyond.  The project appears to be stalled due to both 

regulatory concerns and the ability to find a suitable supplier of gas.  Another private 

–sector led initiative is exploring the potential to bring electricity by under-sea cable 

from a hydro-electric project in Guyana to Trinidad and Tobago and beyond.  
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8.1.13 Energy Unit at CARICOM Secretariat 

These initiatives by the private-sector should be encouraged by regional 

Governments as they have the potential to both generate significant returns for the 

companies involved and to provide cheaper and more diverse sources of energy.  

The adoption of a CARICOM Energy Policy and the development of a dedicated 

Energy Unit at the CARICOM Secretariat will provide an important institutional basis 

to encourage private-sector initiatives of this nature.  The Energy Unit should as a 

matter of priority initiate a programme of dialogue with energy sector companies in 

Trinidad and Tobago and elsewhere in the region in order to ensure that any energy 

policy measures are supportive of business development   
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Annex I: 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

CONSULTING SERVICES FOR ASSESSMENT OF 

THE ENERGY SERVICES INDUSTRY IN THE CARIBBEAN 

IDB-MIF Program For Strengthening 

The Private Sector’s Role In The Caribbean Community’s 

External Trade  Negotiations (ATN/MT-8694-RG) 

I.  CONTEXT 

Project Background 

1.1    Due to their small size, Caribbean countries depend crucially on trade for their sustained 

growth and development.  Successful integration into the global economy is therefore a central aim of 

their development strategy and the underlying rationale for their participation in international trade 

negotiations.  In parallel with their own regional integration process, Caribbean States currently 

participate in the multilateral negotiations in the World Trade Organization (WTO), negotiations for an 

Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) with the European Union, and a number of bilateral 

negotiations with individual countries or groups of countries aimed at the progressive liberalization of 

trade.   

Project Objectives 

1.2 The general objective of the project is to integrate the private sector more fully into the 

region’s external trade negotiation process, in order to maximize the benefits of resulting agreements 

for the region as a whole.  The specific objective is to increase the private sector’s awareness of, 

interest in and capacity to contribute to the region’s external trade negotiations. To achieve the 

objectives, the project includes three components 

• A programme to build awareness; 

• Sector/industry assessments and consultations aimed at providing relevant information and 

effective discussion forums to develop and defend negotiating positions  

• Capacity building in trade, including national and regional workshops on general and specific 

trade policy issues.  

The assessment of the energy services industry in the Caribbean will be undertaken under the 

sector/industry assessment component of the project.  

Definition Issues re Energy Services 

1.3 A major difficulty in identifying energy services is represented by the fact that the industry has 

traditionally not distinguished between energy goods and services.  This unified approach to energy is 

probably explained by the market structure of the sector, until recently dominated by state-owned, 

vertically integrated suppliers, which performed all energy related economic activities, from the 

production of energy to its distribution to the final consumers.  In this context energy services would 

normally constitute value added to energy goods produced, transported and distributed by the same 

supplier.  The privatization of public suppliers and the introduction of partial or full competition in the 
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sector in some countries has led to a separation of energy related economic activities and to the 

identification of energy services as distinct form energy goods.
125

 

1.4 Some energy products clearly fall in the goods category.  This is the case with oil and solid 

fuels, which are easily stored and traded across borders.  Less evident are the cases of gas and 

electricity.  Natural gas is extracted and traded across borders via pipelines.  Local pipeline networks 

also allow its distribution to consumers.  It can be stored in its gaseous form, however, for its storage 

and transportation to geographically distant regions, not served by pipelines, it is transformed in 

liquefied natural gas (LNG).  The case of electricity is even more complicated.  Electricity generated 

by the combustion of other fuels (secondary energy) or by renewable natural resources and nuclear 

fuels (primary energy) is not easily stored
126

 and is distributed to consumers via transmission and 

distribution grids.  The non-storability of electricity might have been a factor which led the drafters of 

the GATT to assume that electric power should not be classified as a commodity. Most GATT 

Contracting Parties have later regarded electricity as a commodity and some of them have also 

undertaken tariff bindings on it.  The World Custom Organization (WCO) Harmonized Commodity 

Description and Coding System (HS) classifies electrical energy as a commodity together with other 

energy goods such as coal, gas, and oil.  Unlike other energy goods, however, electrical energy is an 

optional heading in the WCO HS so that WCO Members are not required to classify it as commodity 

for tariff purposes.  The optional nature of the electrical energy entry in the HS classification might 

reflect the fact that some countries do not regard it as a commodity but as a service. 

1.5 Transportation and distribution of energy constitute services according to the GATS if they are 

provided independently.  Other services intervene in the energy value added chain (from production 

to resale to consumers), including construction, engineering, and consulting services.  These 

services, however, are better defined as energy related services rather than energy services. 

1.6 The WTO “Services Sectoral Classification List” (document MTN.GNS/W/120), does not 

include a separate comprehensive entry for energy services.  Important energy services (transport, 

distribution, construction, consulting, engineering, etc.) are covered by the respective horizontal 

categories, while some energy related services are listed as separate subsectors.  An exception is 

represented by 11(G)(a) “pipeline transportation of fuels,” which is listed as a separate sub-sector of 

transport services.  Several entries under 1(F) “Other business services” cover energy related 

services, including: (e) technical testing and analysis services; (h) services incidental to mining; (j) 

services incidental to energy distribution; (m) related scientific and technical consulting services; (n) 

maintenance and repair of equipment. 

1.7 The United Nations Provisional Central Product Classification (UNCPC) also does not list 

energy services as a separate category.  Annex I, however, provides a compendium of energy related 

products listed under different headings in the CPC, including energy related services.  These are: 

retail sale of motor fuels (61300); sales on a fee or contract basis of fuels, metals, ores, timber, 

building materials and industrial and technical chemicals (62113); wholesale trade services of solid, 

liquid and gaseous fuels and related products (62271); retail sales of fuels oil, bottled gas, coal and 

wood (63297); transport services via pipeline: transportation of petroleum and natural gas (71310); 

services incidental to mining (88300); manufacture of coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear 
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 The general industrial classification of economic activities within the European Community (NACE) 
classifies activities in the energy sector according to the following categories: (a) mining of coal and 
lignite; extraction of peat; (b) extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas; (c) services activities 
incidental to oil and gas extraction excluding surveying; (d) mining of uranium and thorium ores; (e) 
manufacture of coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuels; (f) production and distribution of 
electricity; (g) manufacture of gas and distribution of gaseous fuels through mains. The North 
American Industry Classification System (NAICS) includes the following categories among those 
relating to the energy sector: (a) electric power generation, transmission and distribution; (b) oil and 
gas extraction; (c) coal mining; natural gas distribution. 
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 Limited quantities can be stored in expensive pumped hydro plants. 
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fuels, on a fee or contract basis (88450); services incidental to energy distribution (88700).  Among 

the administrative services the CPC also include: administrative fuel and energy related services 

(91132) and administrative mining and mineral resources, manufacturing and construction related 

services (91133). 

1.8 The CPC entry “services incidental to energy distribution” (88700) and the relevant 

explanatory note deserve particular attention.  The literal meaning of the title of this entry and in 

particular the word “incidental” seems to refer to services such as consultancy, maintenance of the 

networks, reading of meters, etc.  However, the explanatory note reads as follows: “transmission and 

distribution services on a fee or contract basis of electricity, gaseous fuels and steam and hot water to 

households, industrial, commercial and other users.”  This seems to include transport and distribution 

of electricity and gas, when these services are operated by an independent services supplier and not 

by a vertically integrated manufacturer.  This uncertainty is also reflected in the W/120 definition and 

in the Schedules which have included this entry (infra). 

1.9 The UN CPC Rev.1, adopted by the statistical committee of the United Nations in February 

1997, appears to take account of the change in the structure of energy industries, which has allowed 

for the emergence of independent service segments, such as transport, distribution and transmission.  

The CPC Rev.1 includes important energy services entries such as “electricity distribution services” 

(69110) and “gas distribution services through mains” (69120). Energy transport services on the other 

hand remain within the horizontal category of transport services. 

1.10 For the purposes of this analysis, energy services in the Caribbean will be considered as 

those services involved in the production and distribution of oil and gas and retail of fuels. They 

include the following: 

(i) Exploration and development services 

These services include exploration, evaluation, drilling, development and completion activities, but do 

not include commitments to obtain a proprietary interest in minerals and hydrocarbons.  

Seismic data analysis and seismic data storage 

2) Oil and Gas Drilling and Support Services: 

W/120  CPC  Description 

 1.F.h  883   Services incidental to mining:  

On land site preparation 

On land rig installation 

Drilling 

Drilling bits services 

Casing and tubular services 

Mud engineering and supply 

Solids control 

Fishing and downhole special operations 

Wellsite geology and drilling control 
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Core taking 

Well testing 

Wireline services 

Supply and operation of completion fluids (brines) 

Supply and installation of completion devices 

Cementing (pressure pumping) 

Stimulation services (fracturing, acidising, and pressure pumping) 

Workover and well repair services 

Plugging and abandoning of wells  

(ii) Pipeline transportation of fuels and energy transmission and distribution services 

These services include pipeline transportation of fuels, transmission and distribution of energy and 

energy products, and incidental, or supporting, services.  Transmission refers to high-volume 

pipelines whereas distribution refers to lower-volume local networks of pipelines. 

W/120 CPC Description 

 11.G  7131  Pipeline transportation of fuels (includes transportation 

through high and low pressure pipelines) 

 1.F.j  887  Services incidental to energy distribution: an illustrative listing 

may include: 

Central network control services  

Power management and monitoring services  

 11.H.b  7422   Storage and warehouse services: Bulk storage services of 

liquids and gases 

(iii) Energy-related distribution services 

These services include wholesale and retail sales, trading, and brokering of energy commodities and 

related contractual instruments. 

 W/120 CPC Description 

 4.A 62113  Commission agents’ services: sales of fuels, etc. (excludes 

electricity, but covers only wholesale brokerage, i.e., the broker does not take title and subsequently 

resell the commodity) 

 4.B  62271  Wholesale trade services of solid, liquid and gaseous fuels 

and related products (does not include electricity) 

 4.C  63297  Retailing services of fuel oil, bottled gas, coal, and woods 

 4.E  613 Retail sales of motor fuel 

(iv) Other services related to the provision of energy, energy products and fuels 
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 1.F.e  8676  Technical testing and analysis services (excluding services related to 

medical devices, food and food products) 

 1.F.n  8861-8866 Maintenance and repair of equipment (excluding maritime 

vessels, aircraft or other transport equipment) 

 

II. ASSESSMENT OF THE ENERGY SERVICES INDUSTRY IN THE CARIBBEAN 

BACKGROUND 

With the exception of Trinidad and Tobago, energy costs are perhaps the single most limiting factor 

on regional competitiveness. A study done by the South Chamber of Commerce of Trinidad and 

Tobago suggests that apart from resource endowments, one reason for Trinidad and Tobago’s cost 

efficiency in energy is the fact that it is the only Caribbean state involved in the entire energy value 

chain. This value chain includes exploration, production, transmission, refining, petro chemicals, 

power generation, storage/shipping, marketing and energy-related services. 

2.2 Therefore, it is felt that there is a range of business opportunities for the entire region within 

the energy sector, of which energy and energy-related services constitute high value-added business 

opportunities to be explored.  

2.3  It should also be noted that energy specialists within the region have suggested that there is 

a shortage of energy services professionals within the region, even with the output from the University 

of Trinidad and Tobago (UTT), signaling that this area is a business prospect. However, much of the 

information is anecdotal, and as such, an empirical study will add a scientific basis on which 

entrepreneurs can asses the viability of the sector, and additionally, provide negotiators with much 

needed information to help promote the competitiveness of the sector.  

Impact of Trade Agreements on the Caribbean Energy services Sector 

2.4 The countries of the Caribbean region are currently engaged in several negotiations that have 

a services component: the multilateral trade negotiations of the World Trade Organization (WTO) 

under the General Agreement in Trade in Services (GATS); the negotiations with the EU regarding an 

Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA). The latter is set to conclude by December 2007. Meanwhile 

the deadline for the establishment of the regional services market under the CARICOM Single Market 

and Economy (CSME) was December 2005 and much of the legal regime was put in place in 2006. 

However, the status of energy services in the CSME integration process is a bit unclear.  

2.5      To date, Caribbean states have yet to develop a common negotiating position on energy 

services in trade negotiations. In the EPA, the Europeans have expressed market access interest in 

energy-related services such as:  pipeline transportation of fuels; storage and warehousing of fuels; 

wholesale services trade of solid, liquid and gaseous fuels; and retailing services of motor fuels, fuel 

oil, bottled gas; and services incidental to energy distribution. 

2.6   The study will review and assess developments in the energy services sector in the Caribbean 

and consider the implications for external trade negotiations. It will also consider how the 

implementation of the CSME may affect the provision of these energy services in CARICOM states. 

III. OBJECTIVE AND ACTIVITIES OF THE CONSULTANCY 

Objective 

3.1 The overall aim of the study is to obtain an overview and assess the competitiveness of the 

energy services sector in the Caribbean and to make recommendations for industry development 
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strategies and trade and domestic policies to enhance the sector’s competitiveness. The output of the 

study will be of benefit to regional and national policy makers, stakeholders in the energy services 

sector in the Caribbean and CRNM negotiators. 

Activities 

3.2 The Consultants are expected to undertake the necessary research and prepare a report 

which covers the following tasks: 

1) Briefly review the structure, trends and performance of the global energy services industry, 

with special emphasis on North America and Europe, to establish industry benchmarks and 

identify major trends, and competitiveness improvement strategies being pursued.  

2) Examine the energy services market, consumer trends and the energy services industry in 

the Caribbean region. Provide time series data on production, trade and sale of energy 

services in specified Caribbean states. To the extent possible, provide an indication of the 

employment in this sector and the economic value of this industry. Give an overview of the 

level of participation by the public and private sectors in the different elements of the energy 

services value chain. 

3) Determine the availability of requisite human resources in the energy services sector and the 

annual output of relevant skilled personnel from educational and training institutions in the 

region. 

4) Prepare an inventory of firms in the different areas of production and distribution of energy 

services in the Caribbean and indicate which are indigenous firms and which are foreign in 

the different segments. To the extent possible, assess the level of growth and dynamism of 

national or regional firms in the last 10 years.  

5) Assess the distribution of petrochemical-based energy fuels in the Caribbean  and the extent 

to which there is competition in this sub-sector.  

6) Identify any domestic policy measures that impede the development and competitiveness of 

the energy services sector in Caribbean economies.  

7) Examine any barriers (monopolistic conditions, government restrictions, etc.) to the provision 

of energy services in individual Caribbean states. Explore any competition issues facing the 

energy services sector and recommend policy responses. 

8) Consider opportunities and challenges posed by the CARICOM Single Market for the export 

of energy services.  

9) Recommend strategies for improving the competitiveness of the regional energy services 

industry and domestic policy measures to promote the development of the sector. 

10) Explore the presence of Caribbean energy services firms in foreign markets and any 

constraints that they face overseas. Also assess whether local or regional firms are interested 

in investing in specific overseas markets or supplying services through any mode of supply 

and any barriers to market entry faced by these firms. 

11) Recommend negotiating requests that Caribbean states should make to other trading 

partners in services trade negotiations to increase the export of energy services or energy-

related services.  
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12) Review and assess any negotiating requests made to Caribbean states in services trade 

negotiations (in WTO and EPA) regarding the energy services sector, and provide 

recommendations regarding how Caribbean states should respond.  

13) Review proposals in the WTO on the classification of energy services and make 

recommendations on which approach is most advantageous to the Caribbean. 

14) Make recommendations on how Caribbean governments could best promote the further 

development of the energy services sector through external trade and/or investment 

negotiations.  

15) Identify any relevant areas for further analysis or study. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

4.1      The study should be conducted through both primary research (data collection, interviews) 

and secondary sources including a review of recent literature on the subject. The Consultants must 

collaborate with CRNM regarding persons to be interviewed. A list of all persons interviewed and their 

coordinates must be documented. 

V. OUTPUTS AND SCHEDULE 

5.1 The Consultants are required to prepare a work plan and outline for the report based on these 

Terms of Reference prior to commencement of the field work. The Consultants will also be required to 

prepare relevant documentation and presentations to facilitate the convening of industry workshops 

once field research is completed. The consultants will also take responsibility for the preparation and 

submission of the final report by the stipulated deadline.  The main output is the Consultants’ final 

report which must include a list of firms in Caribbean states that are involved in the production and/or 

distribution of energy.  

VI.  CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONSULTANCY 

Qualifications and Expertise 

6.1 The Consultants must possess an advanced degree in Economics, Engineering, Natural 

Science, Business Management, International Trade/Relations, Law, or other related field of study.  

Caribbean experience is a necessary requirement. In addition, the Consultants should have: 

Knowledge of the global and regional energy industry; 

Experience in the energy services industry in the Caribbean, and close linkages with private sector 

stakeholders; 

Knowledge of trade policy and services trade negotiation issues at the regional and multilateral level 

and of Caribbean interests in services negotiations; 

Previous consulting experience and the ability to conduct incisive research and analyze critical data in 

fulfilment of the requirements and objectives of the Project; 

Experience that demonstrates excellent report writing skills and presentation and group delivery skills. 

 

Selection Criteria  

6.2 The Consultants assigned to the job will be evaluated on the following criteria: 
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• Adequacy of the proposed methodology and work plan in responding to the Terms of 

Reference; 

• Key professional qualifications and competence for the assignment; 

• General professional experience; 

• Specific professional experience; 

• Experience in the region and language. 

Duration of the Consultancy   

6.3 The Consultants are expected to commence work in May 2008 and end by September 30, 

2007.  A draft report must be submitted to CRNM no later than September 15, 2008. 

6.4 The relevant travel or field trips will be decided in consultation with the CRNM. 

Supervision  

6.5 The Consultants will be supervised by the CRNM who will have responsibility for overseeing 

the Consultancy and compliance with the scope of work. The consultants will work closely with 

Ramesh Chaitoo, Head of the Services Trade Unit. 
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List of people interviewed for this assessment 

 
Guyana 

• Chandradat Chintamani  Territory Manager  Demerara Tobacco 
• Clinton Uling   General Manager  German’s Restaurant 
• Jean Bacchus   CEO   Georgetown Chamber 
• Robin Low   Manager   Low’s Service Station 
• Teni Housty   Attorney   Fraser & Housty 
• Doorga Persaud   Executive Director EPA 
• Newell Dennison  Manager,   Petroleum Guyana  

       Geology & Mines Commission 
• Hance Thompson  Sen. Env. Officer  EPA 
• Gregory Gasking   Attorney   Moore, Harmon, Sobers &  

       Gaskin 
• Badrie Persaud   Managing Director Guyana Oil Company 
• Abdool  Kadir   Admin Manager  Guyana Oil Company 
• Mahender Sharma  Chief Executive Officer Guyana Energy Agency 

 
 

Suriname 
• Robert  Ameerali   Chairman  Suriname Chamber of  

       Commerce & Industry (KKF) 
• F.A. Watson   Technical Director N.V. Energiebedrijven  
• Marcel Eyndhoven  Director   N.V. Energiebedrijven  
• Eddy Frankel   Operations Manager Staatsolie Power Company 
• Armand Dongen   Corporate Planning Staatsolie 
• Aubrey  Nai Chung Tong  Marketing Manager Staatsolie 
• Ferdinand Welzijn     Suriname Aluminium Company,  
• Ruben Yang   Financial Director  Mandarin International Trading  
• Rudie Chin Jen Sem   Managing Director  Suriname Plastics  

       Manufacturing  
• Antonio Martinez Rosado  Country Manager  Repsol YPF 
• Ana-Maria Vera-Vera  Office Manager  Repsol YPF 
• Arthy Gorre   General Manager  Suriname Diving N.V. 
• Raymond Tawjoeram     Caribbean Heavy Equipment 

       Educational Centre 
• Vishnue Kalloe   Retail/Quality Manager SOL SURINAME N.V. 
• Jimmy Jibodh 
• Wiedja Ausan   
• Hank Naarendorp   
• C. Kruin       Mobile Welding Service N.V.  
• Ronald ten Cate      Mobile Welding Service N.V.  

 
    
Belize 

• Lynn Young   President & CEO  Belize Electricity Limited 
• Joseph Sukhnandan  VP, Engineering  & 

     Energy Supply  Belize Electricity Limited 
• Gilbert Canton   Chief Executive Officer Belize Natural Energy 
• Bernadette Ellis   Manager, Finance Belize Chamber of Commerce 

       and Industry 
• Omar Ortiz      Belize Chamber of Commerce 

       and Industry 
• David Reynold  
• Bob Stevens   Managing Director Belize Logistics Services Ltd.  
• Cornie Wolf   
• Jake Letkerman   Manager   Farmers Light Plant Corp 
• Victor  Miranda   
• C. Phillip Waight   Director   Waight & Associates 
• Doc Fischer      Caye Mini Storage 
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• Jeffrey Locke   Chief Executive Officer Blue Sky Belize Limited 
  

 
Dominican Republic     

• Jose Ramon Acosta  Director Mercado  Electrico Minorista  
       Supertintendencia de ectricidad 

• Tito Sanjuria      EGE Haina 
• Fernando Gonzales-Nicholas  Presidente  Consorcio Comercial Del  

       Caribe   
• Mario  Lama   Vice-Tesorero  Camara De Comercio 
• Taiana Mora-Ramis     NEX Consulting 

   
     
Jamaica 

• Kim Clarke   Managing Director Maritime & Transport Services  
• Raymond Wright      Petroleum Corporation of  

       Jamaica 
• Mark Myers   President  The Jamaica Chamber of  

       Commerce 
• Winston Watson   Managing Director Petrojam Limited 
• Marvin Goodman   Architect  
• Sam Davis   Head, Government and  

    Regulatory Affairs  Jamaica Public Service  
       Compnay Limited   

• F. Anthony Ray   Director, External Affairs Jamaica Public Service  
       Company Limited 

• Joseph Issa   Chief Executive Officer Cool Petroleum 
• Urban Preville   Managing Director Power Engineering Services 

       
     
St. Kitts & Nevis     

• Carlisle Powell   Junior Minister  Ministry Communications  
       Public Utilities, Public Works, 
       Posts, Physical Planning,  
       Natural Resources and  
       Environment 

• Ernie Stapleton   Permanent Secretary Ministry Communications,  
       Public Utilities, Public Works, 
       Posts, Physical Planning,  
       Natural Resources and  
       Environment 

• Kerry Mc Donald   Chief Executive Officer West Indies Power Limited 
     
     
St. Lucia     

• Urban Preville   Managing Director/     
    Consulting Engineer Power Engineering Services 

• Nigel Hosein   Executive Director CARILEC 
• Flavien  Rudolph   General Manager  Solar Dynamic  

 
  
Barbados 

• Roger Bryan      Sol (Barbados) 
• Roger Blackman   Senior Planning Engineer The Barbados Light and Power 

       Company Limited 
• Henry Jordan   Director   Sunpower Limited 
• William  Hinds   Senior Technical Officer Energy Unit 
• Ron Hewitt   General Manager  Barbados National Oil  

       Company   
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Companies with the capacity to provide services in the upstream oil and gas 

sector. 

 

Services Local Companies Joint venture Foreign 

companies 

Positioning 

Services (surface 

mapping) 

Capital Signal  

 

 Fugro 

Seismic data 

storage 

Geo- Serv*  

 

 Schlumberger 

Platform Drilling 

Site Services 

Capital Signal  

Hull Support,  

OTSL  

  

Infrastructure & 

base camp facilities 
ISS 

Damus 

Southern Logistics,  

Hydro Tech  

Francis General* 

 Superior Energy 

Services 

Drilling & 

completion of wells 
Well Services  

Sadhna  

Skinner Marine 

Operations,  

10 Degrees North* 

Tucker Energy Services 

SCORE Ltd,  

Hydrocarb * 

 Halliburton 

Schlumberger 

Baker Hughes 

Petro- Cool* 

Weatherford* 

Vessel 

Transportation & 

supply services 

Miller Marine Group 

Inland and Offshore 

Contractors Ltd* 

Delta Logistics*  
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Services Local Companies Joint venture Foreign 

companies 

Drilling services Well Services 

Sadhna  

Skinner Marine 

Operations,  

10 Degrees North* 

Tucker Energy Services 

SCORE Ltd,  

Hydrocarb* 

Gulf Group of 

Companies, 

 Halliburton, 

Schlumberger, 

Baker Hughes,  

BJ Services  

Petro- Cool* 

Weatherford* 

Well services Well Services,  

Sadhna ,  

Skinner Marine 

Operations,  

10 Degrees North, * 

Tucker Energy Services, 

SCORE Ltd,  

Hydrocarb* 

Gulf Group of Companies 

 Schlumberger, 

Baker Hughes, 

Halliburton,  

BJ Services, 

Petro- Cool* 

Weatherford* 

Casing services OSS*  

Tucker Energy Services, 

SCORE Ltd,  

Gulf Group of 

Companies. 

  

Tubing services OSS * 

Tucker Energy Services, 

SCORE Ltd,  

Gulf Group of Companies 

  

Mud Logging 

Services 
Tucker Energy Services  Weatherford* 

Schlumberger, 

Baker- Hughes 

Snubbing Services Imperial Snubbing, 

Moraven 
  

Coil Tubing 

Services 
Tucker Energy Services, 

Hydro-Carb, 
 BJ Services 
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Services Local Companies Joint venture Foreign 

companies 

Drill Bit Services Gulf Group of 

Companies,  

SCORE Ltd,  

Tucker Energy Services. 

  

Work over & well 

repair services 
Well Services Ltd,  

10 Degrees North* 

Industrial Transport* 

Sadhna Petroleum 

Services 

 Petro-cool* 

Mud engineering 

services 
Tucker Energy Services,  

SCORE Ltd 

 Baroid,  

MI Services * 

Solids Control Venwell,  

 

 MI Services* 

Baroid 

Fishing & downhole 

operations 
Gulf Group of 

Companies,  

Tucker Energy Services 

Anfield,  

SCORE Ltd,  

DSL Ltd. 

 Baker- Hughes 

Well site geology & 

drilling control 
KPA Associates,  

Tucker Energy Services, 

Professional Petroleum. 

 Baker Hughes 

Halliburton, 

Schlumberger 

Electrical logging & 

perforation 
Tucker Energy Services 

Well Services 

 Schlumberger 

Well production 

testing 
Gulf Group of 

Companies,  

Tucker Energy Services 

TOSL,  

Cameron Maintenance 

2004, 

 Kenson  

IAL Engineering. 

 Schlumberger 

Wireline services Tucker Energy Services, 

Coastal Wireline. 

 Schlumberger 
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Services Local Companies Joint venture Foreign 

companies 

Cementing 

Services 
Tucker Energy Services,   Schlumberger, 

Halliburton,  

BJ Services. 

Downhole tools 

service 
Gulf Group of 

Companies,  

Tucker Energy Services 

Anfield* 

SCORE Ltd,  

DSL Ltd* 

 Baker- Hughes 

Design, 

construction & 

installation of 

production 

equipment 

Kenson  

DAMUS Ltd, 

IAL Engineering, 

API Pipeline,  

Weld- Fab,  

TOSL,  

South M Construction. 

 Carillion Ltd,  

 

Integrated 

engineering 

services 

 NM Wood Group 

Kenson/PSN,  

 Fluor- Summit* 

 

Worley Parsons* 

Atkins,  

 

Design & 

construction of 

production 

platforms 

Damus Ltd,  

IAL Engineering,  

 

NM Wood Group, , 

Kenson/PSN  

TOFCO,  

Fluor – Summit* 

 

Worley Parsons* 

Carillion  

Atkins 

Stimulation 

services (fracturing 

& acidizing, 

pressure pumping) 

Tucker Energy Services, 

SCORE Ltd,  

 

 BJ Services, 

Schlumberger, 

Halliburton, 

Reservoir 

engineering & 

enhanced recovery 

Tucker Energy Services, 

Professional Petroleum. 
 Schlumberger 

Production control 

services 
Tucker Energy Services, 

TOSL. 
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Services Local Companies Joint venture Foreign 

companies 

Front End 

Engineering Design 

(FEED) 

 NM Wood Group,  

Kenson/PSN  

Fluor- Summit* 

Worley Parsons* 

Atkins, 

Engineering, 

Procurement & 

Construction (EPC) 

 NM Wood Group,  

Kenson/PSN  

Fluor- Summit 

Worley Parsons*  

Atkins 

Exploration 

Management 

Services 

Francis Jaipaulsingh, 

Tucker Energy Services, 

Professional Petroleum 

Services. 

 

  

Geological & 

Geophysical (G&G) 

Services 

KPA Associates, 

Professional Petroleum, 

Latinum,  

Capital Signal, 

  

Geochemical 

services 
Tucker Energy Services, 

SCORE Ltd,  

TOSL,  

 Baker Hughes  

MI Services* 

Sub-surface 

surveying services 
Fugro,  

Capital Signal,  

 

  

Geotechnical 

services 
Capital Signal,  Fugro 

Rig positioning & 

preparation 
Capital Signal, 

 L & S Surveying 

Hull Support,  

OTSL 

 Fugro 

Core analysis & 

other laboratory 

tests 

Tucker Energy Services, 

SCORE Ltd,  

CARIRI,   

Caribbean Analytical 

Services,  

TOSL 

 Kaizen 

Environmental  

Oil spill control 

services 
Oil Mops 

SCORE Ltd,  

Hydro- carb,  

GNF. 

 Kaizen 

Environmental 
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Services Local Companies Joint venture Foreign 

companies 

Renewables  - 

Survey & 

Exploration 

EARTH*   

Renewables - 

Design, 

construction & 

installation of 

production 

equipment 

 

- - - 

Lodging & Catering Allied* 

Kater serve* 

  

Slickline Services Tucker Energy Services   

BHP Services Tucker Energy Services, 

SCORE Ltd, 

EXPRO* 

 Schlumberger 

Production Logging 

Services 
Tucker Energy Services,. 

 

 Schlumberger 

Well Bore Clean 

Out Services 
Tucker Energy Services,  

SCORE Ltd,  

 BJ Services 

 MI Services* 

Filtration Services Tucker Energy Services,  

SCORE Ltd,  

 BJ Services  

MI Services* 

Waterblasting Tucker Energy Services, 

HYDRO-TECH,  

Laing  

Cam-quip* 

  

Drilling, Production, 

Completion 

Consultants 

SCORE Ltd,  

Tucker Energy Services, 

Francis Jaipaulsingh* 
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Companies with the capacity to provide services in the downstream oil and gas 

sector. 

 

Services  Local Companies  Joint venture Foreign companies  

Management & 

engineering 

services applied to 

the operation of 

energy resources 

field 

IPSL  NM Wood Group  

Kenson/PSN 

Fluor/Summit 

 

Material supply 

services 

 

Union Steel * 

Dansteel Ltd.*  

Gopaul’s Hardware Ltd.* 

PVF* 

Neal & Massy Ltd. 

T.O.S.L 

S.U.A.C* 

Rooks Oilfield & Engineering 

Supplies 

F.T. Farfan & Sons Ltd. 

Compression & Power 

Dumore Enterprises Ltd 

Caribbean Insulation 

GOPCO* 

Thomas & Sons* 

Industrial Gases Ltd. 

  

Operation & 

management of 

energy networks 

 

IPSL NM Wood Group  

Kenson/PSN 

Fluor/Summit 

 

Central network 

control services 

 

NIL   

Maintenance of 

Energy Equipment 

& Facilities (incl. 

networks) 

 

Damus Ltd. 

Weldfab Ltd. 

Cudjoe Construction 

Industrial Services 

IPSL 

Kenson 

Damus AltairStrickland 

Turnaround Services 

Unlimited 

Carillion Ltd. 

Cooper Cameron 

(Trinidad) Ltd.* 
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Services  Local Companies  Joint venture Foreign companies  

Plant & equipment 

evaluations, 

damage 

assessment, repair 

services 

 

TOSL 

In-Corr-Tech Ltd.* 

Insertech 

R.M.S.L 

TRACMAC Eng. Ltd.* 

SDT*  

Reinstallation, 

upgrade & 

refurbishment 

activities for 

facilities & 

equipment 

 

Damus Ltd. 

Weldfab Ltd. 

Hydrotech Ltd. 

 

Damus AltairStrickland 

Turnaround Services 

Unlimited  

TOFCO* 

 

Carillion  

RBG T&T Ltd 

Preventive & 

periodic 

maintenance 

services of 

equipment 

 

TOSL 

In-Corr-Tech Ltd.* 

R.M.S.L 

NM Energy Services 

Tracmac Engineering* 

NM RESL * 

SDT 

NM Wood Group  

 

 

Analysis & 

Technical Testing 

Services 

 

CARIRI* 

Analytical Technologies Ltd.  

Trintoplan Consultants Ltd.* 

 Kaizen Environmental 

Services Ltd.  

 

Analysis & Lab. 

Services 

 

Analytical Technologies Ltd.  

Caribbean Analytical 

Services Ltd.  

 Kaizen Environmental 

Services Ltd.  

 

Technical 

Inspection, 

performance test 

services 

 

In-Corr-Tech Ltd.* 

Trinidad Inspection Ltd. 

Team Industries* 

Carribean Inspection & 

Metallurgical Services 

(CIMS)* 

Non Destructive Testers 

(NDT) 
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Services  Local Companies  Joint venture Foreign companies  

Appraisal, 

calibration & 

certification 

services 

Bureau of Standards* 

In-Corr-Tech Ltd.* 

Class One Systems* 

Insertech 

Calitech limited* 

 Cooper Cameron* 

 

Engineering design 

services for 

industrial 

processes & 

production  

 

 NM Wood Group  

Fluor/Summit 

ABT 

Worley Parsons 

Bechtel Int’l Inc. 

Technip 

CBI- Lummus 

Black & Veatch 

Techint 

KBR 

Fluor 

Advisory & 

consultative 

engineering  

 

Damus (Tanks and Oil 

Storage Facilities) 

NM Wood Group  

Fluor/Summit 

ABT 

Worley Parsons 

Bechtel Int’l Inc. 

Technip 

CBI- Lummus 

Black & Veatch 

Techint 

KBR 

Fluor 

Conceptual design  

 

Damus (Tanks and Oil 

Storage Facilities) 

NM Wood Group  

Fluor/Summit 

ABT 

Worley Parsons 

Bechtel Int’l Inc. 

Technip 

CBI- Lummus 

Black & Veatch 

Techint 

KBR 
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Services  Local Companies  Joint venture Foreign companies  

Fluor 

Front End 

Engineering 

Design  

 

Damus (Tanks and Oil 

Storage Facilities) 

NM Wood Group  

Fluor/Summit 

ABT 

Worley Parsons 

Bechtel Int’l Inc. 

Technip 

CBI- Lummus 

Black & Veatch 

Techint 

KBR 

Fluor 

Engineering, 

Procurement & 

Construction 

Damus (Tanks and Oil 

Storage Facilities) 

NM Wood Group  

Fluor/Summit 

ABT 

Worley Parsons 

Bechtel Int’l Inc. 

Technip 

CBI- Lummus 

Black & Veatch 

Techint 

KBR 

Fluor 

    

 


